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SECTION 6
REFERENCE i

Memorandum: 3une 18, 1982

To: 3. Duskas
W. F. Senkowsky

From: F. W. Thompson

Subj.: Defense Waste Glass Melter- Corrosion of Refractory

Critical deslgn parameters for the DWPF melter hinge on the
expected corrosion rate of Monofrax K-3 refractory. I have
reviewed some of the documents referenced in DPST-82-238, in

particular DPST-80-?54. From visual Inspections of the SCM and
the Project 1941 melter at TNX and the CFCM and LFCM at PNL by
myself and others, I draw significantly different results and
conclusions then those reached In DPST-82-238. Significant
observations are:
I. Corrosion rate measured in the CFCM was 3 mll/da7 at the
centerpolnt of the side wall. Because of the location of the
electrodes, this area was In the electr=cal current path.
2. When you consider the corrosloL of the K-3 behind the
electrodes in the SCM (as it was exposed in the 1941 melter and
will be in the DWPF melter}, the rate is one to one and one-half
mils per day.
3. The corrosion rate in the LFCM at PNL was reported to be 0.85
cm/day or 0.33 In/yr.
4. The corrosion rate in Project 1941 was essentially zero. The
rate of 0.06 mil/day was reported, but that was only at the melt
llne.
5. Initial test results G. Wicks showed corroslon/eroslon values
for K-3 to be zero at 1100 C, .0035 sq cm at 1200 C and .006 sq
cm at 1300 C. ( Rate is shown as loss of area at the metal llne).

Sldewall and floor temperatures are also significant In
determining the rate of corrosion the refractory. They have also
been the principal culprits In causing formation of slag In
melters. More significant however are these observations:
I. Analysis of the Project 1941 melter slag by W. N. Rankln and
the time of formation of that slag as reported by M. B. Cosper
indicates that the slag was formed when the melt temperature fell
below the Llquldus of the glass.
2. DPST-80-654 states that only one inch of slag was formed in
268 days of operation at 1150 C, but that one-half inch was
formed in less than five hours when the melt temperature was
dropped below 1040-1070 C.

Based on the above discussion, I do not believe that the BDR
corrosion rates reflect the exposure anticipated in the DWPF
melter. The rates should be in the range of I to 1.25 mils/day
for the sidewalls and zero for the floor. The melt llne and
throat corroslon wit1 be self-llmltlng because of the cooling
designed to protec_ this area.



TABLE I

Tabulation of Data on Refractory Corrosion from Varlous Reports

I. Analysis of $CM melter from available data.
Figure 2 shows the configuration of the melter. Note the firing
path of the electrodes. Corrosion rates shown In I and 2 are
those measured from the corner blocks. Rates In 3 are those
measured behind the electrodes after the melter was disassembled.

I. First campaign.- 135 days.
a. Path B-C. 6 mils/day
b. Path A-D. 4.2 " "
c. Path C-D. 2.45 " "
d. Path A-B. 3.24 " "

2. Second campaign- 133 days
a. Path B-C. 3.71 rolls/day
b. Path A-D. 5.73 " "
c. Path C-D. 5.17 " "
d. Path A-B. 7.52 " "

3. Measurements behind electrodes after disassembly- 912 days
of operation- 790 days at operating temperature.
a. Wall A. 1.25 rolls/day
b. Wall B. 4.43 " "
c. Wall C. 1.25 " "
d. Wall D. 0.63 " "

The average rate excluding that at the throat (Wall B) is 1.15
mlls/day.

If. PNL glass melter-LFCM- 80 tons of glass
1. Corrosion rate- 0.9 mlls/day

III. Project 1941 melter
I. Sidewall corrosion at melt llne only- 600 m118

a. 168 mils occurred in 7 days operation at 1300 C.
b. 408 mils cccurred in 68 days at 1200 C.
c. 20 mils occurred In 12 months at temperatures of 1150 C

and below.

IV. Observations from Inspections of CFCM, LFCM and SCM melters.
I. All melters show high refractory corrosllon when K-3 is in

the electrical firing path.
2. All had throat failures due to cracking and heating from

both sides.
3. All show low corrosion In areas exclusive of those noted

above.
4. Project 1941 exhibited corrosion as In 3 above.

v. Temperature affect on formation of slag. (Spinel)
1. Rankin's data confirms minimal spinel formation at 1200-

1300 C. 1/2 inch in 2 months and this wi8 a chrome spinel.
The 7 Inches of spinel that accummulated occurred during
periods of idling when the melt temperature was blow 1050 C

2. Further evidence that the melt tewmperature t8 critical to
spinel formation is data from the SCM. One inch of slag was
formed in 268 days when temperatures were at 1150 C, 1/2
Inch was formed in 5 hours when the temperature dropped to
1070 C.
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Dennis Herchant
Rock of Ages Corporation
P.O. Box 482
Rathe. VT 0_641

Dear Hz. Merchant:

PROJECT S-1780 - S&VAHNAH RIVER PLANT
DEFENSE WASTE PROCESSING FACILITY
DU PONT ORDER 8976-H - ZIRMUL GRINDING

This follovs up out recent conversation regarding final grinding of
the Zi_mul zefzactozy.

Out order epecficiation includes a sketch that shows the final ground
height as .192" above the lip (surface "H") of the fixture base.
This elevation is correct vhen all other dimensions ate at their
noninal tolerance. To ensure the best possible fit in the melter
vessel. I have requested that you hold this grinding operation until
the vessel has been nachined, and we have nsasured the botto_ profile
and its elevation relative to the riser nozzle. I will compare this
with actual dimensions of the fixture, calculate the final elevation
of the Zitmul relative to the lip of the fixture, and send this
information to you via a revised specification sketch. You should
have this information by early November.

We will use the same appzoach for the second melter vessel.

PRO3ECT ENGINEERING DIVISION

Section
_D. _._==r___-. Jr.
Pro_ect Engines=

JDG/)a

Iz97s_)

DWPFMELTER TECHNOLOGY MANUAL L

SECTION 6

REFERENCE 7



/
48.745 Radiusto I. D. of melter Fiberfraxsleevethickness= .703 (Md_Hics)

48.00 Radiusto O.D. of F Block_ Gap CalculatedV Blockwall thickness
= (22.470 - 11.255 ) / 2 = 5.608

,f"N

DIMENSIONY _ : " :!.i:: Fibodraxsleeveheight
Elevation to F Block edge = e K-3 i _: d = ,703/Cos 25°-30' = .779Vert. projectionof F bore =

Grind Height + 30.936 0.5 (11.260 / Cos25° - 30') F BLOCK 0 O£) Projecledgapheight
• : :

= 0.5 (12.475) = 6.238 = .745 Tan 250-30' = ,367

ProjectedV BlockHeight

l / = 5.608/Cos 25°-30'
= 6.213I

"F-

Calc. D Blockheight= 14.383 (H_ -- - - f
8.,,s(CaO.un0um) 2so- ' ' I-- /

K-3 ; D_ON Z
D Blockheight= D BLOCK_ Elevation to edge of V Block

12.028(Carborun0um)

._ j = 24.417 + .779+ 6.2!3- .,367• = 31.050
Grind Melterbottomto lower

edge of riserbore
Zirmulfixtureheight= ZIRMUL = 24.417 (CBI)

9.513 (CBI) TOP EDGE OF

I_ne Zl UL FIXTURE J_Fiberfrax " r thickness= 1.250 (Metaullics)

l T _%' BOTrOM INSIDE SURFACE r ,
_: OF MELTER VESSEL MELTER #1

Matching lower bore edge
elmmUonsof F & Vl blocks:

Y=Z

Iii| For D, F, & V1 blocks:height = .114"_ #l DWPF MELTER REFRACTORY Grind Height + 30.936 = 31.050
Jill For electrode blocks:_ h_ght = .155" ZIRMUL GRIND HEIGHT CALCULATION Grind Height = 31.050- 30.93

Make nominal height .120" BASED ON D, F, & VI BLOCKS [ Grind Height = .114]

_ _: _: :! :i:!:!:_:_-" ":.:$_:_.::.:::"::

J. D. Gutmann, Jr.



K-3
L Block

- L BlockboreCL

l 7.070 / 7.087 (HFW) lI21 o_ (HFW)
] K-3 Elevation between
/ _ G Block vesselnozzlecenters=

19.938 (H_ .... 21.000- 21.002 (CBI)

5.970 / 5.996 (HF_

DIMENSIONB K-3 _ A

Elevation to G Mock bore CL 12.024 (Carborundum) D Block Elevation to nozzle CL (CBI) TOP EDGE OF
A Min = 28.919 ZIRMUL FIXTUREBMin= 2tl.757+ Gdnd Height |

! A Max = 28.930
B Max= 28.783 + Grind Height Grind Height

ZIRMUL

= 9.513 _ ._Zirmulfixtureheight (CBI)

i MELTER #1

Fi_rfrax liner thickness= .250 (Metaullics)

Matching CL eleva_ of G block

boreto vesselnozzle:

Bin Grind Height = A Bin - B Max
= 28.919- 28.783

BOTTOM INSIDE SURFACE = 0.136
OF MELTER VESSEL

Max Grind He_=,ht= A Max - B lain
= 28.930 " 28.757

#l DWPF MELTER REFRACI'ORY = 0.173

ZIRMUL GRIND HEIGHT CALCULATION
BASED ON ELECTRODE G BLOCKS !1Avg Grind Height = .155 "m j

i

J. D. Gutmann, Je



i)
Fibedrax sleeve b'fic._rlwE}ss= .703 (Met_alliCS)

----- 48.766 Radiusto I. D. of melter

"---'-- 48.00 Radiusto O.D. of F Block =- Gap CalculatedV Blockwall Ihickness= (22.495 - 11.2o4) / 2 = 5.606

Proiec'_3d_ s_ve he_DIMENSION Y = .703/Cos 25°-30" = .779

Elevation to F Blockedge = I Vert. projeclimlof F bore = K-3
Gdnd Height +30.964 0.5(11.2611 Cos25°- 30 ') F BLOCK OO ProUd gaphe_

= 0.5 (12.476) = 6_ = .766 Tan250-30. = .365

Pr_VBkw:k_

= 5.606/Cos 25°-30'=6.211

14.464 _'w . l

F blockheight (H_ 250.30. '

= 8216 (Toledo)" _ ' V
K-3 l DBIENSION Z

D Blockheight= D BLOCK / Elevation to edge of V1 Block

K-3
11.985&(Toledo) I ' = 24.417 + .779 + 6.211 - .365

Gri_-l',,,, Meller boUomto lower = 31.042
r_'_jeof riserbore /

Zirmulfixtureheight= ZlRMUL _=24.417 (CBI)
9.513 (CBI) TOP lEDGEOF

zB ,. 'rxrum __J_FiberfraxlinerIhickness

BOTTOM BqlSK)ESUFIFACE f IELTER #2 "_

• Calc.FBkx:kheight=8_ OFMELTERVESSEL l Matchtnglowerboreedge /
............... °-_"=_;_...................'_:;'_ / elevations of F & Vl blocks: /

/ ,=z - /
#2 DWPF MELTER REFRACTORY IGr Height + 30.964 = 31.042 /

For D, F, & VI blocks: height = .078" [!_ ZIRMUL GRIND HEIGHT CALCULATION i Grind tleta_t = 31.042- 30.964 |

For electrode blocks: height = .14l" [!!! BASED ON D, F, & Vl BLOCKS L I Grind Height = .078 1 J

J. D. Gutmann, Jr.



K-3
LBkx_

- L BlockboreCL "
/

Calculated ele_tkm between |

L & G blockborecenters= 21.009 / G_)ck
20.015 (H_ ...-... , I)

l i "-"
_ S t "---K-_ '

Elevation to G block bore CL 11.985 (Carborundum) D Bevstlon to nozzle CL (CBI) TOP EDGE OF
B Min = 28.746 + Grind Itelght j, RXlURE
B Max= 28.795 + Grind HelgM •

Grind Height

Z'h-rnulfixlureheight= 9.513 (CBI) ZIRMUL '_ MELTER #2

_ax linerthickness-'-L'---- 1.250 (Metauaics) Unlchlng CL elevation of G block

_ l bore to vessel _:In Grind HekjM = AIn- B Max

= 2g.Sg9- 28.785in _ml it_IIM = 0.104

OF MELTER VESSEL MB _ HeigM = A MR- B Min
= 28.924- 28.746

Max Grind Height = 0.178
#2 DWPF MELTER _CI'ORY .

ZIRMUL GRIND HEIGHT CALCULATION [ Avg Grind Height = .141 [ J
BASED ON ELECTRODE G BLOCKS

J. D. Gutmann, Jr.
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E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc.

Project No. 9S1780
DWPF Glass Melter

Refractory Installation
P. O. No. AXC-6854-W

Savannah River Plant

Dunbarton, South Carolina
TECO No. 8558

Unit NO. 1

May/June 1987

Melter cleaned, layout complete, ready for refractory. Riser is at the

right, electrode nozzles are at right of center, and one dome heater

nozzle is visible at the extreme upper right corner. Note center post

fixture - this is removed for the refractory dry out and replaced for

handling and shipping. The post is removed at the SRP mock-up shop

prior to installation of the drain valve.

DWPF MELTER TECHNOLOGY MANU;

SECTION 6

REFERENCE 8



Fiberfrax Insulator "T" and

"A" Block in place. Note
Fiberfrax Sleeve in Riser.

Zlrmul Bottom Installed. "D"

" Blocks being checked for

proper elevation; elevation

ok, No grinding required.
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"B" and "C" Courses in place.

Note Riser Block "VI" stored

in Riser.
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"E" Course with DSM pumped in
and trimmed. Note Fiberfrax

Sleeve in Riser at "El" Block.



"F" Course set and wedged

ready for DSM.
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"F" Course with DSM pumped in
and trimmed.



Superstructure comp |eted.



r

Rlser "V2" Block in place.

Riser "U" Block in place.
Fiberfrax Sleeve trimmed.
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FRED W. THOMPSON ASSOCIATES
REFRACTORY & CERAMICS CONSUL TING

520 Fosters Point Road
West Bath, Maine, 04530
207-442-7560

July 6, 1987

Hr. J. D. Gutmann
E. Z. duPont de Nemours and Company, Inc.
Engtneertn8 Depart:Bent
Wilmington. Delaware. 19898

Subject: Assembly of Refractory in DWPF No. 1 Melter

Dear Mr. Gutmann:

In accordance with previous discussions with youself and R.N.
HcCormick, the latt,l:r and I went to the CBI plant in Cordova,
Alabama to witness _:he installation of the refractory lining
in the no. 1 melter shell. Installation was done by Toledo Engr8.
Company under Contract No. AXC 6854-W. J. Crawford and his crew
were at the plant and had their setup relatively complete when
we arrived. The attached lo8 chronicles events and occurrences
of note. Dupont QAFR J. Simicek met us on Monday, May 18. We had
a a brief plant tour for familiarization,then commenced install-
ation. ( The QAFR vas apparently at the site on 5/23 and 5/24
when neither McCormick and I were present. He was not there on
5/29 when the instltkllation was completed and I departed the site.)
The inatallattonwent extremely well. I attribute that to all who
participated in iris, development. The design and materials spec-
ifications, the qul_lity of the materials supplied by the Vendors,
an| the thought and preparation by the installation contractor
contributed to an I_lmost perfect installation in record time.
TECO finished on 5/29, 17 working days ahead of their planned
schedule. All are ¢o be complimented.

It should be pointed out that because this assembly went together
so well, it is not a guarantee that #2 melter will be assembled
as easily. However, I believe that the same degree of dtltaence
should be exercised in preparing the components of the second
unit and the probability of a similar installation will be
greatly enhanced. The capabilities of the suppliers has been
demonstrated; we need to maintain our vigilance to insure that
they perform am well on the second melter.
If you have any questions regarding the above or the attached,
please do not hesitate to call me.

DWPFMELTER TECHNOLOGY MANUA

SECTION 6

REFERENCE 9



FRED W. THOMPSON ASSOCIATES
REFRACTORY & CERAMICS CONSULTING

520 Fosters Point Road
Nest Bath, Maine, 04530
207-442-7560

LoR: Refractory Installatlon,DWP F Melter #1
R. N. McCormick- F. W. Thompson
May 18 to May 29, 1987

5/18 Vessel cleaned
Riser sleeve (Insulation) installed,marked and cut to
contour.

Bottom ceramic fiber disc installed over center post. ad-
Justed for center, side pieces fitted but not Installed.
(It was dlfflcult to center the disc because of the clearance
between the center post and the disc.)
The Zirmul shapes were checked for centerllne location
while still in the fixture. The ¥ rlng blocks apparently
were rotated from the drawing alignment. As a result, Toledo
had to rotate the center line of the entire assembly 6 o
to stagger the joints between the Zirmal and the K-3
blocks.

We need to review the procedure for removal of the Zirmul
blocks from the fixture. At the minimum we should grind
the llp down on the bottom of the fixture at the gate so

• that the blocks will slide out of the fixture without

catching on the llp. A vacuum lifting device would also
ellminate the problem.
The Zirmul shapes were removed, washed to remove grinding
residue, and installed in the bottom. Fitup was excellent.
Two D blocks were set in the melter and the F block positioned
for fitup of the V1 block.

5/19 The second insulatlon sleeve was set in the riser and the

V1 block was set in the riser using the TECO lifting Jig
and the CBI overhead crane. The V1 block was set against
the F block to check alignment of the riser heater holes.
Alignment was perfect. ( This eliminated the need to grind
the D rln8 blocks to create alignment and greatly aided
in reduction of the assembly time.) All K-3 blocks were
removed and installation proceeded.
Sidewall of the bottom insulation were installed. Consid-

erable grinding was required because of the Inabillty to
center the disc and to the I/8th reduction in the Zirmul

heigth plus the variation in the gap between the Zirmul
and the sldewall. (The latter will be required on all
installations because of the tolerances allowed in the
Zirmul assembly.)
Joints were pointed in the Zlrmul assembly.

5/20 Repolnted the joints in the Zirmul assembly.
Removed all bottom blocks from their crates, identified
and located on pallets.
The B rlng was set and the C ring started when it became
obvious that the match marks were not lining up. A call
to Carborundum was made to clarify direction of block
numbering (clockwise). The rings were removed cleaned and
reinstalled. Fitup was excellent. C ring was jacked tight
using a Ports-Power jack.



FRED W. THOMPSON ASSOCIATES
REFRACTORY & CERAMICS CONSULTING

e

Log: Refractory Installation- R. N. M.-F. W. T.-pg 2

5/21 Set D ring: Pumped DSH-24 behind D ring
5/22 Inspected D ring installation. Blocks were flat and tight.

Block D1 to D16 joint misaligned about ,020" horizontally.
Horizontal alignment of remaining joints was perfect.

5/23 Set and pumped DSM-24 behind remaining K-3 sldewa11 blocks.
5/25 Set four bottom lid heater blocks. Cut and fit brick,
5/26 Finished sidewall superstructure.
5/27 Installed the V2 and U block. Inspected K-3 for assembled

tolerances. All were within specified limmlts. See attached
sheets for measurements.

5/28 Joints rechecked for openings. Approved for moving by CBI.
Removed from the area at 9:00 am CDT.

Began Installatlon of brick in top head. Top head disc
was installed and cheked. Some mlsalignment of the smaller
holes with the head was noted, material that protruded into
plane of the hole was removed. The center sleeve and the
no. 2 rln8 were Installed and checked OK. The 3rd rlng was
installed and approved. The 4th ring was installed and
approved. (Closure was cut for the 4th ring.) Dry layed the
5th ring to check hole alignment, Had to move the centerline
about 3/16" counterclockwlse to get proper alignment rad-
lally. Axially alignment was satisfactory, but the holes
shifted to the outer edge. 5th ring was finished and app-
roved. The 416 s/s cap screws required to fasten the
refractory support lugs to the shell were not available
so work was stopped at 3:30 pm. CDT.

5/29 Cap screws arrived at 8:45 am. and were installed so
work could proceed, Knuckle ring was installed, jacked
tight and the key cut and installed. Gaps at lugs were
mudded in. Installation completed at 4:45 pm. CDT.
FWT signed for the 416 s/s cap screws used in the lugs.
Paper work should be provided by QAFR.
FWT approved installation at 5:45 pm. CDT.

Attachments show measurements of joints and other information
gathered at time of assembly.

Exhibit A- Joint thickness check using Starrett Taper Gauge
Exhibit B- Joint thickness measurements of of throat block

to VI block and other riser block joints.
Exhibit C- Inside diameter measurements •
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48.766 Radiusto I. D. of meltershell Fiberfraxsleevethickness= .703 (Metaullics)

"----- 48.00 Radiusto O.D. of F Block_ Gap CalculatedV Blockwall thickness= (22.495 - 11.284)12 = 5.606

_L -- ProjectedFibedraxsleeveheight
DIMENSIONY = .703/Cos 25°-30'= .779

Elevation to F Blockedge = I Vert.projectionof F bore= K-3
Grind Height + 30.964 0.5 (11.261 / Cos25° - 30') F BLOCK O£) -- Projectedgapheight

= 0.5 (12.476) = 6.238 = .766 Tan 25°-30'= .365

l I "_ I'-" ProjectedV BlockHeight= 5.606/Cos 25°-30'I ............: Ir = 6.211

F blockheight 14.464 _ A

= 8.216 (Toledo)" (H__V) ::: :i_........ 25°-30' , , [ ..
: :: K'3 .... DIMENSIONZ

D Blockheight= :DBLOCK: I Elevation to edge of Vl Block
11.985(Toledo) K-3 : : :-. _i:_::!::

.__ I • ::::_:_;. = 24.417 + .779 + 6.211 - .365
Grind ht Melterbottomto lower = 31.042

edgeof dserbore /

Zirmulfixtureheight= ZIRMUL = 24.41_7(CBI)

1

9.513 (CBI) TOP EDGE OF /
ZIRMUL FIXTURE

Fiberfraxlinerthickness= .250

"Calc. F Blockheight= 8.226 OF MELTER VESSEL Matching lower boreedge
elevations of F & V1 blocks:

Final Grind Height - Melter #2 Y = Z •
' #2 DWPF MELTER REFRACTORY Grind Height + 30.964 = 31.042

For D, F, & V1 blocks: height = .078" ZIRMUL GRIND HEIGHT CALCULATION Grind Height = 31.042 - 30.964
For electrode blocks: height = .141" BASED ON D, F, & VI BLOCKS ! Grind Height = .078 ]

Make nominal height .100" _" J
J.D.



-3 :

L Block, •

- L BlockboreCL

7.070 / 7.087 (HFW) l!
21.030(HFW) _ : .... :- ".... K-3 : :_ Elevationbetween/ G Block : vesselnozzlecenters=

19.938 (H_ -: 21.000- 21.002 (CBI)

' G BlockboreCL _ -- .__ _

Jl

5.970 ! 5.996 (HFW) t
DIMENSIONB ::: .... K'3 DIMENSION A

Elevation to G blockbore CL 12. 24 (Carborundum) _ D Block :: ElevaUonto nozzle CL (CBI) TOP EDGE OF
B Min = 28.757+ Gdnd Height A tan = 28.919 ZIRMULFIXTURE

• A Max : 28.930
B Max= 28.783+ Grind Height Gdnd Height

ZIRMUL
Zirmulfixtureheight= 9.513 (CBI) r -

MELTER#1

Fd)edraxliner - i.250 (Metaullics) Matching CL elevation of G block

! bore to vessel nozzle:

Min Grind Height = A Min - B Max
= 28.919- 28.783

BoI"rOM INSIDESURFACE = 0.136
OF MELTER VESSEL

Max Gdnd Height= A Max - B Min
= 28.930 - 28.757

#l DWPF MELTER REFRACTORY = 0.173

ZIRMUL GRIND HEIGHT CALCULATION [ Avg Grind Height = .155 ']
BASED ON ELECTRODE G BLOCKS .

J. D. Gutmann, Jr.
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Ic 33 (2)
DCC/S

September 24, lg86

Dennis Merchant

Rock of Ages Corporation
P.O. Box 482
Barze, VT 05641

Dear ME. Merchant:

PROJECT S-1780 - SAVANNAH RIVER PL_T
DEFENSE WASTE PROCESSING FACILITY
DU PONT ORDER 8976-W - ZIRMUL GRINDING

This follows up our recent conversation regarding final grinding of
the Zirmul refractory.

Our order specficiation includes a sketch that shows the final ground
height as .192" above the lip (surface "W") of the fixture base.
This elevation is correct when all other dimensions are at their

nominal tolerance. To ensure the best possible fit in the melter
vessel, I have requested that you hold this grinding operation until
the vessel has been machined, and we have measured the bottom profile
and its elevation relative to the riser nozzle. I will compare this
with actual dimensions of the fixture, calculate the final elevation
of the Zirmul relative to the lip of the fixture, and send this
information to you via a revised specification sketch. You should
have this information by early November.

We will use the same approach for the second melter vessel.

PROJECT ENGINEERING DIVISION

Sect_on

Project Engineer

=DG/)a

{2gTBA)

DWPF MELTER TECHNOLOGY MANUAL
SECTION 6

REFERENCE I0



48.745 Radiusto I. D. of meltershell FiberfraxsJeevethk_ness= .703 (Metaullics)

48.00 Radiusto O.D. of F Block = Gap CalculatedV Blockwallthk:krmss
= (22.470 - 11.255) / 2 = 5.608

DIMENSIONY (T.., -- ProjectedFiberfraxsleeveheight
Elevationto F Blockedge = i K-3 = .703/Cos 25°-30' = .'n9vert. projectionof F bore=

Grind Height+ 30.936 0.5 (11.2601 Cos25° - 30') F BLOCK OO -- Projectedgaphe_ht
= 0.5 (12.475)= 6.238 = .745 Tan250-30'= .367

-Projected V Bkx:kHeight

I = 5.608/Cos 25°-30'

= 6.2131

Calc.D Blockheight= 14.,383(HFW) _ _ J_
8.145 (Carborundum) 25°'30'

K-3 D ONZ
D Blockheight= D BLOCK Elevationto edge of V Block

12.028(Carborundum)

A ! = 24.417+ .779+ 6.213 - .367= 31.050
Grind ht Melterbottomto lower

edgeof riserbore
Zirmulfixtureheight= ZIRMUL = 24.417 (CBI)

9.513 (CBI) TOP EDGE OF
ZIRMUL FIXTURE L_Fiberfrax liner thickness= 1.250 (Metaullk:s)

|

BOTTOM INSIDESURFACE r "MELTER#1

OF MELTER VESSEL Matching lower bore edge
elevations of F & Vl blocks:

Y=Z

#1 DWPF MELTER REFRACTORY Grind Height + 30.936= 31.050
ZIRMUL GRIND HEIGHT CALCULATION Grind Height = 31.050 - 30.93

BASED ON D, F, & V1 BLOCKS [ Grind Height = .114 [

J. D. Gutmann,



This tcmpcraturc history of the Mdtc_r tfI rcf_ dry out shows Lhcdiffcmnccs re_[xd(_ between
bo___,:=_-santi s_-_w_ll _t_,:::..r_-;._t-;-r.sin oF.

800 --_ The 15°sidewall_ differ---c.ccbetweentheekctnxk andrefractorythermtgouplenozzle
,'- locationsisdue tothethickerK-3 electrodeblocks.At steadystate,the_ sidewall_J_

i X " was 220 ° vs. 280 ° at od',cr sidewall loc"'mkms. Bottom tcnq_amm_ was 330 ° _ below the
700 / _ 3.50° limit for the epoxy coating o=1into'hal vessel surfaces.

vjr_
J / _ _ As a result of this experience, the dry out procedure for _ 82 was revised to Jim_ inibal into'hal

._ ,.-.,---.',., _., ...., r _ " _ _ temperature to 600° then lower to .500°, _ _ from the b0amn center, and a(kl insulation
/ - _/ _ tothe clectrotk s_-wallarea.The intent is to even out the tgmpexatm'e differences _ bc_ and

600 _ . = f _f X_ limit all vcssclinternal surfacesto 300° or lcss. This allows a iark_ safcty margin for prolcctmnof the// _,_
/_ _X epoxy coating. See Section S, Referc_e II for(ktaiisofthercvisodWtgcdmc.
All k_

rj_j_ _ I * I a J | i i i i I I J | I I I | J I J Ji _i i | a , , J , j I J ,a J • _,_

500 A i] "/! _'- I _" ] !

,, ; L _ _ ,o I,_" ,_ fi_ "" "!z _I i kX /..._ r !
-- /r, r INTERNAL _IRTEMPERATURE _ _.d -/" I l
LU - f •

::) 400 l r l_.i_._ , ,r
e- _i'/ ._ _.__,_ ..,_ j _,, / ORa_,NVALVENOZZLE

rr /_ "_ LJ _ J.4,- .- -.,-_,,, - _/! ..'_.& : .'... , - .....
I:1. /_ _ _,_ _--_ i - "' "I,. ........ "----'

:_ 300 ,_ .... , =I,,- '' /! -,- -., ._- - _,,,,,,. ..... _,-,-,L-

_ __,-_ r _--- - _ i I

200 . .,_ .Ca_/_ // ! !

_OEWALL TEMPERATURE

._ .-- ELECTRODENOZZLES _- REFFU_1ORYTHE_S .-
100 _=,_ ,..- (166" THICKK3) I (12"THBCKK-3) _

60 I I I I I I I I I I r; I I I I ! t J e t ,
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P
K-3 !

Lmock
..-..-

6.984 / 7.003 (H_ "'--"""
Calculatedelevationbetween | ' '

borecenters= 21.009 / !:K'3 i
L& G block

[ 20.015 (H_ ..' G Block--_. 20.996- (CBI) =

T --".---'' _

Elevationto G block bore CL 11985 (Carborundum) D _ to nozzleCL (CBI) TOP EDGE OF

B Min = 28.746+ Grind Height "_, A MIn = 28.899 ZIRIKIL FIXTURE
B Max= 28.795+ Grind Height • A Max = 28.924

Grind Height

Zirr_l fixtureheight= 9.513 (CBI) ZIRMUL r MELTER #2
_k_

F'd)edraxliner thk:kr',ess= 1250 (bletaullics) _ CL elmmtionof G block

I_ Gd_ _= A in.- B I_
= _.1_- 28.'_

Wn Gd_ _M = 0.104
BOTTOM INSIDE SURFACE

OF MELTER VESSEL Max Grind Height = A Max -
= 28.924-

Max Grind Iletght = 0.178
#2 DWPF MELTER REFRACTORY

ZIRMUL GRIND HEIGHT CALCULATION [ Avg Grind Height = .141

BASED ON ELECTRODE G BLOCKS _"

J. D. Gutmann, Jr.
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October 5, 1988

D. L. KINNSCH
BECHTEL REGIONAl. DESIGN OFFICE
SAVANNAH RIVER CONSTRUCTION
BUILDING 5-2

PROJECT 9SJ420 - SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT
DWPF GLASS MELTER P_
REFRACTORY DRY OUT PROCEDURE FOR MELTERS 2 & 3

This letter tallows up your request For information on drying out
refractory in Melters 2 & 7. Following are my recommendations
and comments. An advance copy of this wee transmitted to you vie
Fax on October 5.

Details of the dry out setup and procedure ere based on our
experience at SRP with Melter #1. Some Fine tuning may be
necessary to establish the optimum internal temperature.

The recommended vendor For performing this work is Hotwork, lnc,
P.O. Box 2)189, Lexington, Kentucky, (606) 276-1570.
Norman N. Sovorln, Vice President- Technical Servi:es, has been
our primary contact. Hotwork hoe In excellent reputation In the
gloss end steel industry, end le well known and respected by our
refractory Installer, Toledo Engineering. Hotwork hosted up the
original TNX Project 1941 glees molter eL stmrtup, and will have
vslumble experience From drying out DWPF Melters 1 and 2.

1..ObJecltlve

The objective of this procedure Is to dry residual moisture
From the refractory lining end Insulation In the shell
sidewall and bottom. Moat or this originates in the DSH-2_
lneuletion, which ie lnetelled me • woter based slurry by

DWPFMELTER TECHNOLOGY MANUAL
, SECTION 6
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pumping it between the sidewall K-3 refractory and shell
wall. This water must be evaporated by heating the vessel
cavity with a burner, in a carefully controlled manner, to
satisfy the following conditions:

o Control heat up and cool rates to avoid thermal shock to
the refractory.

o Control the burner and exhaust flow conditions during the
soak eL temperature to maintain the inside surfaces of the
shell wall at 220"F to 300°F. The upper limit is

necessary to pl:otect the epoxy lining on the inside of the
shell. Temporary excursions to 350 F on the shell
interior are permissible, but the intent is to limit the
maximum to 300"F to maintain an adequate safety margin.

These conditions are achieved by concentrating the heal in
the lower (K-3 lined) section of the shell, selective
insulation of the melter shell bottom end side walls and

continuous monitoring of the inside well temperature with
thermocouples. The recommended set up is shown in Figures I
through 4.

2. Oivision of Responsibility.

Following are my ]:ecommendat ions for responsibilities. These
are based on our Helter #I experience.

A. Customer

o Customer w:Lll provide the steel cover (existing).

B. Vessel Fabricator

Provide and install the following"

o 24 hour/day shift coverage for duration of dry out
(Hotwork technicians will work on 12 hour shifts).

o Forklift or sling to remove Hotwork equipment from
truck.

o Halter vel_sel/lower frame set up on pedestals
(Fig. I).

o 12" diamei:.er insulated exhaust stack, I/4" thick
damper pl_iJte, and I/2" thick x 18" diameter $5 plate
over drain valve nozzle (Figs. I & 2).

o Fiberglasl_ insulation for cover and shell exterior
(Figs. I _!__).

o Kaowool insulation for shell nozzles (Fig. I).

o Install thermocouples per Figs. 4 & 5. Order
thermocouples in advance from Hotwork.
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o Natural gas or a propane tank for the burner - need 5
to _0 psi pressure for gas.

o 220V, 3¢, 60 cycle, 20 amp electrical service for the
blower and chart recorders furnished by Hotwork.

C. Hotwork, Inc.

Hotwork will furnish all other equipment:

o lhermocouples and wire
o Chart recorder and seep down transformer
o Burner and blower
o Hose for the gas supply and blower

It is preferable to have the melter indoors and at
ambient temperatures during the drying operation. An
outdoor location is acceptable if the melter is protected
from the weather, including wind, and the temperature is
at or above 50°f. Ibis is necessary to avoid freezing
the water in the DSM.

Following is the procedure for this operation, after all
area and safety inspections have been completed and
approved. Hotwork will record all thermocouple readings
every hour on the strip chart. In addition, the
thermocouple data must be plotted on a graph during the
critical heat up stage. 5hell temperatures refer to
those in the heated zone - electrode, drain valve and
side wall thermowell nozzles, lemperatures at the dome
heater nozzle level are outside the heated zone, and will
be less than 180°F.

I. Heat up at a rate of 20°F per hour to 600°F internal
air temperature, lhis is an initial boost to reduce
heat up time.

2. Hold at 600°F for 12 hours, lhe soak time at 600°F

may be reduced from the 12 hour limit if the
projection of shell temperature profiles indicates
that any one will overshoot 300°f.

3. Reduce from 600°f to 500°F at 20°F per hour. ]he
500°f limit is the steady state temperature required
to heat the DSH temperature above 212"F while

maintaining the internal shell temperature at or
below 300°F. lemporary excursions to 350°F on the
shell interior are permissable, but the intent is to
limit the maximum to 300°F to maintain an adequate
safety margin.

4. Hold at 5000F for 3 to 4 days. During this time,
adjustments may be made to the internal temperature
as necessary to maintain the internal shell
temperature between 220 and 300°F.
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5. Cool From 500°F to 400°F at 20°F per hour° After the
temperature reaches 400°F, the burner will be shut
off and removed, the burner opening closed off and
the damper at the end of the exhaust duct closed.
From this point, the melter will cool down naturally
without Further temperature control, lhe Hotwork
crew will disconnect the recorder and pack up the
equipment, lhe vendor must arrange to remove the
thermocouples after the melter has cooled down and
return them to Hotwork, Inc.

Hotwork Furnishes two technicians to work s 12 hour

shift For complete coverage, lhe vendor must arrange
to have a guard svaiiable if the plant is not
operating on three shifts.

AIOHIC ENERGY DIVISION

&
Project Engineer

3DG2°28/skh
Atchs
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DWPF MELTER REFRACTORY DRY OUT

FIBERFRAXROPECOVER )RTCHANNEL 12- DIA.EXHAUSTDUCT (Seals air gap betwee

_(Shown rotatedfor clarity) steelcoverand refractory.y
Top of duct to be6 feet above

i cover to permit accessto the 3" FIBERGLAS
I damperplate. Accessto burneris /
! ,_ed foradjustments-insulate
I exhaustductwith 3 fiberglassto

ition. Ontemalair
rangesto 600°F.)

1/4"STEEL DAMPER PLATE L" J
(Controlsexhaust flow
fortemperaturecontrol.)

FIBERGLASS I i ...... 1" KAOWOOL

(Protectssurface _1 l

of shell flange) BLANKET

_!ii! (ProtectsK-3BURNER refactory ledge

_":.'_ / 6 FEET above electrodes.)

":"-":',,',',"_'i"."_

-
.-

, _'

KAOWOOL'
BLANKET 7"BURNER :._

(Install in riser, TUBE
electrode, drain valve, • 71" DIA STEELCOVER
andrefractoryt/c (Existing- shown
nozzles.) 1,2"THICK-- minedfor clarity)

X18" DIA. _

S.S. PLATE_ 12"THICK
MELTER KAOWOOL

"'1OWER V " "1

_ME ."-" 1" S.S. PIPE

" " ' (Centeredin
Kaowool plug.)

In this view, theexhaustduct, electrodenozzles,
and refractorythermoeouplenozzlesarerotatedfor
clarity. See figure2 for the correct orientation.

PEDESTAL

)x. 3 feet high) Figurt 1
REFRACTORY DRY OUT SETUP - SECTION VIEW



" iI DWPF MELTER REFRACTORY DRY OUTI

THERMOCOUPLE('rYP) REFRACTORYTHERMOCOUPLENOZZLE

DOME HEATER NOZZLE

ELECTRODE NOZZLE

BURNER

EXHAUST b

DUCT
RISER NOZZLE

ELECTRODE NOZZLE

COVER SUPPORT(TYP)

REFRACTORYTHERMOCOUPLENOZZLE i

See figures 4 and 5 for detailsof thermocoupleinstallation

Figure 2

REFRACTORY DRY OUT SETUP- PLAN VIEW
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ID_F_LT_R__A_ORYDRYO_I
O

ool
MANIFOLD

20"
SUPPORTRING

J ,J
" _ FRAME

_,-- 36" -_

Insulateexteriorofmeltershellasshown,using3"thickfiberglasswithoutavaporbarrier.Center
insulationonelectrodenozzles(twosides).Donotinsulatethemanifoldorsupportring. Leavea
36"diameteropeningonthebottomcenteredonthebottomnozzle.Thisselectiveinsulationevens
out temperanmedifferencesdueto differentrefractorythicknesses,andconcentratesthe heatnearthe
bottomto drythe fiberfraxliner.

Figure 3

EXTERIOR INSULATION DETAILS



THERMOCOUPLE REQUIREMENTS FOR TEMPERATURE CONTROL
i ii, i i

In this view, the exhaust duct, electrode nozzles, and refractorythermocouple nozzles are rotated for
clarity. See Figure 2 for correct orientation. Thermocouple installation details are shown in Figure 5.

Q(2) Shell sttrface, each side in lower dome heater nozzle, info for
one on (For only not control)

(2) Shell surface in refractory T.C. nozzle, inserted into DSM insulation.

(4) Shell surface, one in each electrode nozzle, inserted into DSM insulation.

(I) Shell surface in drainvalve nozzle, inserted into fiberfraxinsulation.

(_(4) control, inserted thru electrode extended 2" from inside wall.Temp. nozzles,

O.(1) Temp. control inserted thru drain valve nozzle, between stainless steel plate & K-3 refractory.

therrnocouples furnished by Hotwork, Inc. Item Q T.C.s are 24" long, all others are 18" long.
All

s_ For information only, install four additional thermocouples to outer surfaces as follows: Install two
where there is no insulation - one near the refractory thermocouple nozzle, and one on the support
ring. Install two on the insulated surfaces - one near the electrode nozzle, and on the bottom 2 feet
from the nozzle. Hotwork will install these via capacitive discharge.

Figure 4

THERMOCOUPLE REQUIREMENTS



I III I

I OUT!
1/4" FIBERFRAXPAPER

KORUNDALREFRACTORY
t%t%t%t%1

"'"'"'" " 1/2"(TYP)t%t%t%t

P%

I%1%t t I • • ==

DOME HEATER "mlmlm

NOZZLE T.C. ,,,L

mm

SEE NOTE BELOW

3/4" DSM
K-3 REFRACTORY

K-3 REFRACTORY

1/2"(TYP) ZIRMULREFRACTORY
:::::::::::::::'::::

:':':':':':':':':':':':" 1 1/4"FIBERFRAX
:::::::::::::::::::::::::

DRAIN VALVE

ELECTRODE NOZZLE T.C. NOZZLE T. C.

In this view, the exhaustduct,electrodenozzles,andrefractorythermocouplenozzles arerotatedfor
clarity. See figure2 for the correctorientation. Installthermocouplescloseup againstthe meltershell
with a 1/2 inch length contact as shown. InstaUwith careto avoidscratchingthe epoxy coating inside
the nozzles andsheU. A leg shorterthan 1/2 inch may be necessaryon the two refractorythermowe11
T/Cs dueto the small nozzle I.D.

Figure S

THERMOCOUPLE INSTALLATION DETAILS
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PHYSICAL MODELING RESULTS
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OBJECTIVES - DWPF MELTER PHYSICAL MODEL

IMMEDIATE

• OPTIMIZE D_SIGN OF GLASS MELTER

- DETERMINE FLOOR INSULATION REQUIREMENTS

- DETERMINE SIDEWALL INSULATION REQUIREMENTS

- OPTIMIZE ELECTRODE CONFIGURATION TO MEET

TDS POWER SKEWING REQUIREMENTS

- TEST UPPER AND LOWER ELECTRODE PAIR CONCEPT

- CONFIRM POWER SUPPLY CONCEPT

LONG TERM

• DEVELOP MODELING ABILITY TO PREDICT MELT RATE

- FLUID BOUNDARY LAYER STUDIES

- FLUID PROPERTY AFFECTS

- VELOCITY PROFILES

- POWER GENERATION PLOTS

O



CONCLUSIONS

U B ,. .6 TOO HIGH (COLD BOTTOM)

U B ,= .4 APPEARS ADEQUATE BASED ON THESE EXPERIMENTS

U s -- 1.0 GOOD DESIGN

UPPER AND LOWER ELECTRODE PAIRS - EXCELLENT CONTROL OF FLOOR
TEMPERATURE

I0-i0-i0 ELECTRODE ARRANGEMENT - CURRENT FLUX NEAR DESIGN LIMIT

, 1\



GOVERNING DIMENSIONLESS CONSERVATION EQUATIONS -

ELECTRIC GLASS MELTING

DP 1540
K. R. ROUTT
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GOVERNING DIMENSIONLESS CONSERVATION EQUATIONS
ELECTRIC GLASS MELTING, DPI540, K. R. ROUTT
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PHYSICAL MODEL CRITERIA

o GEOMETRIC SIMILARITY

o IDENTICAL RALEIGH NUMBER AND LARGE PRANDTL NUMBER

o IDENTICAL HEAT TRANSFER BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

o IDENTICAL POWER DENSITY DISTRIBUTION

o IDENTICAL ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY RATIO (q'/G'o)

o IDENTICAL VISCOSITY RATIO (_/_o)

o IDENTICAL THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY RATIO _'_O _



DWPF GLASS MELTER - PIIYSICAL MODEL

{ HEAT EXCHANGER
LID HEATER FEED ARRAY
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SCALING RELATIONSHIPS

DP 1540, K. R. ROUTT
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DW'PFWASTE GLASS - VISCOSITY VS TEMPERATURE

0 =____4_....____;
DO 950 I000 1050 Ii00 1150 1200

TE_{PERATURE (oC)



FLUID PROPERTYMATCH

MODEL/INTERMEDIATEGLASS

THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY
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POWER SKEWING

A C

i

DEFINITIONS

TOP POWER - AC PAIR ON, BD OFF

BOTTOM POWER - BD PAIR ON, AC OFF

EQUAL POWER - AC AND BD ELECTRODE PAIRS ON AT SAME POWER --.

POWER SKEWING IN _._)SREFERS TO ACTUAL POWER GENERATION
IN THE UPPER AND I_)WER HALVES OF THE MELT POOL



AFFECT OF FLOOR INSULATION ON FLOOR TEMPERATURE I

INTERMEDIATE GLASS q- _

EQUAL POWER

SIDEWALL HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT _ i. 0

U b Us nT ("C) Tbulk (oC) Tmin (OC)
_ iH i|l nlll , i i

0.57 i. 14 120 1162 1042 '_" " ' ......

0.41 0.94 73 1158 1085

0.31 1.1 51 1162 1111

0.15 1.1 28 1158 1130



CENTERLINE TEHPERATURE PROFILE VS FLOOR INSULATION



AT VS FLOOR INSUlaTION AND SIDE INSULATION

INTERMEDIATE GLASS
EOUAL POWER
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AFFECT OF FLOOR INSULATION ON FLOOR TEMPERATURE
FRIT 165 - HiA1

EQUAL POWER
SIDEWALL HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT 1.0

% Us _%a_ (°c) _=ax (°c) T=in (°c)
_ , iiii , i i

FRIT 165 HiA1 .41 .92 83 1148 1065

FRIT 165 - HiA1 .21 1.01 55 1151 1096
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POWER SKEWING TESTS - INTERMEDIATE GLASS

_T (°C) Tbulk (°C) Tml n (°C) U s U B

EQUAL POWER 120°C 1162 1042 I. 1 0.57

BOTTOM POWER 66°C 1166 Ii00 1.1 0.71

TOP POWER 174°C 1163 989 1.2 0.47
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POWER SKEWING TESTS - FRIT 165 - BiAl

Tma x Tmax Tmln UB USii i ll,ll llllif, -

BOTTOM POWER 52"C 1151 1099 .45 .87

EQUAL POWER 83"C 1148 1065 .41 .92

TOP POWER 130"C 1148 1018 .35 .91



ELECTRICAL MODELING RESULTS

INTERMEDIATE GLASS FRIT 165-HIA1

ELECTRODE POWER 135-170 KW 135-170 KW

ELECTRODE VOLTS

EQUAL POWER 40-45 VOLTS 40-50 VOLTS

MAX POWER SKEW 67 VOLTS 73 VOLTS

ELECTRODE AMPS 1800-2200 AMPS 1300-1600 AMPS

CURRENT FLUX 4.5-5.0 (6.3 MAX) 3.3 - 4.0



CONCLUSIONS

UB l .6 TOO HIGH (COLD BOTTOM)

U B I .4 APPEARS ADEQUATE BASED ON THESE EXPERIMENTS

U s 1 1.0 GOOD DESIGN

UPPER AND LOWER ELECTRODE PAIRS - EXCELLENT CONTROL OF FLOOR
TEMPERATURE

I0-I0-i0 ELECTRODE ARRANGEMENT- CURRENT FLUX NEAR DESIGN LIMIT



RECOMMENDATIONS -- _ _:
J

UB -AS LOW AS POSSIBLE < .4

US " 1.0

BOTTOM ELECTRODE AREA NEEDS TO BE INCREASED _ 25%



FUTURE MODELING WORK

REFINE FLUID PROPERTY DATA

DEMONSTRATE MODELING CAPABILITY TO PREDICT MELT RATE

LSFM MODEL AND MELTER

1941 MODEL AND MELTER

STUDY ELECTRIC MELTER PERFORMANCE IN DETAIL

VELOCITY PROFILES

POWER PROFILES

BOUNDARY LAYER STUDIES

FLUID AFFECTS
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MEMORANDUM

TO: D.C. WITT

FROM: . COSPER/P. G. WALKER/E. F. DYER

DWPF MELTER PHYSICAL MODELING RESULTS

(..12-10-12 ELECTRODE CONFIGURATION/INTERMEDIATE GLASS VISCOSITY)

ZNTaODUCTION

A physical modeling program was initiated to aid in design of a
glass melter for the Defense Waste Processing Facility (DWPF). The
primary goal of this modeling program is to ensure that the melter
design will produce the desired temperature profiles in the melter.
In addition, many other characteristics of melter performance will be
studied in the physical model, including:

o Total Electrode Current
o Electrode Current Flux

o Voltage Profiles
o Electrical Resistance of the Glass Pool
o Electrical Power Requirements
o Convection Currents
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This document describes results obtained from the modeling program to
date, and presents the conclusions and recommendations which affected
and were incorporated into the melter design.

SUMMARy AND CONCLUSIONS

A physical model of the four electrode DWPF melter design was
built and operated to aid in design optimization. The melter design
consists of a 6-foot inside diameter, refractory llned, cylindrical
steel vessel. Joule heating in the molten glass is supplied by two
pairs of opposing wall mounted electrodes arranged in an over and under
configuration (Figure I). The physical model is an exact 1/3
geometrical scale replica of the inside melter dimensions. Glycerin +
i0 wt% LiC1 is used to simulate the rheology and electrical properties
of the molten glass. The model is based on theory developed by
K. R. Routt I and operates similarly to an actual glass melter. A
scaled glycerin feed rate is used and joule heating is supplied by a
power supply similar to the one planned for the actual melter. 2

Modeling results are summarized below:

o The average current flux at the electrode faces was less than the
present design maximum of 5 amps/in 2. The bottom electrode
dimensions in this report reflect the 20% increase in height which
was recommended based on preliminary modeling experiments. The
glass pool depth was set at the atmospheric melt line for these
experiments which is 34-inches at the sidewall. This makes the
effective height of the upper electrodes 12 inches.

o The melter floor construction, as orlginally designed (Ub = .58
Btu/hr-ft2-°F), did not provide enough thermal insulation. The
maximum temperature difference in the molten glass while
operating with equal power generation by the upper and lower
electrode pairs was 133°C; 33% over the design criteria of 100°C.

o The upper and lower electrode configuration worked well and
provided excellent power skewing capability as evidenced by the
wide range of glass temperatures on the melter floor (920°C -
1055°C, Ub = .58) produced by varying the power generation
between the top and bottom electrode pairs while maintaining an
1170°C bulk glass temperature.

o Based on these modeling results, it was recommended that the
insulation in the floor be increased as much as practical.
A floor heat transfer coefficient (Ub) of 0.5 Btu/hr-ft2-°F
appears acceptable for a 14 poise
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glass at I150°C; however, the high viscosity glasses which
are expected will probably require a somewhat lower heat
transfer coefficient to keep the floor temperature above
I050°C. In addition, modeling results showed that the floor
temperature was very sensitive to Ub. Therefore, Ub should
be made as low as practical to provide a cushion for modeling
inaccuracies and errors in material properties or actual melter
construction. The current DWPF melter design calls for a U b
- 0.34 BTU/hr-ft 2 which should be satisfactory.

,APPLICATION OF MODELING THEORY

DWPF Melter Design

The DWPF melter design consists of a refractory lined cylin-
drlcal steel vessel with a 6-foot inside diameter (Figure 1).
Joule heating in the main melter tank is supplied by two pairs of
opposing, wall mounted electrodes. Each electrode is 40 inches
wide, and 3 inches thick. The bottom electrode pair rests on the
refractory floor and is 12-inches tall. The top electrode pair is
15-inches tall and is positioned directly over th_ bottom pair with
a I0 inch space between. The top electrodes extend 3-inches above
the atmospheric melt line to provide additional restart flexibility.
The throat is lined with Inconel ® 690 to reduce corrosion. Inconel ®
690 resistance heaters installed in the plenum will supply
additional lid heat. A flow through Inconel ® 690 resistance heater
is used to provide temperature control in the riser section.*

The following performance criteria have been set for this
melter design in the Technical Data Summary (TDS), 3 for the
Defense Waste Processing Facility.

o Bulk glass temperature = 1150°C.
Minimum glass temperature = 1050°C.
This translates to a maximum temperature difference of 100°C in
the melt pool (excluding the cold cap).

o Melt flux of 8 lbs/hr-ft 2.

o _2-year life for essential, non-replaceable melter components,
such as refractories and electrodes.

Model Design

The inside dimensions of the model (Figures 2, 3, 4, and 5)
are exactly one-third the scale of the actual melter design. The
model is

* (Note: The electrode and riser heater design have changed
since this program began.)
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FIGURE 2

DWPF GLASS- MELTER PHYSICAL MODEL
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constructed of 1/2 inch thick acrylic plastic. The main tank of
the model is Joule heated by scaled electrodes and DWPF-type power
supplles. 4 Glycerin + i0 wt% LiCl is used in the model to
simulate the theology and electrical properties of the molten
glas8._ The followlng boundary conditions are controlled in the
model to ensure that the modeling results are unique solutions to
the dimensionless differential conservation equations which
describe melter operation as specified in the physical modeling
theory's

o Dimenslonles8 temperature gradients are set at the bottom and
side walls of the main tank, and at the 81de wall of the riser
section, by isothermal water Jackets.

o Dimensionless heat lo8s through the cold cap is set at a par-
ticular value, chosen from K. R. Routt'8 slurry fed meltlng
theory, 6 using a removable water Jacket which covers the
glycerln surface of the main tank.

o The dimenslonles8 feed rate is maintained by a perlstaltic
pump which feeds glycerin to a header. The feed header has
84 feed distribution points spread over the glycerln surface
to 81mulate uniform cold cap coverage.

o The dimensionless power distribution is identical to the
melter by virtue of the scaled electrodes and power supplies
which supply Joule heat in the glycerln/LIC1 solution. Volt-
age data presented later in the report confirm thl8 conclu-
sion. The magnitude of the dimensionless total electrlcal
power is set to the nominal design value for the melter and
then adjusted as required to maintain the desired operating
temperature range in the glycerln pool.

Fluid Marc h -,,,Molten G!ass vs. Mod,eling Fluid

Physical modellng theory states that it is important to match
the dimenslonless physical properties of viscosity, thermal
conductivity and electrical conductivity for the molten glass and
the modeling fluld over the temperature ranges of interest. These
dimensionless properties are defined as7 viscosity - _/t_,
thermal conductivity - k/k O, and electrical conductivity -
a/ go (the property at any temperature divided by the property
at a reference temperature). The agreement in these three
properties for these experiments 18 discussed below.
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Viscosity

The recommended viscosity range (to be used for design
purposes) for molten glass processed in the DWFF melter has been
set at 7.0 to 200 poise at 1150°C. _ The viscosity vs. temperature
curves plotted in Figure 6 show the various glass compositions
which produce this wide range of viscosity values. The curve
labeled "INTERMEDIATE GLASS VISCOSITY" represents the glass
viscosity that was modeled perfectly in these experiments, that is,
there is ,o error in the match of _/_o. The intermediate
viscosity curve lles between that of Frlt 165/TDS-3A and Frlt
131/TDS-3A glasses.

ElectricalResistivitv

The design range for electrical resistivity of molten glass
has been set at 2.0 ohm-cm at I150"C to 6.0 ohm-cm at 1050 °
The glass modeled in the tests in this report has an electrlcal
resistance of 2.6 ohm-cm at I150°C and 3.7 ohm-cm at 1050°C. Com-

paring the dlmenslonless electrical conductivity of the modeling
fluld with that of an average molten glass composition (50/50 mix
of Frlt 131/Frlt 165-TDS-3A glasses) (Figure 7) it is apparent that
the electrlcal conductivity of the model fluid decreases quicker
with decreasing temperature than the electrlcal conductivity of the
glass does. This means that less power will be generated In the
colder regions of the model making the temperatures measured there
sllghtly colder than they would be if the electrlcal conductivity
match were perfect.

Thermal Conductivlty

Thermal conductivity of the glycerln model fluid is the least
representative property of the molten glass. Due to the important
radiation heat transfer affect at high temperatures, the slope of
thermal conductivity vs. temperature of the molten glass is posi-
tive. The slope of thermal conductivity vs temperature for the
glycerin is negative (Figure 7). The result is that more energy
will be conducted thermally into the colder regions of the model,
making the temperatures measured there sllghtly higher than they
would be if the thermal conductivity match were perfect. Quali-
tatlvely then, the modellng errors in fluld property match for
electrical resistivity and thermal conductivity tend to cancel each
other.

Physical property data for both the molten glass and the
modellng fluld are listed in Tables 1 and 2. These property data
confirm that both flulds have a large Prandtl number as required by
the theory.
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• FIGURE 6

DWPF WASTE GLASS - VISCOSITY VS TEMPERATURE
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TABLE 1

Physical Properties of Intermediate Glass

O

Temperature, C 950 1000 1050 1100 1150 1200

Therm__l Conductivity, k,
Btu-ft 1.810 2.085 2.33 2.58 2.85 3.14

.Ft2-hr-°F
J

Specific Heat Cp, Btu 0.356 0.358 0.360 0.362 0.363 0.365
lb-°F

Density P, lbm/ft 3 156.3 155.4 154.1 153.5 152.6 151.7

Volumetric Coefficient of 1.22E-4 1.22E-4 1.22E-4 1.22E-4 1.22E-4 1.22E-4
Expansion B, 1/°C + ....

Absolute Viscosity , poise, 192 104 41 23 14.3 8.0
g/cm-sec . . ._, ,,

Electrical Resistivity 5.6 4.5 3.7 3.1 2.6 2.3
Pelr ohm-cm_

Kinematic Viscosity v, 77 42 17 9.3 5.8 3.3
cm2/sec

Thermal Diffusivity _, 0.0325 0.0375 0.0420 0.0464 0.0514 0.0567
ft2/hr

Prandtl Number, Npr- 9,181 4,340 1,568 777 437 226
G¢



TABLE 2

Physical Properties of Model Fluid - Glycerin + 10 _t LIClw heated to 180"C
for one hour and a11o_d to cool

0

Temperature, C 20 30 40 50 60 70

*Thermal Conductivity, k,
Btu-ft 0.]71 0.168 0.165 0.163 0.160 0.158

Ft2-hr-°F

*Specific Heat Cp, Btu 0.564 0.576 0.588 0.601 0.614 0.626
lb-OF

i
!

#Density P, lbm/ft 3 81.12 80.79 80.47 80.15 79.82 79.50

Volumetric Coefficient of 4.077E-4 4.077E-4 4. 077E-4 4.077E-4 4.077E-4 4.077E-4
Expansion 6, 1/°C

tAbsolute Viscosity , poise, 52.0 33.04 14.84 6.63 4.02 2.48
g/cm-sec

tElectrical Resistivity 6,270 2,806 1,358 718 478
Pel, ohm-cm

Kinematic Viscosity v, 40.0 25.5 11.5 5.16 3.14 1.95
cm2/sec

Thermal Diffustvity =, 0.00374 0.00362 0.00350 0.00338 0.00326 0.00318
ft2/hr

Prandtl Number, Npr =- 41,444 27,296 12,732 5,916 3,732 2,376¢C

* Properties assumed to be those of pure glycerin.

# Properties measured at Savannah River Laboratory.

o Calculated
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Power Skewing - Definitions

The upper and lower electrode arrangement in this melter
design (Figure 8) provides the capability to skew power generation
to the bottom or top portions of the tank as desired.

Figure 8 - Upper and Lower Electrode Pair Configuration

A C

The following definitions of terms relatlng to power skewing as
discussed in this report are necessary to understand the results:

o Top Power - All electrode power generated by top palr
only_ the bottom pair was off.

o Bottom Power - All electrode power generated by bottom pair
only_ the top pair was off.

o Equal Power - Both electrode pairs were on and set at the
same power level. In this setting, the lower
electrode pair always operated at lower amper-
age and higher voltage than the top pair.

Power skewing in the TDS refers to the actual power generation in
the upper and lower halves of the melt pool.

Results - Powe r Skewing Experiments

The physical modeling results predicted that the maximum power
skewing capabillty of the over and under four-electrode design
would allow the temperature of the melter floor to be controlled
over a range of approximately 1250C while maintaining a maximum
glass temperature of I1500C (Figure 9). The temperature difference
between the hottest and coldest points in the tank (_Tma x)
decreases, due to increased convection, as more power is skewed to
the lower electrodes. Wlth an overall heat transfer coefficient of
0.6 Btu/hr- ft2-OF for the bottom, Ub, and i.i Btu/hr-ft2-°F
for the side wall, U s , operating the melter with bottom power,



FIGURE 9

CENTER LINE TEMPERATURE PROFILES FOR VARIED POWER SKEWING
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equal power, and top power results in _Tma x values of 115, 133, and
250°C, respectively.

Floor Insulation Experiments

Operating with equal power at a constant maximum glass temper-
ature and constant U s of 1 1 Btu/hr-ft2-°F, lowering the Ub from
0.60 to 0.17 Btu/hr-ft2-"F_ increased the floor temperature by I02°C
and decreased theATma x from 133°C to 31°C (Table 3). To ensure
that the melter meets the design criteria of A Tma x _ 100°C without
relying on power skewing, these modeling data predict that Ub should
be 0.50 Btu/hr-ft_-°F (Figure 10) for a glass viscosity of 14 poise
at 1150 C. An even lower U b will be required when processing higher
viscosity glasses.

Sidewall Insulation Experiments

With equal power, a constant maximum glass temperature and
constant Ub of 0.4 Btu/hr-ft2-"F, lowering the Us from 1.88 to
0.553 Btu/hr-ft2-°F decreased the _Tma x only slightly from 95 to
73"C (Figure 10). These results show that A Tma x is very sensitive
to Ub and fairly insensitive to U s .

Representative radial temperature profiles for equal power
melter operation are shown in Figure II. Along the floor there
is a uniform, gradual radial temperature gradient. The lowest
temperature is at the center of the floor due to the dished bottom
design. In the middle of the tank the radial temperature profile
is fairly flat, except at the sidewall boundary layer, and at
the top of the tank the amount of radial temperature variation
increases substantially due to hot and cold glass circulating in
convection cells near the cold cap.

yoltage Measurements

The over and under arrangement of the two electrode pairs in the
main tank allows considerable control of the power distribution in the
glass. Figures 12, 13, and 14 show the isopotential lines in the
melter while operating with bottom power, equal power, and top
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TABLE 3

Effect of Floor Insulatlon on Floor Temperature

INTERMEDIATE GLASS

EQUAL POWER

Btu Btu
Ub - Us

ft2-hr-°F ft2-hr-°F _T (°C) Tbulk (°C) Tmin (°c)

.60 1.2 133 1173.0 1040

.46 1.2 66.5 1172.5 1106

.35 1.2 45 1175.0 1130

•17 1.2 31 1172.0 1141



FIGURE I0

AT VS FLOOR INSULATION AND SIDE INSULATION
FOR THE DVPF MELTER
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FIGURE II

CHARACTERISTIC TEMPERATURE PROFILES AT VARIOUS LEVELS
(TENPERATURE PREDICTED FOR DWPF MELTER)
INTERMEDIATE GLASS - EQUAL PO_4ER - Ub = 0.57. Us = 1.14
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FIGURE 12

ISOPOTENTIALS FOR BOTTOMPOWER
PREDICTED FOR THE DWPF MELTER
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FIGURE 14
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power, respectively. The power density increases as these leopo-
tentlal lines move closer together; thus, the highest power density
occurs at the face of the energized electrodes which are also the
locations of the highest temperatures in the melter. The shapes of
the Isopotentlal plots for the three major power skewlngs confirm
that the model's power supply is operating as intended.

Blectrical Parmn_te, rS

Physical modeling theory also allows scaling of the electrical
parameters of model operation so that the followlng equipment para-
meters can be predicted, Table 4:

o Total electrical power input.

o Total electrical resistance of the molten glass.

o Electrode voltage and amperage.

o Current flux at the electrode surface.

The average current fl_x predictions for the melter are
generally abgut 2.5 amps/In _ which is less than the upper limit
of 5 amps/In _ specified in the TDS. This value corresponds to
operating the melter with both electrodes having equal power. The
highest average current flux is obtained on the lower electrode
pair when oReratlng with bottom power only. This value is
4.2 amps/In _. This is due to the higher average glass
temperature produced by the increased convection currents that
develop when all the electric current in the tank originates at the
bottom electrodes (Figure 9). The overall electrlcal resistance of
the melt pool varied from 0.037 ohms with all power generated by
the bottom electrode pair to 0.054 ohms when power generation was
distributed evenly between the upper and lower electrode pairs for
a glass having an electrlcal resistivity of 2.6 _-cm at I150"C.
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TABLE 4 ELECTRICAL MODELING RESULTS

Predicted Values for the DWPF Melter

POWER SKEWING
II ii II ini I i i i ,HIll

__ ----------------ELECTRODEPAI R .......Top EQUAL BOTTOM

AC......................141 _5 --Power (kW)

BD - 78 145
L_ II II I L fill -- --llIIIill L ii i i i I i ii

Glass ReIistlvlty (ohm-cm) Ac 2.6 .... 2.6 2.6
at llL0°C

"V 2.6...... 2.6 2.6

Glass Resistance (ohm) ,Ac.............0.042 0.051 ,

_ BD - 0.054 0.037
i __ im i,., i ii i __ H, i , , iiIiii,if i , ,,

Voltage (volts) AC 77 ......62 -

BD - 65 73
I i i i i.................. I _ i H

Amperage (amps ) ............AC i1826 1204 -

BD ....... - ....... 1204 1992ill .... i

Average _urrent Flux AC 3,8 2.5 -
stops/in _ ) ........

BD 2.5 4.2
• i i ,i ,, _ i ....
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PRoa__ illl L i

Experiments to model higher viscosity glasses shown in
Figure 5 are planned. The increased viscosity of these glasses is
expected to affect such melter parameters as maximum temperature
difference in the molten glass, thermal boundary layers, and
temperature at the electrode surfaces.

Quality of Data

All of the data used in this report were collected according to the
"DWPF M_lter Physlcal Modeling Program - Quallty Assurance
Revlew"". The data is recorded in DPSTN-30-4056 Registered
Notebook, are stored in a 0.A. file maintained by the Melter
Physical Modeling engineer.

MBCsdhw
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DWPF GLASS MELTER - ELECTRODE

COLUMN

SOW 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
ROW 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27

1 ***'** 1170.0 1170.0 1170.0 1170.0 1170.0 1170.0 1170.0 1170.0 1170.0 1170.0 1170.0 1170.0 1170.0 1170.0 1170.0 1170.0 1170.0
1170.0 1170.0 *****" *'***" **'**" ****** ****** ****** "*****

2 ****'* 1124.0 1124.1 1124.2 1124.4 1124.9 1125.6 1126.4 1127.2 1127.7 1128.2 1129.0 1130.3 1131.5 1132.6 1133.5 1134.0 1134.2
1135.9 1138,7 1150.0 ****** ****** ***t** ****** ,***** ***_**

3 ****** 1116.8 1116.9 1117.0 1117.3 1117.9 1118.8 1119.9 1120.9 1121.5 1122,2 1123.3 1124.9 1126.5 1127.8 1128.8 1129.4 1129.7
1131.8 1135.0 1150.0 ****** ****** ****** ****** ****** **_****

4 ****** 1107.5 1107.6 1107.8 1108,3 1109.0 1110.3 1111.9 1113.3 1114.3 1115.2 1116.7 1119.0 1121.1 1122.8 1124.0 1124.8 1125.1
I127.6 1131.3 1150.0 ****** ****** ****** ****** ****** ******

5 ****** 1095.5 1095.6 1095.9 1096.4 1097.4 1099.2 1101.6 1103.9 1105.4 1106.9 1109.4 1112.7 1115,6 1117,7 1119.3 1120.2 1120.5
1123.5 1127.8 1150.0 ****** ****** ****** ****** ****** ******

6 ****** 1081.0 1080.3 1080.2 1080.7 1081.8 1084.1 1087.4 1090.9 1093.7 1696.8 1101.5 1106.6 1110.4 1112.9 1114.8 1115.8 1116.2
1119.5 1124.2 1150.0 ****** ****** ****** ****** ****** ******

7 ****** ****** 1067.4 1067.5 1068.0 1069,0 1071.0 1073.8 1076.8 1078.9 1086,1 1095.9 1101.7 1105.6 1108.2 1110.1 1111.1 1111.5
1114.9 1119.9 1150.0 1150,0 1150.0 1150.0 1150.0 1150.0 ******

8 **t*** ****** 1014.8 1014.9 1015.0 1015,4 1015.9 1016.6 1017.2 1017.5 1018.8 1022.8 1028.1 1032.5 1035.8 1038.2 1039.5 1040.1
1044.5 1050.2 1052.2 1055.1 1058.9 1061.5 1063.0 1063.8 ******

9 ****** ****** 888.1 888.2 888.3 888.5 888.9 889.3 889.8 890.1 891.1 894.6 899.5 904.0 907.5 910.2 911.8 912.5
917.9 926.7 931.2 937.7 946.4 952.3 955.9 957.6 ******
10 ****** ****** 744.9 745.0 745.1 745,4 746.0 746.7 747.3 747.8 749,3 754.5 761.9 768.6 773.9 778.0 780.5 781.5
789.9 803.8 811.2 821.9 836,3 845.9 851.7 854.4 **a***
11 ****** ****** 577.2 577.3 577.6 578.2 579.2 580.5 581.7 582.5 585.3 594.6 607.6 619.5 628.8 636.0 640.3 642.1
656.4 679.5 691.4 708.4 730,2 744.1 752.4 7,56.1 ******
12 ****** ****** 359.7 360.2 361.9 365.0 368.9 372.7 375.6 377.4 383.1 402.2 428.3 451.3 468.9 482.3 490.2 493.3
519.2 557.4 575.6 601.5 631.5 649,6 659.9 664.5 ******
13 ****** ****** 50.8 45.0 45.0 133.0 163,6 182.9 192.4 197.1 208.6 245.2 291.6 330.0 357.7 378.1 389.8 394,4
432.0 482.2 504.5 535.6 569.1 588,5 599.2 603.9 ******
14 ****** ****** 45.2 45.0 45.0 92.3 111.0 124.8 133.1 137.6 149.5 187.9 237.3 278.7 309.1 331.5 344.3 349.4
390.7 444.4 467.5 499.8 533.6 552,9 563.4 568.1 ******
15 ****** ****** 45.0 45.0 45.0 76.4 88.6 97.4 108.4 117.2 135.0 173.9 221.2 261.1 292.9 316.7 330.0 335.2
377.1 429.5 452.0 483.2 515.9 534.6 544.8 549.2 ******
16 ****** ****** 45_0 45.0 45.0 73.7 84.7 92.1 98.8 103.5 108.2 125,4 148.3 172.0 257.2 287.9 302,1 307.5
348.9 397.2 417.7 446.4 476.3 493.4 502.8 506.9 ******
17 ****** ****** 45,0 45.0 45.0 69,1 78.1 83.3 85.0 84.8 80.9 76.8 75.0 75.6 140.7 194.2 210,7 216.3
254,4 288.7 303.0 322.8 343.4 355.3 361.7 364.6 ******
18 ****** ****** 45.0 45.0 45.0 63.7 70.4 74.0 74.6 74.5 73.7 72.0 70.2 69.4 81.8 98.9 105.0 107.1
121,7 134.3 139.4 146.4 153.7 158.0 160,3 161.3 ******
19 _***** ****** 45.0 45.0 45.0 58.9 63.8 66.2 66.8 67.0 66.8 66.0 64.1 61.1 56.9 55.9 55.6 55.6
55,3 56.4 56.9 57.4 58.0 58.4 58.6 58.7 ******

20 ****** ****** 45.0 45.0 45.0 55.2 58.7 60,5 60.9 61.2 61.1 60.8 59,2 56.7 54.6 53.8 53.4 53.4
53,8 55.0 55.4 55.7 56.2 56.6 56.8 56.8 ******

21 **'*** ****** 45.0 45.0 45.0 48.9 50.3 51.0 51.2 51.4 51.5 51.4 50.6 49.3 48.1 47.5 46.0 46.0
49.8 51.8 51.8 51.7 51,8 52.0 52.1 52,1 "*****

22 ****** ****** 45.0 45.0 45.0 47.5 48.4 48.8 48.9 48.9 50.2 50.4 49.8 48.8 47.5 47.1 46.0 46.0
49.2 50.8 50.4 47.0 47.0 47.0 47.0 47.0 ******

23 ****** ****** 45.0 45.0 45.0 47.4 48.2 48.6 48.7 48.7 48.7 48.7 48.5 48.0 47.5 47.1 46.0 46.0
49.2 50.7 50.4 50.0 ****** ****** ****** ****** ******

24 ****** ****** 45.0 45.0 45.0 47.1 47.9 48.2 48.2 48.2 48.0 47.9 47.8 47.6 47.4 47.1 46.0 46.0
49.0 50.5 50.4 50.0 ****** ****** ****** ****** ******

25 ****** ****** 45.0 45.0 45.0 46.8 47.5 47.8 47.8 47.9 47.9 47.8 47.8 47.7 47.7 47.7 47.9 48.0
49.0 50.3 50.3 50.0 ****** ****** ****J* ****** ******

26 ****** ****** 45.0 45.0 45.0 46.7 47.2 47.5 47.7 47.7 47.8 47.8 47.8 47.8 47.9 48.0 48.2 48.3
49.0 50.2 50.3 50.0 ****** ****** ****** ****t* ******
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SCALE MELTER 51DE ENTENXNG ELECT•ODE SET BACK MATER CAVITY

_OLUHN (

18
_0M 1 2 _ • 5 _ L__Z_L 9 10 ___ --
eoe 19 20 21 22 23 2• 25 26

1 ,eeee, 117300 117_00 1170.0 1170.0 117000 1170.3 1170.0 117000 II7D.D 1170.0 1170.0 1170.0 1170.0 117000 1170,? 1170.0 ******3

2 *e,e** 111]._ 1113.5 1113.5 1113.6 111309 111•o2 111q.7 lllS.q 1116ol 1116.6 1117.1 1117.7 Ill|.& 1119.7 q120-9 Ia21.S 11_.0 .

3 ,,ee,, 1099.0 109 • 0 90 099.3 1099.6 110000 11 .8 11 1.8 .7 0

• ***e,, 108306 1080.5 1080.3 1080.3 1000.7 1081.3 108205 108q.0 1085.5 108606 1087.6 108809 |09099 1993-n _9_.1 lf107.3 115000

_____,eeee, ,,,,e, ****** 10s0.9 10S1.1 lOSl.e 10s3.1 105s.q loss.2 ln60.9 lo&3.o ao_e.a ao_7._ 1070.& t_Tz_g _077.0 aruan._ aa_n.o ..

6 ,eeee, ,**ee, ****** 0 00 9 6
e,***e co**** co**** **,0,* ****** e***** ****** ******

7 **e*** **,,e, ****** 956.6 956.9 95800 95900 9_.n 967.5 972.5 977.q 99600 101707 102901 ln_.T 1flaz.2 aOSl._ 111o0o C
1150.0 1150.0 1150.0 115000 115000 115000 1150.0 ,*****

8 ,eee,, ***eve ****** 909.7 90q09 9fl5.6 906.8 9fln.R g11.3 913o6 911_• 919o9 932.3 997.1 919._ 9&9.i 179.I 987.S .....-
995.2 1002.5 1019.7 1033.7 10q0.9 10•q.5 10q6._ *0****

9 **eee, ,,,ee, ***000 788.0 78802 78807 78905 790.8 792.5 79qtl 79109 79900 80900 82209 83905 8qSeS 05601 B6s.q
875.3 885.0 91007 93q08 9•705 95q.1 95607 **e***
10 eeee,, ,e,**, ****** 65609 55701 65707 658.5 65001 56201 663.9 665_3 66905 _8_90 69_05 71n.T T230T 73&.S TqT.9
759.8 772.6 80509 83806 855.9 86q08 8680• ,o**,0
11 ***e,, ,****, ,***** 50809 50902 5100• 51202 s1501 518,3 52100 $2300 52806 5qq02 56500 $83.8 60100 6d706 63203

) 6•7.5 66308 705.7 745.7 766.6 777.2 78105 ******
12 ***e,, ,***e, *****, 32q00 325.7 330.8 339._ 350.2 35900 36q08 368,• 37609 q0002 q_O._ 956.7 90001 50203 52109
5•009 561.1 51200 657.3 68002 69106 596.2 ******
13 ****** ,,,ee, ****** 66o6 q500 q500 181.7 22206 2e_g 2590• 26508 27703 30_08 39509 37705 qOS.3 93102 qS3.2
q_5.2 •97.5 552.5 598.7 621.5 632.7 637.2 ******
l• ,eeee, *****, ****** •7.7 •500 qSeO |39._ _3_q .... _9705 213.2 220.9 23205 26309 30301 33608 36603 39900 9170q ....

q•005 q63.7 519.7 565.5 58708 598.7 603.2 **e***
15 ***ee, ,**ee, *****, •503 •S.0 •500 1070_ 131._ 1•607 161.5 177.0 199.6 22607 26508 299.S 329.9 36005 385.4
• 09.3 932.5 98708 531.9 553.3 56307 56709 ******

• 16 ***0** ***ee, ****** qS.l •500 qS.O 93.2 11005 120.8 126.3 129_6 19200 15S0_ 17006 189,9 20109 28509 313.q
333.Z 351.5 39•09 92907 q96.6 •5q08 95802 ******
17 ***e** ***ee* 0***** 9501 95.0 qS.O 88.9 IOq.q 113.3 11605 115.6 10307 95._ 90.0 8T.q 8&.8 179.9 205.0

• 21703 227.9 25300 27305 28305 2880q 29_03 **e***
18 ***ee* ****e* ****** •500 9500 9500 85.2 99.3 107._ 109.1 107_q 10000 9205 87._ 89.3 82.8 10002 10803
112.1 115.6 12q.u 131.5 135.2 137.0 137.8 ******

19 eeeee, ***ee, ,¢**,0 95.0 95.0 95.0 70.7 79.3 83.5 83.9 83_0 8109 78.8 7908 7003 6909 590_ 5707 ....
56.7 56.3 56.0 56.6 57o0 57.2 57.3 ,,e***

20 ***e,, ,**e,, ***,** qSoO 95.0 •500 6108 67.q 7001 7003 7000 69.1 6706 69.7 61o| 56o7 52.7 9600
50.8 51.6 51.1 51.q 51.6 51.7 Sl.T ****** L

21 ,eeoc, ,00,00 00,000 q5.O e5.0 •5.0 56.1 59.8 61.5 6t.7 61.5 61.0 60.1 5800 $503 5201 99o• 9600
q8.O qe.q q7.0 q7.o q7.0 •7.0 •ToO ******

22 ,eeee, ,,,e,, ****,, 95.0 95.0 q5.0 51.5 5307 5q.7 5•09 5908 Sqo5 5309 52o7 S101 9902 •707 9600
q6*B 47.1 qT.G ****** ****** e***** ,eeee, **e***

23 ***ee, ***ee, ,,**,, q5.0 q500 •5.C _809 b002 5008 51.0 50_9 5008 500q 99.7 q808 9707 96.9 9600

qboq 96._ q700 **_*** ****** e.e*** ****** ,ee***
2q ,eee,, ,**ee, *****e q5.0 qS.O 95.0 •7.5 q803 q8.7 q8.8 q8_8 q8.7 qB*_ 9802 q70_ q700 9605 9600

q6.2 •603 35.0 ****** ****** ****** ****** **e***

) 25 **eee, ,,,e,, ****** 95.0 95.0 95.0 qb.5 9700 q7.3 q7.3 qT.q q7.q •7.3 q7.2 •609 9607 •§.S 96.3

96.3 4602 35.0 ****** ****** ****** ****** **e*** ___



[L[CTRICAL POW[RSUPPLY& CONTROLSfoR A RCMOTrLY
OPI[RAT[DGLASSM[LER FORNUCL[ARWASTE

A. Q. HAIDERI, N[P4B[RI[EE

USTRACT

k_ el|N.'trl©sl power ampply, control• s_l in•argents The redlosetlve mete storm in underground tank
used for a Joule he•ted glee• melter for nuclear Ae pumped to the canyon building. It. Je
mete are dl_uued, time•ely reploe•eble proem•sad, mJscec| with Olse• fiat end poured into
lfltareonneotAon wiring Imsemblles For power, the melter. The mimture A• he•ted to 11_)0'C.
controls and SMtruRnta are oloo ckn_rJbed. The molten mixture t• then poured lets salinises

steel eanl•t•re. The canister• ore permanently

1. I MTROI)UCT|ON ••sled by aiding • pluq In the open neck. 1hey
' sre stored In on Anter_m fscillty and the,

A prototype 91NO melter for the vitrJfleotlen transported to per•emma goverrment repository.
of non-redloaetlve mate ulth the ease physl©ol
snd chemical propertLse as hlghly rodtosctlve II. ,I_LTEIt.V[SSEL
ltqutd slurry, ms Lnatsllod at Sevmmsl_ Rlver
Laboratory, e plant Du Pont operates for the
Oepartment of [nergy (DO[). The ele©trJesl The melter, see Iriqlure 1, As • cylindrical
system for this prototype salter me described vessel, 10 ft high I_1 6 ft Inside dtmeter.
In • previous paper'. A proJl_t authorized by The •hell l• 1 1/2 Al'_'q'_thLok stainless steel
the IX)[ le now In progress with deign in 1re end Jockotecl For rotor ,soling. The lee;de of
ftnel atlKlee, for • nuclear mete Olsee the vim,el Is lined _tth 12 inches of K-3
gaiter. Ibis production melter m_d the monofrsx I_froctory _ }/4 inch of flberfrex
el,carl©el eystgm t• a modlfl©stlon of the lnsulotloh. At the boat• en odditionel layer
prototype melter. The production miter Is to of Z_rmul insulation le provided.
be An•tilled In the melt ©ell of a radiation
eonfirmmlmt but|dAng imoln aS a Canyon Building.
All operations of the smiter ore performed

. remotely and observed on ©losed ©1foul•
television. Specially deslgrmd wlrlng connector
assemblies, Joined by stainless steel pipes
celled "J_per connectors", ere used for both
el,earl©s1 md pr_see services, lheu Jumpers
are Installed or removed from the melt ©ell by
a rmotely operated overhead crane.

MELTER- VESSEL
el, i

. IJ

,.m

gemFLLLIN|L

_-r" /oct _9_(_ FIGURE1

DWPF MELTER TECHNOLOGY MANUAL
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Four plate electrodes L1, L2, L) end L4 ore III.(L[CIRnL_ POW[RSUPPLYD(SI__
1hearted throuQh the aide of the veaesl, see
figure 2t L1-L2 constitute one electrical
circuit, and L)-L4 in|tailed vertically move The resistivity of 9less frit and radioactive
the first pett make up a ascend circuit. The waste slurry misture has bean measured end ie
two circuits are connected to rue cospletely in the ronQe of 2 to 6 ohR-_ for different
independent ainQle phase power supplies in phase mixture compositions at 11500C. The total ;)over
with oech other. (lectrodes L1, L2 ore required to maintain molten oLxture temperatures
connected to phase A and 6 of one paler supply at 11_0'C lncludirql process load and tosses, Ls
and L), L4 to phase A and 6 of the second power 16_KN. To d4temine power supply parameters,current end volta|e; the re|Letance or the melt

supply to achieve cross electrode firinq, pool Is required. Oue to the complexity of i

In addition to the lasin electrodes, resistance both electrical and themol fields Lnatde the
strip heaters of Inconel 690 ore provided in the melter, the calculated values are
riser end pour spout. At the bott_, five zones approximations. Nothomettcal me, yaLe wit_
of drain v|lve hooters, oleo mode of |neons1 690 computer rune wee used to detemine
Otripet ore provided for omerQencYdrain. Four lnteroeloctrode resistance.
pipe hooters ore installed at the top for
ou_tlliurY heat. These are iLTeOInserted throuQh Computer curveS were obtained for power densitydistribution end total power produced. These
side _lle of the vesesl, curveS oee_ed • volta9 • of _0 volt across the

lee pOrtS in the top Of the melter ore provided electrodes, the mixture resistivity of 2 o_w.oms
for TV cameras for remote aonitorin9 of the oelt end actual voeesl dimensions, electrodes
pool, themocouplee, love1 detector, fern 9eometry end Plec ernest" Tale 1 shows the tots1power produced for tlo conditions, first When
detector, vent end off-gas system, only one pair of electrodes is operetir_ end

ascend dhen both pairs ore operstin9'

TABLE 1
I01AL POtI[R Iq_oDuc(O

(}0 volt applied, 2 ohe-om resistivity)

Only one pair operating Both pairs operating
TOppair Bottom pair Top pair Botts r2Xr
65. llOd 69.44Kld 41.44d_ 44.64KW

lnterelectrode resistance is then calculated f'or
the two move conditions, fl t volte-

,O)l_ome .O)6ohms .(Memo .O_o_ws



Top [lectrode Bottom (lo©trocle

Nasistivlty BosIs_. Curro_ ¥oltege Oboist. C_ro_ Volteqe
o_me-me _oi_s ape volts _ ohes m • volts

1,25 O.02a 2622 63 0.0225 2198 61
2 O.0)i_ 2Di_ IO 0,0)6 2141 77
6 0,115 1196 1M 0,100 1236 1))
O 0.158 1022 161.5 0,16_ 1079 154

12_ 2.4 125* )0OVa 2,25 133 )_04

(0) ik)th top pair m_ the bottos paLr or electrodes op, rstLng,
O2._(v totsl powr required ;mr pear.

;op [;ectrade Bottom [lectrode

Resistivity Ibs_st. Current Voltage Resist. Current _olteqe
ohe,-c_, .....ohms m_ _ .vol.t_s ohms .._ ape .. volt,

1.25 0.0)7_ qae) S5.6 0.0)5 15)5 54
2 0.06 1173 ?9 0,056 121_ 68
6 0,10 677 122 0.17 697 110
0 0.2_6 S08 141 0. 224 558 136
125" 3.75 80 )00" 3.5 D6 _00"

e12_ Ohn-_ _e the utzt_rra ree_Llrt_vity a_ _I_'C temperature,
emxi_ supply voltage of )OOV produces 26KWst top end 2_.IK_ st
the batten, For start er_5 restert c_ndit/o.8.



Power Controllors s

Thyrletor Controllers rated to eq)ply 0-600 volt,
lt_OIe phOU, 60 _, 400 tlt_eroe eden phased beck to
one-half RMS voltoge output, are umod to control
voltage to the oiectrode pair. A spare controller
1I provided wtLh • mmnuel throe pole, three
poolLJon0 join load disconnect le|tch is aJkther
controller cm be eeitfld SnLo Nrvtce. See riqure
4. The controllers are pro_LdecJtwith a four second
adjustable ramp start. A curr_mt lbmitihg module Is
re)so provided, edJ_tm_le from O-1005; of the 14S
current ret:lng oY the thyr_er.or, An leolettng
alitch rated 600 volt, 3OQ0 imps _e provldod it the
OUtpUt for system ealntenwlce. The treneromer tap
au_tch trod eeriee-pereIle) ewitch ere non-load break
owttchoe end therefore, ere provided with Kirk-key
Lnterlocke with the ii_n d_ieol'trl_ct Iu;ltch end the
JaolotI_ awitoh.





The l_r twl(ter ie counted on • bracket, [|ectrode Power feeders"
oupportgd at the cell well, end the second lower
holder Is mounted at the equipment frwae. The The main electrodes carry high currents, Up tO
Inside of the holder contains solid pins, cables )00O Imps. Remotely replaceable bus bars ere
are mmldered It the opposite end of the pine and used for this Iervice. See riqure e. The bus
exit via a conduit at the bottom. , bars are 2 ih x 4 In in cross-section end are

supported _ the melter free. The crane sets
The tNo upper holders are Joined by a 3 A_h the removable IectIon of the bus bar in piece
pipe Jumper. This Jullper hie I bell for Ind the Impact i,rench tightens the Acme nuts.
atteohlnQ crane hook, see figure 7.

To p|Ice wJrinQ emumbly in service, the lower MELTER IUSIARAISEMBLY
holder It the all te put In place, the other

|ower holder is in place at the equipment. The _ LIFTINGJumper connector idth two upper holders at the

e_le Jl |ower, t,11 the tNo .rio rotate. The ;_[__:_ r BAlLAcme nut at the upper porte to make Iolid _ *_IklgUTI UOl

F lap I

USDAR _ ¢_ i'i IUSIAR ," '

'ITOMELT';i _._=_ _, !,! ASSEMaLY1_It / '_ =.-"' ,-':'L..-_.. ............ _......,, '

_ _ ,, awE,,.,eA,*_'_ ....T" ;:'_--
._.-.-_1'' ...... :_ .-.
I
k-.5 _e

" -. WALLIRACKE1

FIGURE8
I

Vl. CONCLUSIONS

Design of I paler supply lyltem for a nuclear
waste gloss melter is In its final mt_je. The
melter le to be Installed in • radioactive
confinement buildinQ, for eei_ of maintenance
and replacing the melter tfte_ In estimated
useful life of three years, Ill the poier end
centre! cable connections are provided with
remotely operable oonrmct-di econnect Jumper
connections. The power to mlt pool is provided
by two pairs of plate electrodes arrenqed on •
vertical plIne, each with I completely
independent power supply. (I_-_ power supply is

FIGURE7 deaig,edfor lo_ zo._requ,r,.-t. _..llier_
heetinq is provided by four pipe heaters located
above the ielt poe|. t(ith this design power
Input to the electrode pair Is adjustable, to
I_hieve optJm_w temperature distribution in the
melt pool.

The wxJitihQ Jlamper In tie at SIvInneh I_ver
plant mle designed for only one size cable.
This mS exteniively modified, rive different

types of Jumpers _ere f_brLcated en_ completely
tested at Sevann_ River Lebormtory , includinq
S-pin for high currents, occeptin 9 up to tl/O
A_G cable_ 20 pin for up to 90 amp service, 40
pin for Jnstr_tmtlo_, 7 pin comximl fo_' TV,
Ind )0 pin vith 1-coaxial for TV and controls.
All Jumpers ere good for &80 volt service.

t
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C36-4 ] 12 / 88

JOULE HEATING OF DWPF GL_SS MELTER

DATA DEVELOPED BY NASTRAN PROGRAH
' BOTH PAIR TOP PAIR BOTTOM PAIR

OPERATING OPERATING OPERATING

TOP BOTTOM TOP BOTTOM TOP BOTTOM

Electrode Height (in) 10.000 12.000 10.000 12.000 10.000 12.000

Electrode Width [in) 40.000 40.000 40.000 40.000 40.000 40.000

Applied Vc_ts (Volts) 50.000 50.000 50.000 0.000 0.000 50.000
Conductivity 1/ohm-in 1.157 1.157 1.157 1.157 1.157 1.157
calc Resistiv ohm-on 2.195 2.195 2.195 2.195 2.195 2.195
Calc Pover (Watts) 37338 40770 57752 0.000 0.000 62256

Calc Resistan (ohms) 0.067 0.061 0.043 0.000 0.000 0.040

DESIGN BASIS OF DWPF MELTER
TOP ELECTRODE PAIR BOTTOM ELECTRODE PAIR

Glass Required Req Pwr Pool Electrode Req Electrode Currant Roq Pwr Pool Electrode Roq Electrode Current
Resistiv Paver par Elec Ros. Current Voltage Area Density per Elec Res. Current Voltage Area Density

(ohn-cn) (Watts) (Watts) (ohms) (imps) (Volts) (sq-in) (A/sq-in) (Watts) (ohms) (imps) (Volts) (sq-in)(A/sq-in

BOTH PAIRS 1.250 165000 82500 0.038 1471.051 56.082 400.000 3.678 82500 0.035 1537.172 53.670 480.000 3.202
OF 2.000 165000 82500 0.061 1162.968 70.939 400.000 2.907 82500 0.056 1215.241 67.888 480.000 2.532

ELECTRODES 6.000 165000 82500 0.183 671.440 122.870 400.000 1.679 82500 0.168 701.620 117.$85 480.000 1.462
OPERATING 8.000 165000 82500 0.244 581.484 141.878 400.000 1.454 82500 0.223 607.621 135.776 480.000 1.266

125.000 49384 23607 3.812 78.691 300.000 400.000 0.197 25777 3.491 85.924 300.000 480.000 0.179

TOP PAIR 1.250 165000 165000 0.025 2587.323 63.772 400.000 6.468 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.000 480.000 0.000
OF 2.000 165000 165000 0.039 2045.458 80.667 400.000 5.114 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.000 480.000 0.000

ELECTRODES 6.000 165000 165000 0.118 1180.946 139.718 400.000 2.952 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.000 480.000 0.000
OPERATING 8.000 165000 165000 0.158 1022.729 161.333 400.000 2.557 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.000 480.000 0.000

125.000 36514 36514 2.465 121.713 300.000 400.000 0.304 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.000 480.000 0.000

BOTTOM PAIR 1.250 165000 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.000 400.000 0.000 165000 0.023 2686.320 61.422 480.000 5.597
OF 2.000 165000 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.000 400.000 0.000 165000 0.037 2123.722 77.694 480.000 4.424

ELECTRODES 6.000 165000 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.000 400.000 0.000 165000 0.110 1226.132 134.570 480.000 2.554

OPERATING 8.000 165000 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.000 400.000 0.000 165000 0.146 1061.861 155.388 480.000 2.212
125.000 39362 0.00 0.000 0.000 0.000 400.000 0.000 39362 2.286 131.206 300.000 480.000 0.273
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CC: J. R. Glasscock, SRL° TNX° 676T
A. F. Welsman, GRL, TNX, 676T
J. M. McKibben° SRP° S Area

I" IC 33 (2)
DCC/S

January 27, 1987

TO: M. BARON, SRL. TNX. 676T _
/_.___

FROM'. J ,-D. GUTMANN , JR, PED c_K_

PROJECT 5-1780 - SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT
DEFENSE WASTE PROCESSING FACILITY
SCALE MELTER RISER HEATER INSULATION

This follows up our recent conversations on the program to
insulate the upper end of the riser heater with Babcock & Wilcox
Cease Fire material.

You raised two questions:

' I. What is calculated pressure build up vs the vent area during
Insrallarlon of Cease Fire?

2. What effect does a sudden temperature change have on Inconel
690 properties° assuming that water in the insulation slurry
contacts the hot hearer element?

A. The calculated pressure increase in the riser end is 1/10
psi. This is based on the following assumptions:

• Chemical reaction generates 500 ft 3 of water vapor
and 5 ft 3 of CO 2. This volume is assumed to be"
produced at a linear rate over a ten mlnure period.

• Vent area is 1.37 In 2. based on annular gaps around
the ceramic isolators where the riser heater elements

penetrate the cover. (This requires a gap of .08" at
the interface of gasket and heater clamp body.)

B. There is no ill effect of quenching Inconel 690, since it
does nor go through a phase change. Previous tests have
shown that rapid quenching of Inconel 690 has no
measureable effect on ductility.

! JDG:dmw

(4640A) DWPF MELTER TECHNOLOGY MANUAL
SECTION 7

REFERENCE 13
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SAVANNAH RIVER LABORATORY REFERENCE 14

CC: Distribution List

February 4, 1987

MEMORANDUM

To: J.R. Glasscock, 676-1T

From' M.R. Baron"7"_O4-T

Re: Insulatiorof the RiserHead of the Scale GlassMelter/

SafetyRelatedConcerns

Summary

The upper head of the riser section of the Scale Glass Melter (SGM) is
presently not insulated. The present schedule is to insulate this area the
week of 2/2/87 using Cease-Fire 2000'" Insulating Foam. This material is
a two component inorganic refractory foam. Upon mixing the two

components form a moderately thin liquid which can be pumped into place
producing an extremely low thermal conductivity insulation.

Safety related concerns regarding the off gas evolution from the
insulation reaction and the compatibility of the insulating material with
the thermally hot riser head components have been evaluated. Results
from this evaluation indicate that the off gas generation from the
insulation reaction will cause a pressure increase in the riser head cavity
well below the cavities tested pressure limits. The thermal shock
characteristics of the Inconel 690 heater elements and the alumina

isolators have also been investigated. Water quenching of the thermally
hot heater elements and the alumina isolators have both been simulated.

Results from this testing indicate that the heaters and isolators should be
able to tolerate the thermal changes which they will be subjected to
during the insulating procedure.

Additionally a demonstration of the Cease-Fire 2000 pumping process was
attended at the Babcock and Wilcox Plant by Engineering Department and
Melter Systems Group Personnel on 1/7/87. The fluid characteristics of
Cease-Fire 2000 appear to be well suited for the riser head application

@ Cease-Fire Insulation is a trademark of the Babcock and Wilcox Company
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Discussion

Results from riser/pour spout Patran modeling (DPST-86-768) suggest
that adding insulation to the upper head of the riser section should produce
a marked increase in the temperatures at the riser/pour spout
intersection. The model predicts that the addition of insulation should
increase the riser/pour spout intersection temperature from the present
840"Ctoamaximum of 980°C, Insulation at the upper head of theSGM
riser should improve the glass pouring operation, decrease riser and pour
spout heater power requirements and minimize the potential of spinel
formation in the riser/Pour spout area.

The material to be used as an insulating medium to fill the riser head
cavity is Cease-Fire 2000 Insulating Foam. The average properties and the
material safety data sheet for this insulating material are attached as
Appendices A and B respectively. The temperature dependent thermal
conductivity of Cease-Fire 2000 was used for the Patran Model.

The thermowells entering into the riser head near the upper end of the
riser heater were identified as the optimum path for pumping the 0
insulating foam (see Figure 1), A flexible pumping wand will be inserted
into the riser head cavity through the thermowell ports to promote
uniform flow and adequate fill. A technical representative from the
insulation company will be on hand to conduct the procedure. TNX
maintenance will be required to prepare the riser head area and to assist

the vendor representative during the insulating procedure.

_,,f[ Gas Evolution

The mixing of the two components of Cease-Fire 2000 results in a
chemical reaction which evolves non-toxic gaseous components, A vent
will beprovided in the upper riser cavity to allow for displacement of the
stagnant air and the gaseous reaction products. This vent will be
established by loosening the bolts and retaining nut on the riser heater
leads, An additional vent will be provided by maintaining adequate
clearance in the thermowells during pumping. The gaseous reaction
products evolved during the Cease-Fire 2000 insulating procedure are
steam and carbon dioxide. The total amount of off gas evolution expected
from this reaction has been determined to calculate the projected
pressure increase in the riser head cavity. The results from this
evaluation follow.
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The total volume to be insulated in the upper riser cavity is estimated to
be 0.65ft 3 Using this maximum value of 0.65ft 3andthe llteraturevalue
af 41 lbs of insulating material (dry powder plus phosphoric acid crystals)
to displace one cubic foot of space the total amount of dry material to be
used is 26.65 lbs. The weight ratio between the dry powder and the
phosphoric acid crystals is 3.0/1.0. Therefore an estimated 30.0 lbsof
66.7 wt% dry powder slurry and 8.9 lbs of 75 wt% phosphoric acid will be
pumped into the riser head cavity. Using the conservative approach,
namely that all of the water in the mixture will flash, the reaction yields
12.251bs of steam. The specific volume for superheated steam at500"C
(estimated average cavity temperature) and 15 psia is 55 cubic feet per
pound. Thus the total amount of steam evolution is estimated to bea
maximum of 673 cubic feet.

The foaming mechanism in the insulation reaction comes from the
conversion of calcium carbonate to calcium phosphate resulting in the
evolution of carbon dioxide, Based on the volume to be fllled in our

application and a maximum of 3 wt% calcium carbonate in the dry powder a
total of about 7 cubic feet of carbon dioxide will be evolved.

Pressure Calculations

Pressure calculations have been completed by the Engineering Department
using these estimated amounts of off gas evolution. The leak path on the
riser leads (shown in Figure 2) was used as the venting area in the
calculations. The larger leak path through the thermowells was not
included in the calculations in order to be conservative. Assuming linear
off-gas evolution over two minutes of total pumping time the estimated ..
pressure increase in the cavity is four psi.

Additionally, the literatuce value for the compressive strength of tl_e
porous insulating material is 30psigat220"F. The melter shell was
pressure tested to 90 psig prior to installation. Therefore in the unlikely
event that the riser head cavity did significantly pressurize the
insulating material would experience controlled crushing at 30 psig. This
would ensure venting and pressure relief of the cavity through the
thermowell ports before the melter shell could be damaged.
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Th.ermal Shock Characteristics and Material Compatibility

The thermal shock characteristics of the Inconel 690 riser heater

elements and the alumina electrical isolators have been investigated. The
insulating slurry will be slightly above ambient temperatures when
contacting the exposed secti_ns of the 800"C (estimated maximum
temperature) heater elements and isolators.

Tests performed by the Engineering Department have shown that Inconel
690 does not undergo a phase change or a change in its ductility when
water quenched under conditions similar to our application. Therefore the
heater elements should be able to tolerate the thermal change.

The water quenching and subsequent thermal shock damage to the alumina
isolators has been simulated at 5RL. The test results suggest that the
alumina isolators which surround the riser and pour spout heaters will
experience minimal cracking as a result of the insulating procedure. Since
the riser and pour spout heater ceramics are secured by the close
tolerances, if minimal cracking does occur, it will not impair electrical
isolation performance. .

The test used one of the obsolete sleeve sections of the DWPF alumina

isolators which was originally designed for radial thermocouple
installation. The test was performed with the assistance of Denny
Bickford of the DWPF Glass Technology Group. In preparation for the
testing, the sleeve section of alumina was surrounded with inner and outer
Inconel sleeves to simulate the arrangement in the upper riser area. This
assembly was heated to the estimated maximum isolator/heater
temperature of 800"C. The insulating foam was then pumped into contact
with the assembly. The insulating foam flow rate was controlled to
parallel, the flow rate which will be used during the riser insulating
procedure. After cool down, the thermal shock damage to the isolators
was inspected. Minimal cracking resulted from subjecting the isolators to
thermal shock at 800"C.
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Demonstration of Insulatina Procedure
v

A demonstration of the Cease-Fire 2000 pumping process at the Babcock
and Wilcox Plant was attended by Engineering Department and Melter
Systems Group Personnel on I/7/87. The fluid characteristics of
Cease-Fire 2000 appear to best suit the riser head application when warm
water is used to _repare the dry powder component. The warm water
coupled with the elevated temperatures in the riser head cavity will
expedite the insulation set time. This is advantageous because it will
minimize the chance of the insulating material flowing down the riser and
heater elements.
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APPENDIX A

Product Information

August 10, 1982
Page 1 o_i2

B&W CEASE FIRE" 2000

INSULATING FOAM

FEATURES

B&W Cease-Fire 2000 is a unique two component inorganic refractory foam, In one of the components a
. _" dry powder is mixed with water to form a semi-viscous slurry which when mixed with mild phosphoric

acid reacts and forms a highly insulating totally inorganic foam. The reaction process involves the

l- generation of moderate heat which evolves non-toxic gaseous by-products resulting in a network of well
controlled independent cellular pores. The unique pore structure of Cease Fire 2000 forms a product
which is somewhat resilient allowing for controlled crushing instead of catastrophic cracking. "'

ADVANTAGES

Upon controlled mixing of the two components of Cease-Fire 2000 a moderately thin liquid is formed
which can be pumped into place. The Cease-Fire immediately foams to approximately twice its original
volume and sets producing an extremely low thermal conductivity insulation. The fast setting time of
Cease Fire 2000 alleviates the need for extended drying or curing times allowing for fast expedient
installations. Should forms be required they can be immediately removed after placement of the foam
insulation. The fluid nature of Cease Fire 2000 allows it to seek and insulate even the smallest of
openin;_.

BENEFITS

Cease Fire 2000 provides the benefit of a low cost energy saving insulation. It possesses the ability to
insulate a wide variety of areas from restrictive cavities to wide open volumes. The greatest benefit of
Cease Fire 2000 is its ability to save fuet by providing a highly efficient, easily installed insulation and in
many cases without downtime loss of production. Early placement can also save casing and structural
members from excessive heat damage. Cease Fire 2000 alleviates the need to remove the working lining
while replacing back-up insulation.

Protected Undo t US Patent wl4,341.561

3 14
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B&W CEASE FIRE" 2000

INSULATING FOAM - AVERAGE PROPERTIES

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

Recommended Use Limit, * F 2000
Pounds Required to Place One Cu. Ft. 41
Compressive Strength. psi - Dried @ 220" F 30

Linear Shrinkage. % (ASTM C 269-70)
(I) 220"F GO
@_000'F -_.3
@IS00*F -1.7
@2000"F -2.S

Thermal Conductivity. BTU.In./h.Ft_." F
(ASTM C 417.7_)

Mean Tlimperat_li @ 300"F 0.8
@ SOO'F 04
0 700" F 0.9 ..
@ 900"F 1.0
@1100"F I._

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Alumina AhO_ 31.0

. Silica SiOB 310

Ferric Oxide FeJO, 08

Titanium Oxide TiO_ 12

Magnesium Oxide MgO 02

Calcium Oxide CliO 110

AlkalieS, All Nli.,O & K_O O.I

Phosphorous Penlaoxide P_O, 14.1

Loss on Ignition L.O.I. 10.0

AVERAGE FOAMCHARACTERISTIC_S

Rise Time. Seconds 30- 90
Set Time. Seconds 30 - 120

• Volumetric Expansion.% 12S- 150

Data are average results of tests conducted under standard procedures with cast samples and are
e subject to variation. Results should not be used for specification purposes.

3 14-26



APPENDIX B

MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET
MSDS GROUP: 06 THE BABCOCK & WILCOX COMPANY PAGE 10P 2

INSULATING PRODUCTS DIVISION

NED Identlflcatlon/Trade Name and Synonyms
(NOTE: Labels on products will show JndJvidusl product trade names)

CEASE-FIRE 2000
- Component "A"
- Component "B" (See Attachment)

DEVELOPMENTAL NiX PRODUCTS:
NIX 164C NIX 164C RFT
NIX 170C NiX 170C RFT VT-600

......................... SECTION I ...................................
Manufacturer's Name loerzency Telephone Number
BABCOCK d WILCOX, INSULATING PRODUCTS DIVISION (404) 796-4200
Address (Number, Street, Clay, State, Zlp)
P.O. BOX 923, 2102 OLD SAVANNAH ROAD, AUGUSTA, GEORGIA 30903
Chemical Name and Synonyms Formula
N/A MIXTURE N/A
Chemical Family Comments
REFRACTORY CONCRETE N/A

...................... SECTION 11 HAZARDOUS INGREDIENTS
A. AS MANUFACTURED MT. _ TLV/PEL
-200 MESH SILICA (OUARTZ) <5 SEE FORMULA PG. 34 °

RESPIRABLE NUISANCE DUST 100 5 mg/cu m PG. 50"
°ACGIH TLV 1984-85
BOOKLE T

B. AFTER NORMAL USE
SEE SECTION IIA ABOVE - ALSO, SEE SECTION IX

-- SECTION Ill PHYSICAL DATA
Bollln8 Point (F) N/A SpecItJc Gravity Ranzm (E20 - 1)
Vapor Pressure (am HI.) N/A O.S - O.a
Vapor Density (Air - 1) N/A Percent Volatile by Volume (_) N/A
Solubility in Mater INSOLUBLE Evaporation Rate ( - I) N/A
Appearance and Odor
COARSE AGGREGATE WITH FINE POVDERED NATRIX. NO ODOR.

SECTION IV FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA .................
Extlngulshlnf Medla Flash Point (Method Used) Flammable Limit
N/A N/A N/A
OOUegml PiPe and Explosive Hazards Special Fire Fishtlnf Procedures LEL UEL
N/A N/A N/A N/A

DATE PREPARED: 10/01/85 DATE REVISED: 03/06/86



MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET
MSDS GROUP: 06 TUg BABCOCK & WILCOX CONPANY PAGE 2 OF 2

INSULATING PRODUCTS DIVISION

........................ SECTION V HEALTH HAZARD DATA
Primary Routs st Entry
INHALATION
Ettects st Overexposure
REPEATED INHALATION OF RESPIRABLE FREE CRYSTALLINE SILICA NAY CAUSE DELAYED
LUNG INJURY (SILICOSIS) WHICH IS AN OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE.

Emergency and First Aid Procedures
TERNINATE EXPOSURE

SECTION Vl PIRE, EXPLOSIVE AND REACTIVITY DATA
N/A

....... SECTION VII SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURES
Recommended Procedure
#/A

Waste Disposal Method
ROUTINE HOUSEKEEPING
.... SECTION VIII SPECIAL PROTECTION INFORMATION ...............
Respiratory Protection (Speclty Type)
DUST RESPIRATOR IN CONPLIANCE VITN OSffA STANDARD CURRENTLY 29 CFR 1910. 134
(NlOSil APPROVED, AIR PURIFYING, HALF MASK OR FULL FACEP[ECE RESPIRATOR WITII
APPROPRIATE FILTER PAD OR CARTRIDGE(S))

Ventilation Local Exhaust FOLLOW OSIIA STANDARD 29 CFR 1910.94
Nechanlcal (Ooneral) FOLLOW OSilA STANDARD 29 CFR lP10.94

Protective Gloves Bye Protection
RECOMMENDED GOGGLES/SAFETY GLASSES RECOMMENDED
Other Protective Equipment
AS REOUIRED TO REEF APPLICABLE OSNA STANDARDS.

Naterlal DOES NOT appear on gYP and/or IARC 11sts or reports of Carcinogens

.......... SBCTIOJl IX SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS
Precautions To Be Taken Attar Use and Upon Removal
TBIS PRODUCT AS MANUFACTURED IS AN ALUNINOSILICATE WHICH COULD TRANSFORM UPON
HEATING TO NULLITE AND CRISFOBALITE (A FORM OF CRYSTALLINE SILICA). REMOVAL OF
Tills PRODUCT AFTER USE NAY RESULT IN Tile GENERATION OF DUST. REPEATED INHALA-
TION OF RESPIRAELE FREE CRYSTALLINE SILICA DUST NAY CAUSE DELAYED LUNG INJURY
(SILIcosIs). Tile RECOMMENDED TLV/PEL FOR FREE CRYSTALLINE SILICA IS DERIVED
PROW THE P.ORNULA: l O m£/ cu :

11,_( .................. ) •
_r ReapJrabJe quartz + 2

e(Rel"erence 1984-83 ACGIH TLV BookJst, PaEe 3d). APPROPRIATE VENT.rLATION
SHOULD BE PROVIDED AND PROTECTIVE EOUIPNENT SHOULD BE WORN IN COMPLIANCE WITH
OSNA STANDARD CURRENTLY 29 CFR 1910.134 [NIOSH APPROVED, A]/R-PURIFY[NG, HALF
NASK OR FULL FACEPI£CE RESPIRATOR WITH APPROPRIATE FILTER PAD OR CARTRIDGE(S)/.

0



CC: G. E. Miller - ESD - L1309

March 15, 1989

TO: J.D. GUTMANN- AED- L3321

FROM: E. H. PEREZ - ESD - L1307

SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT - DWPF MELTER - WR 864834
LID HEATER - CREEP DEFLECTION

A creep analysis of the lid heater has been performed to deter-
mine the creep deflection as a function of temperature and time.

Results from this analysis indicate that the heater deflection
due to its own weight at a temperature of 950°C is .004 inches

per year.

The creep deflection is linear with time and varies exponentially
with temperature. Attached Sheet No. 8 shows calculated deflec-
tions at other temperatures for comparison purposes.

The attached sheets show the derivation of the creep deflection

formula and the Inconel 690 creep data used in the analysis.

EHP: rkf

PEREZ: MII
Arch

O
DWPF MELTER TECHNOLOGY MANUAL

SECTION 7
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1o

,' VARIABLE SHEET
St Input Name Output Unit Comment

I; DI 2.2S IN TUBE INSIDE DIAMETER
_.2_ 1"1(_ JN TUBE OUTSIDE DIAMETER
.S T .I.N TUBE THICKNESS

.I 4.2195313 .IN_4 MOMFNT 9F INFRT,IA
i' P 43.503552 LB EQUIVALENT TUBE WEI6HT

.2B3 RO LBI]N3 MATERIAL DENSITY• ,-

?l ,,3 L IN TUBE LENGTH

I- K 2.351 ?E'B INTERMEDIATE VALUE
2.l]2E-13 B ltHR-PSI CREEP COEFFICIENT

.c B?BB TY HOURS TIME

,- 2.99 N CREEP LAW EXPONENT
DC B32. 1414 CANTILEVER BEAM DEFLECTION

" DS 3.2gSS2B4 SIMPLY SUPPORTED BEAM DEFLECTION
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"'. DWPF MELTER TECHNOLOGY MANUAL
" SECTION 7

REFERENCE 16

. SD-0000053

i
CC" D. M. Bov_-Design

M. B. Shearon-Design
J. W. Duskas-Design
A. O. Haideri-Design
K. A. Saum-ER&DD-E357
J. M. Prober-ER&DD-E357
P. V. Tebo-ESD

H. S. Kemp-ESD
R. F. McCartney-ESD
J. B. C. Muddiman-ESD
W. J. Schaffers-ESD-E304
R. B. Diemer-ESD
J. B. Dunson-ESD
H. F. Hublein-ESD
A. J. Owens-ESD-E304
E. R. Schmelzer-ESD-E304
IC-13 Engrg Eval

May 11, 1983

TO: J.D. GUTMANN, JR. - DESIGN

.so.,
PETROCHEMICALS DEPARTMENT, AED - SAVANNAH RIVER WORKS
ENGINEERING EVALUATIONS
DWPF - GLASS MELTER LID BEATER MODELING - 9S1780-228

At your request I have taken the next step aimed at improvinq our
ability to specify lid heaters for the DWPF melter (and the scale
melter) to meet the steady-state requirements of:

o Beater surface temperature, 950°C, max
o Off-gas temperature, 725 C (+)
o Adequate heat input to the to--pof the cold cap

Requirements during idling will be met if the above conditions are
met.

W. J. Schaffers, Applied Math, recommended A. J. Owens to advise us
on how to proceed with improving the existing model of infrared
heat-transfer in the melter vapor space. (This model is separate
from the numerical modeling of the melt pool.) On May 9, Owens and
I met to discuss the situation. I gave him a copy of the lid heater
program, prints of the DWPF melter and a copy of a just-published
paper on modeling radiative heat transfer in rows of furnace tubes
(H. C. Hottel, IEC Fundamentals, 2_, 153-163 [1983]). Owens will
review the material and give me hTs recommendation on how to improve
the model, whether within Du Pont or by an outside consultant. An
early response was reouested.



°.

Page 2
J. D. Gutmann, Jr.
May 11, 1983

!

The existing model, developed by J. M. Prober, EPL, has been useful
in guiding lid-heater sizing. It tracks results from tests at SRL,
after adjusting some heat-transfer film coefficients (based on
consultation with H. F. Hublein), and screening test results for
self-consistency and reasonableness. Much of the modeling is
geometric in nature relating to energy interchange areas seen by
mutual pairs of radiating surfaces and to average path length
traveled by the radiation through absorbing gas. Prober simulated
the heater tubes as a disc centered in the melter top head as an aid
in modeling the geometry. As SRL's melter development program has
proceeded, off-gas temperature has become a moving target. The
operating temperature has been increased in order to: (a) melt
glass splatter on the upper walls, roof and internals, and (b)
insure gas-phase reaction of So and CO to minimize explosion hazard
(based on recent thermodynamic_calculations by R. B. Diemer).
Increased heater surface area is now required, beyond the top head
surface area where the program would no longer represent real
geometry. The alternative is to do detailed modeling of banks of
tubes, at the cost of significant increase in model complexity,
which Owens will help define.

VEM:dew
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CC- D. M. Bov_e-Destqn
,_,_-,., M. H. Shearon-Desiqn

! E.I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS _ COMPANY J.W. Duskas-Design
.u...... J.D. Gutmann-Design

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 19898 P.V. Tebo-ESD
H. S. Kemp-ESD "
J. B. C. Muddiman-ESD
W. J. Schaffers-E304

I[NGINEEIqlNG DEPARTMENT He F. Hublein-ESD
IC-13 Engrg Eval

May 31, 1983

A. J. OWENS
ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
E-304

-- PETROCHEMICALS DEPARTMENT, AED - SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT
ENGINEERING EVALUATIONS
DWPF - GLASS MELTER - LID HEATER MODELING - 9S1780-228

As indicated in the meeting with Design Division on May 23, 1983,
you are proceedinq with improving J. M. Prober's model of the lid
heater for the DWPF glass melter, by making the heater geometry
more realistic and puttinq more zones into the gas space. The
existing codes will be left intact.

The attachment lists input and output data as I would like to
have them. The present interactive program is cumbersome,
because each input datum must be cued individually if any one of
them is to be changed. My ideas on improvement are listed, and
any suggestions you have are welcome.

I maintain three named programs, each tailored to a particular
set of melter parameters. These are in file MELLO*PROBER,
Louviers Univac.

Element Glass Melter

MELTER DWRF
MELTES P1941

MELTSM Scale (P1941 after reworking)
-_

When the DWPF improved model program is complete, two modified

copies can be made for the P1941 and scale melters for comparison
EUnS.

ENGINEERING SERVICE DIVISION

V. E. Mello

VEM/dew
Atch DWPF MELTER TECHNOLOGY MANUAL
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DHPF MELTER

HEAT TRANSFER IN GAS

A. J, OWENS
ESD APPLIED MATH GROUP

23 MAY 1983

STA6EI (JiM PROBER, EPL)
mmmmmmmmmmlmmmmmmmlmmmammmm

SIMPLE ZONE MODEL

* LOCAL THERMODYNAMIC EQUILIBRIUM

'=" ISOTROPIC RADIATION

* EMMISSIVITY FORMULATION

* VERY IDEALIZED GEOMETRY

(CYLINDRICAL)

* "ZONE" METHOD (AFTER HOTTEL)

6 ZONE S : 2 WALLS

HEATER

COLD CAP

GLASS MEL T

GAS
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USE STANDARDS FOR MINIMUM ESSENTIAL INSTALLATIONS
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SEPARATE PACKAGE

RADIATION & CONDUCTION

TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION

ADVANTA6ES

(A) BUILDS ON Ex I ST I N6 WORK

(B) GIVES GOOD ENGINEERING TOOL
(C) MODELS BOTH HEATER & GAS

(D) IMPROVED ACCURACY

(E) QUICK TURNAROUND, LOW COST

PROBLENS

(A) GEOMETRY STILL IDEALIZED

(B) ACCURACY COULD BE BETTER

T IMIN6 & COST

COMPLETION: < 6 WEEKS

WORK EFFORT:

AJO-- 4 WEEKS ($8K)
AEJ -- I WEEK ($3K)
CHH -- 2 WEEKS ($3K)

TOTAL COST : $15,000
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E. I. DU PONT Dr N[MOURS & COMPANY
I#_COilikDIIM _ [ D

DU PONT EXPWlqlMENTAL. IrTATION

ENQINIrKRINO DEPARTMENT--BLDG. 304

WILMINOTON. DIr.L.AWAME IllOSlO CC_0_'_'e £. MeZZo, L 1283
W. J. Schafferm, Z304
J. D. Anderson, L 2301
E.R. Schmelzer, E304

JULY 3w 1984 E.J. Fahy, E304

GARY CERA
676-1T _X
SAVANNAH RIVER LAB.

Glass Melter Raglaf_ive Transfer Proaram. MELTER

You requested some additional information on the MELTER computer
w program. It models the gas space above the glass melt surface in

the DWPF glass melter and was written for V. E. Mello (ESD). You
reported that you have transferred the program to a VAX at the
Savannah River Lab (SRL) and have used it to analyze several
geometric configurations.

Attached are some notes on the geometry of the model and the
mathematical formulation. The idealized geometry in the model is
octagonal, with internal symmetries being exploited so that only
one quadrant of the melter has to be modeled. The coordinate
system used is shown on the first page of the notes dated 7/2/84.
The zones are labeled in p. 2 of those notes, with circled zones
being closer to the viewpoint and uncircled zones falling at the
rear for each view. The zone numbering is further explained on
p. 3,and p. 4 shows the derivation of the size of the octagonal
sides.

The two pages of notes dated 9/6/83 outline the equations or
radiative transfer as solved in the model, in the notation of
H. C. Bottel and A. F. Sarofim, RadLat/ve Transfer, McGraw-
Bill, New York, 1967, pp. 74-84. The last page gives the method
for obtaining the area transfer factors for a "real" gas based on
its emissivity.

Note that this model considers only two cylindrical tubes,
while In the DHPF design there are two banks of four tubes each.
! have developed a separate program (TUBTMP) to evaluate the
effect of radiative interaction between the individual tubes.

If you have any questions, please call me at (302) ?72-1762.

Sincerely,

A. 3. O_'ens
Senior Engineer
Applied Math Group

DWPF MELTER TECHNOLOGY MANUAL
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Rot: Hy memo to 3. W. Duokes end 3. D. Gutmann, 3r., Hay 2, 1984

At your request, I hive extended the subject calculation to cover
an Increase of 200 lb/hr air expected with the Film cooler opere-
tlon at the melter gas outlet. The basle for the range of eLF
flows Is now _t00 to 600 lb/hr vs the previous basle or 100 to
400 1b/hr. The effects of air Flow rate on 12d heeler end
electrode heater power ore shown In Figure 1 et 11d heater ....
temperatures of 850, 900 end 950"C. Figure 2 shows off-gee
temperature and tote1 power to the cold cop over the same para-
meter ranges. Power to the cold cop Is considered to be
(approximately) the power to melt the solidi Ln the charge,
vaporize the water and heal the glees to the melt temperature of
1150"C.

.................. . ........

At maximum air flow of 600 lb/hr, the maximum calculated off-gas
temperature LI 692"C it 8 11d heater temperature of 950"C. This .....
Is below the operating minimum of 7250C, At an air flow of 300
lb/hr, the ceZculeted off-gas tempe_reture 10 72_*C. The
©elculetLone ire only • guLd-e;and measurements from the
prototype melter would be required to cllLbrate the model. One
fundamental problem 10 that nthe" off-gas temperature has not
been defined In terms of thermocouple placement, dimensions or

•- shielding. Before using off-gee temperature for control or For .....""_-'_' "'

Interpreting results, these parameters must be defined and agreedon. ...................................................
..... . •

Calculations were mode using the 6-zone gas model. (A full ,
comparison of this end the J7-zone model Is ©onteLned In the
Reference). A minor correction was made Ln the 6-zone model In
the heat lo88 from the lid, which wee overstated by about 2 kw. ....... : ....
Thus, the results at 100, 200 and #,00 lb/hr air flow In the
Reference ere updated here. The ©affection hod no effect on the"-- ...........

...... oalculeted off-gee temperature,- ...........

.... _ _" ..._ -_...:.+ ..,..:.,_... _.. _ "-..'= _,, .. ,._,._ ,;_ :...
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cc: A. Q. Hsidert-Design-Louviers
K. A. Saum-EPL-E357/205
3. H. Prober-EPL-E357/208
3. D. Anderson-ESD-Louvters
W. 3. Schaffers-ESD-E304/119
A. 3. Owens-ESD-E304/llO
3. B. C. Huddiman-ESD-Louviers
R. Finkelman-ESD-Louvters
IC 13 Engg Eva1

Hay 2, 1984

TOt 3. W. DUSKAS - DESIGN
3. D. GUTHANNt 3R. - DESIGN

FROH, V. E. NELLO- ESD_J__

PETROCHEHICALS DEPT., AED - SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT - 9S1780-228
ENGINEERING EVALUATIONS
DWPF HELTER LID HEATER AND IDLING POWER

i

As requested, I have recalculated the subject power requirements
to be sure that up-to-daLe melter parameters have been used. The
most recent previous results, transmitted 6/27/83, incorporated
design details which are current (W732366, Rev. 6): increase in
freeboard height of 10" to a total of about 40.5" (40-11/16 in
detailed drawings) and increase in bottom insulation (1-1/4" of
T30L Fiberfrax). The new results (attached) also include the
effect of larger average diameter in the vapor space vs. the melt
pool (76" vs. 72") which increases the heal loss area above the
melt and show power requirements for the lid healer of 215 to
220 kw, depending on air inleakage rate.

Air Rate I lb/hr
100 400

0

Lid Heater Temp., C 950 950
Lid HeaLer Power, kw 215 220
Off-Gas Temp. °C 740 715

Full results are in Figures 1 and 2.

The results are from the 6-zone model originally developed by
3. H. Prober, EPL. The 37-zone model developed by A. 3. Owens,
ESD, agrees well with the 6-zone model, but it predicts somewhat
lowe£ lid healer power requirements. A full comparison between
models is presented below.

DWPF MELTER TECHNOLOGY MANUAL
SECTION 7

REFERENCE 19
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Hey 2, 1984
J. W. Duekee, et el

Idling Helter- Power requirements for the idling DWPF were
'reca"lculeted:

Air Rate e lb_hrioo ..... go

Idling Power, kw 115 160

Details are attached (Table I)

Comparison of Hodels - The 37-zone model was developed to model
more accurately the geometry of the lid healers as a power-
emitting zone near the middle of the vapor space rather than as s
disc centered in the melter lid. It treats the vapor space as a
group of eight zones per quadrant, four below the healer and four
above. In the earlier model, (in which the gee is one zone) the
lid heater "sees" the melt surface directly below it end radiates
power toward the cold cap end some obliquely to the adjacent
wells -- none directly to the surrounding lid ares. In the
37-zone model, the lid heater radiates down to the melt surface
end up to the lid (and some obliquely to the walls). Thus, a
major difference between the models is that with the 37-zone
model, less power is radiated to the cold cap and more to the
lid. Since the cold cap is the chief heat sink, the 37-zone
model predicts lower power to the cold cap end • lower lid healer
power requirement. Off-gas temperature, side wall temperature
end glass surface temperature are similar in both models.
Side-by-side comparisons for 100, 200 and 400 lb/hr sir leakage
ere attached (Table II).

The agreement between results of the two models gives confidence
in the use of 6-zone model for routine work. However, it does
predict • low lid temperature, e high power flux to the cold cap
(and therefore e somewhat high melting rate) and s high value for
lid heater power requirement. Only the last of these three is in
the conservative direction.

The comparisons in Table II were made using slightly different
melter dimensions than the lid heater and idling power calcula-
tions above. The model comparisons used a vapor-apace diameter
of 72" end a freeboard height of 46", since this was the geOmetry
used in the 37-zone model. The geometry can be readily changed
at any time but at • price -- about one hour of VAX CPU time --
not deemed warranted for this calculation. As e test of this
point, a comparison of the two geometries for 100 lb/hr sir is
also included in Table II; heater power differs by less than 0.5
kw, and the maximum temperature difference is 4°C.

VEH:dll
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CC: Project Manager, QA (yellowcopy)

DATE: "_'" "_-" _ _

r__A r" L ,-----,L-, _ _'"
TO: (11 /% ' Ft, C. V/.c.'L -L_ ,

- PROJECT I_A_iAGER/SI_CIALIST MANAGER (whitecopy)

c=),c33- ..oJecTF,.E

ENGINEER (pinkcopy)

AES SIGNIFICANT CALCULATIONS

FUNCTION: / _ _ PROJECT: '_ -% / 7 _"C_

I have determinedthat the followingcalculationsare significantand will be documentedper Design "HOW"
16-218 and AES "HOW" 16-16.

-- BOILERLOADING PIPESIZING
mm @UILDINGSTI_EI_ PIPINGFI,EXIBILI,TY
"" CE.PESFORF_QW_;HEET_; PRE_;SURE../Y.ACUUMR_I.IEFDEVICES

(_OI,.UMN$ PRI_;URENACUUMVESSELDESIGN
CONTROLRESPONC;ES PROPEPISERPEPRE_U_.TS
CRITICALH&VROOM_.OADS PUMPSANDCQMPRESSOR,_
CRITIC_A_,_PEEDANALYSIS RADIATIONLEVEL,_ANDEXPOSURE
Dh_TILLATIQNCOLUMNS REA_TORS
DRYERI,.QADS SEISMICANAI-YSh_
ELE_TRI(_ALFUSING_OORDINATIQNSTUDY SHORT _IR(_UIT
ELECTRI(_ALSYSTEM LOADING _" _OFTWA.RE
FAULT TRE.EANALY_I_; .... _;TRE_;_;ANALY_;IS
FIRE SUPPREC;_c;IQN SUBSTATIONSIZING
FLOOR LOADINGS TOTAL CONNECTED LOAD
FOUNDATIONS TOXICITY
GEAR RATIO TRAC!N_
(_EARINGAND BEARING LIFE UNI(_UE DE_IG,N
HEAT B,ALANCE$ VOLTAGE DROP
HEAT EXCHANGER_; OTHER: Pt_,,'_:K _>'_1'(_/.Y A_D ['/_/-/(_1_/:[/,.'_, . L.,
HORSEPOWER DETERMINATION ._/Z / _,' _7
LIGHTING
MATERIAL IBALAN(_ NONE -
MOTOR A(_(_ELERATION --
NOISE ANALYSIS
NUCLEAR CRITICALITY

D_PF HF.,I.,¢F_.,RCECHNOI.,OGYHA.NUAL //_ _'_._/,_L.,t"_'£ JZ.,_ DATE _" .5-- _
SECCZON7 ENGINEER'SSIGNATURE
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DON'T SAY IT-WRITE IT

TO: A.Q. Halderl / Date: 8/2_/8b

FROM:J. D. GU'rMANNJR. co: J. M. Mc Kibben
H. F. Hubleln

Project OS-1780- Savannah River Plant
Defense Waste ProcessingFoclUty
DA 3.50- Glass Melter

Dome HeaterHeatTransferModel- Power Calculation

Please calculate the power In watts per cubic Inch for the
proposed nickelcore dome heater stem, shown on the lower haft
of Figure 2 attached. Calculate power In the Inconel heater tube,
the nickle core, and the ,25 Inch thick type 690 weld overlay.

Harry Hubleln needs this Information to calculate the temperature
profile tor this proposed design change. Please send one copy of
your calculallons 1o Harry, and one 1o me for my records.

• Reslstivltyvs temperaturecurvesforInconel690 and Nickel203 are
attached,Assume thefollowlngtemperaturevalues:

* Heater tube and type 690 weld overlay at 950" C (1742" F)
, Nlckle core at 8(30"C (1472"F)

Inconel _ 6



!

34.00

(REFi 20.95 ._A 4.75 _
/

' 10.00 "J
-I

I.ITS R

.SO homier tube moll thickness ,
i EXISTINGDESIGN- SOLID INCON[Lj1.125R

.25 finished thickness (typical)

Nickelcare type 690 weld filleroverlay
1.375 R I .I 25 R

° .oo _-]1,--
"1£, _ 9.75 .25 overlay

i MODIFIED DESIGN - NICKEL CORE WliiiiYP[ 690 WELD OVERLAY a

J. D. gutmann _.
8/19/86

FIGURE 2- DOME HEATER END S'I_M MODIFICATION
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tNCONEL alloy 690

Physical Constants Mechanical Properties
and Thermal Properties |NCONEL alloy 690 has h/gh strength over a broad /_

range of temperatures, Mech_./ca/propert/es of the
Table 2 8/vee melbn8 range and some physical alloy vary w/th product form and temper. Alloy 690
constants at room temperature for INCONELaUoy is normaUy used in the annealed temper, and
690. Table 3 contains values for thermal and elec- st_nEth characterlsbcs described below are repre.
trlcal propel_es over a ranle of temperatures. Values sentatJve of annealed materia], The usual annealing
for specific heat were cldculated; other values were .temperature/s approx_nately 1900"F (I040"C). The
measured. Modulus oF elastic/W in tension, deter- effect of d/fferent anneaUng temperatures on the
mined by a dynam/c method, is shown for tempera- tensile properldes of cold.worked material is shown
turn to 1600"F (870"C) in Table 4. AU measurements under "Fsbr/cadon."
of physical propen/es were done on annealed
epec/mens. TENSILE PROPERTIES

At room and elevated temperatures, INCONEL a/]oy
l_te l-Ptysi©a| Ceestents 690 d/splays h/gh yield and ulcimate strengths along

................. with good duct/Liry. Table 5 lists results of room-
0MtsJ_, _/ilt. | .......................................... 0.2!)6

Mils' .......................................... 1.19 temperature tensile tests on annealed mater/a1. As
_ttin! bnle, 'Y................................... _45_2510 indicated by the values, tensUe properties may vary

"C................................... 1343.1377 with product form and size. At high temperatures,
SpecificHeat,l_,llb.'Y.. ................................. 0,107 alloy 690 retains a substanbaJ level of tensile proper-

l/q.'C ..................................... 450 t/es w/th temperatures of over 1000"F (540"C) re-
|kctrical hsljl_lty, ohm.citemaine........................ 691 qutred to produce sijn_cant declines in strength.

ed_.m ............................... 1.148 F/sure I shows the results of short.time tensile tests
_|bJJJ(y |t 2000M|t0d| (15.9_m} ..................... 1.001 performed at temperatures to 1400"F (760"C). The
Vounl'sModulus,10'psi .................................. 90.6 curves represent average values foz both cold-

6Pa .................................... 211 worked and hot-worked products in the annealedI_uen's Ratio.......................................... 0.289
temper.

FATIGUE STRENGTH

JrAIHell--+-T-_-rmlllnd [|_tri_ll ProN-t__ 0...... "Jibe ]results of low-cycle fatigue tests performed at

_mtrl _ ThlcUml hefficiltd _tcffic l_ctfl¢ll '_ room temperature are shown in Figure 2. The speci-
." _rt Conductiv_ of Expansion, bit tlsistiv_ men$ were tested under axial strain w/th fully re-

/ ' versed loading." 'Y Itu.in._ 2.b.'F Itqm./im.l'Y ltu/llt.'Y ehm.clrcnil/rE
' , . t , , , . , , i

75 • • 0.107 691 CREEP AND RUPTURE PROPERTIES +

/ 200 93 7JO 0.112 198 INCONEL alloy 690 offers attractive propert/es for

/ 400 107 7.97 0.119 710 applications involving extended service atelevated

600 122 &ll 0.126 723

C+80O 136 1_9 0.133 736
I000 151 833 0.1410 745 lhtlJl,4-Modulus ofElasticityinTension

1200 165 U7 0.148 " 745 / ......
1400 179 9.14 0.155 749/ broil|re. |issttc hmptfa. Elastic
1600_. _ 104 9.38 0.162 7_i/" awl, 'Y Modules,10' psi tire,"C IModultts,SPa

++ noo . o.m , mo +o., .o m
+ w/m._ ,,.nn/m_ J_.5/__- no m.o Iso +o3

4OO n.l 25O 198
471 500 28.6 300 195

J00 15.4 14.31 497 1.180 600 28.1 350 192
_00 173 14.53 525 1.199 700 27.6 400 189
400 19.1 14JiO 551 1219 800 27.1 450 _85

|1_ 15.19 578 1235 100 _6.6 500 182_.9 15.70 604 1239 1000 _.0 5S0 199
700 _4_J 16.18 631 1241 1100 25.5 600 194
100 _.6 16.60 658 1247 1200 _4.11 650 171
900 211.5 17_1' 684 1.755 1300 _4,1 700 167

1000 30.1 17.41' 711 1265 1400 23.5 750 163
1100 - ........ 17.79' 738 1278 1500 _2_ 800 159 ,_k

•ht,m _s_m.c_,_ t,menn mm 1600 222 150 154
• _t,_o/,_J _ ...........



M,.!n_,ing'_on Ni_IcelAlloys
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IDWPF LID HEATER SLEEVE DESIGN EFFECT OF GAS GAP

HEAT FLOW IS IN UNITS OF, FOR EXAMPLE, BTU/HR (FOR I RADIAN}

SOURCE OR SINK HEAT FLOW t

TEMPERATURE TO SOLID

220.00 -0.790442E.03

221.00 -O.17B082E.02

PERCENT

HEAT IN HEAT OUT DIFFERENCE

0.816344E.03 -0.B08250E.03 1.0

ITERATIONS m 16400. RESIDUAL SUM m 0.13278DEGREES

MATERIAL MASS-WEIGHTED _ #y_, /_' _V#l_o
NUMBER AVG. TEMP. _j_..,..,_

1 536.6

2 527.3

itv<_. __ ro.ocz I_,<,+1_.

i
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CC: 3. H. Wesley-ESD
3. R. Balder-ESD
H. F. Hublein-ESD
]C 13 - Engg Eva1

3une 4, 1987

TO= 3. D. GUTHANN, 3R.-AED-L3321

FROH: V. E. HELLO-ESD-L12B'__I_.

STARTUP L/D HEATER POWER - EFFECT OF ADDED ]NSULAT]ON

Eliminating heat losses through the lid and upper sidewalls
(above the melt) of the DWPF glass melter would reduce startup
power requirement of the lid heaters by about 10 kw. Heat losses
amounting to about 28 kw would be eliminated. The difference is
accounted for by increased heat transfer to the glass resulting
from higher temperature of melter inside surfaces, of the order
of 30 to ]5 =C. This should beneficially decrease the heatup
period. The glass surface was held at 700 °C, with zero power to
the melter electrodes.

Details and a figure of lid heater power vs. air rate are
attached.

VEH:ag
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STARTUP LID HEATER POWER - EFFECT OF ADDED INSULATION

DETAILS

The steady-state radiative heat-transfer model was modified to
simulate startup conditions. Although conditions are changing
during star,up, changes are slow, and, with suitable
modifications, a snapshot of some of the significant melter
parameters can be obtained. The approach used here is the same
as that used in s similar study of the Tenth-Scale melter (memo
to E. S. Mazanek, }/7/86).

The glass pool was modeled with zero cold cap, a surface
temperature of 700 °C, and no 3oule current flow. Its thermal
conductivity was assumed to be similar to K-} refractory (1.75
PCU/ft-hr-C), and its outer surface at the external wall
temperature. The 700 °C temperature is the point at which glass
would be molten enough to establish Joule current flow. Thus, it
would be the point of hi_hest heat load for the lid heaters
alone, before switching o_l the electrodes. The bulk glass pool
was modeled as a heat sink by assuming a lower temperature at a
point well away from the surface - two feet - and adjusting it
until the surface temperature became 7DO =C.

Runs were made at sir rates of IOO, 2DO and }OO Ib/hr for the
following configurations:

o base case DWPF insulation
o lid fully insulated
o sidewall above melt fully insulated
o both fully insulated

The graph of heater power, attached, shows a maximum improvement
of about 10 kw with no heat lost through the lid and sidewalls,
compared with the base case. The attached table shows additional
results, including internal surface temperatures and how the
power is distributed. With perfect insulation, heat lost through
the lid and sidewalls would decrease about 27.5 kw. Internal
surface temperatures would increase about }5 "C causing an
increase in radiant heat transfer to the glass surface (at a
constant temperature of 700 "C) of 20 to 25_ (16 to 18 kw) and a
corresponding improvement in startup rate.

VEM3:19

6/4187



DWPF MELTER _ol MULATED STARTUP
HEATER POWER VS AIR RATE
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O6/O4/87
HELTER LID HEATER POWER CALCULATIONS 09:58 AN

RESULTS OF NELT6S RUNS: DWPF IN SIHULATED STARTUP NODE NO COLD CAP GLASS SURFACE HELD AT 700 +/- 5 C
RUNS MADE TO TEST EFFECT OF ADDED INSULATION

masmmmmmmmmlNPUT DATAanmmammmnmnmsm nnnnnnnnnnnnnnsnnunnnnnnnnnunnnnRESULTSsmuunnnunomnnmnmnunnntnnnnmnnnnn

LID UPPERWALL BULK AIR POWER

DATE TIME COEFF COEFF GLASS RATE ..... TEMPERATURE, C .... IN, KW POWER OUT, RM
PCU/HR-SQ FToC TENP, C L$/HR OFFGAS LID SIDE HEATER OFFGAS LID SIDE GLASS

BASE CASE 5 6 22.7 78.9

MAY 28 14:27 0.47 0.88 450 100 890 768 782 118.4 11.3 -
14:30 0.47 0.88 450 200 874 761 776 127.4 22.0 5.5 22.5 77.4
14:33 0.47 0.88 460 300 858 759 773 134.5 32.5 S.S 22.4 74.3

DOME INSULATED 22 8 80 0

14:57 0.01 0.88 450 100 8Sl 783 786 113.8 11.3 0.1 - •
15:08 0.01 0.88 450 200 875 772 779 122.8 22.1 0.1 22.6 78.0
15:11 0.01 0.88 460 300 858 769 776 130.3 32.4 0.1 22.5 75.3

SIDEWALL INSULATED 0.3 95.2
15:46 0.47 0.01 400 100 886 793 817 112.S 11.4 5.8
15:50 0.4? 0.01 400 200 874 782 808 120.8 22.2 5.7 0.3 92.7
1S:$3 0.47 0.01 410 300 859 777 804 128.1 32.8 S.6 0.3 89.6

DONE AND SIDEWALL INSULATED 0 3 97 7

15:59 0.02 0.01 390 100 886 803 819 109.4 12.4 0.1 - -
16:06 0.01 0.01 400 200 875 794 811 116.1 22.3 0.1 0.3 93.4
16:17 0.02 0.01 410 300 861 791 807 123.1 32.7 0.2 0.3 90.1



The OWPF Melter Offgas Line is sufflclently cooled by the OffgaB

Film Cooler, dilution air and steam, thai sulfldat_on will not occur

in il during normal operations, or short term upsets.

_Iternatlve materials have been considered for the DWPF melier.

Some alloys, wllh higher chromium content than Inconel G90, nave

shown better aul?i_ation resistance, but have physical properties

which make tham less deslreable from an englneerlng or operating

standpoin{. Coailngs high in Cr May improve melier operating

life. if il becomes limited by lid heater sulfiOatlon. The

effectiveness of such coatings has not been demonstaled under
DWPF conditions.

If sulfldallon occurs, it will be {he result of interactions between

localized melter conditions, and the alloy used. Flexabillty in

melter design, and backup melter malerlals conta_nino higher

chromium oonient could become necessary to mee_ DWPF producllon
commitments.

DISCUSSION

WRSTE 6LRSS MELTER CORROSION CONDITIONS

Normal melter operating temperatures are IISO"C in the glass,

B@O-BO@'C in the melter plenum (vapor space), and 9S0'C for plenum

heaters. Plenum heaters are necessary for normal operation to

malnlain the gas temperature above the autolgnlt_on temperature of

the organics to assure adequate combustion [3]. Under normal

operating conditions one-thlrd to one-half of the halldes, nltrates

and sulfates are volatilized and can contribute to corrosion in.the

melter vapor 5pace. _Ikalls are also volatilized, but not at as h_gh

rates. Relatively lltile of the other inorganic waste components are

volatillzed, but a small fracilon of glass formers and waste

components are entrained in offgas, and can form glassy _illceous

deposits mixed with, or distinct from salt deposlt_.

In molten glasses, the ability of sulfur compounds and halldes to

?lu_ Cr203 _5 limited by glass solution effects which reduce the

chemical activity of {he corrosive species. The presence of oxldlzed

translilon metals in glass keeps local oxygen acllvltles high,

suppressing the formation of sulfides, and supporting the

development of protective Cr203 layers.

P_MEL_ MELTER OFF@AS LINE FAILURE

In only one case has catastrophic breakaway corrosion of Inconel

G90 occurred in a melter. In the P_MELA projec_ melter, the @.25

inch thick offgas llne was perforated in _even _ee6s of operation

wlth melter feed containlng 0.5 % sulfate, and 1.2 % ?luorlde

[IS]. See F_gures B & g. 5ulfldallon resulted when sulfate and

fluoride salts deposited on the inside of a hcrlz_nla! section of

the I_690 off gas llne. The llne was normally at a temperature

too low for Bulfldai_on (appro:_. 35@'C_, _ut portions of It



some risk, and are not replaceeble. For the third production melter,

and _ubsequemt melter's, consideration should be glven to the Lid

Heater, Riser Heater, Pour Spout Heater and insulat_on design of the

Large Slurry Fed Melter, which may be adaptable to remote heater

replacement [2]. Both the Japanese and the Germans kave
demonstrated reliable bottom drain valves. The German version _s

remotely replaceable.

It is my opinlon _hat the greatest assurance of minimum impact of

sulfldet_on on DWPF operations would result from improved

remotability of melter components. This would permit recovery from

sulfidetion without having'to replace the entire melter. It would

also permit recovery from excessively high local operating

temperatures, and similar problems. This would permit the

introduction of other alloys, coatings or designs if they are found

necessary, and as %hey become available. Therefore, I have

recommended tc the DWPF Materlals Committee, and am recommending to

you, thai the ex_sling ESD effort be expanded as soon as possible,

io become an interdisclpllnary and interdepartmental group

concentratlng on the melter material, design, and operations

alternatives which are available, or can be developed for

implimentatlon in the third production melter. Buth SRL and Design

Division personnel are essential to e_plo_t the melter experience

and deslgn allernatives which have become available during the last

three years. Engineering Services D_vislon Is reslricted by

exlsting funding %o the detailing of the operating conditions o?

critical melter parts, and the comparison of conditions to the

documented performance of available a11oys.

It is recommended that the radial gap between the Inconel 69Q lid

heaters and the refractory walls be pluggeQ to prevent the

accumulation of salts. A method which is being used to plug similar

gaps around reformer tubes appears to be applicable. The reformer"

tube plugs are a mixture of ceramic fiber and colloidal silica.

Details are available from W. S. Morrison, ESD Louvlers. It i_

expected that this will cause a change in the heat transfer in this

region, and heat transfer calculatlon5 will be r'equlred to avoid

overheating _he Inconel 690.

During DWPF Melter stariup, the melters should be idled with lid

heaters turned on for a minimum of one wee_ before they are

subjected to operation with feed containing sulfate5 or halides.

During this time the heaters should be cycled between temperature

extremes at least 3 times. This will allow the formation of a heavy,

continuous oxide film before any corrosive salt_ can be deposited.

CONCLUSIONS

SulfiOation is the result of hlgh temperature reactlcn of alloys

wlth gasses, salts or slag5 containing sulfur. The sulfides produced

have meltlng points from about 650 to B_O'C. Sulfldzzed a11oys

therefore do no_ have usable strength at elevated temperatures. In

addition, sulfidation reactions can be autocatalytic. In

autccata!ytic, or "breakaway" sulfldation, the layer of sulfides

closest to the metal's surface is oxidized to produce porous,

0



non-prolectlve oxldes. _t the same time, the sulfur Is released and

reacts wlth the alloy further from the surface. This type of

corroslon proceeds rapldly once it reaches crltlcal amounts of

sulfide. The initiation lime is generally not possible to predict,

since it depends upon the particular alloy, the thickness and

integrity of protective oxide layers, and the sulfur activity

available. In addition, small amounts of halldes can disrupt the

protective oxides, inltlatlng the ailack. For these reasons,

il is not possible to predict the effect of Bulfldatlon on the

operating llfe of the DWPF from existing or planned scale

lesllng. It is possible to get an indication if the conditions

favoring sulfidatlon are likely. See Appendix A.

Bolh P_MELA and DWPF have halldes and sulfates at high enough

concenlratlons to cause sulfidatlon of Inconel 690, if Balls

accumulate where local temperatures are above the Bait melting polnl
(aboul B02"C).

_ccumulation is a function of the design of the melter, feed

composition, and the local operating conditions. Therefore, II is

not possible to predict the time to inlliate sulfldatlon. Since

salts can condense out of the offgas system, the relative

concentration of differenl chemical species in salt deposils is only

loosely lled to feed compositions, i.e. malt compositions need not

be proportional to sulfaie and hallde contents in the feed. High
_ulfur and halide feeds can result in the formation of a Molten salt

layer on top of the glass, which might result in sulfldation of any
alloys extendlng through the mell zone.

Thermal cycling will lend to result in salts with eutectlc

compositions, typically about 10% NaCI, 10% NaF, balance Na2S04. See

Figure 3. The eutectic salt composition, and all compositions

similar to it, are very aggressive sulfidation agent_ if thick

layers accumulate.

_Ii metalllc melier components at temperalures a_ove B02"C are at

risk wilh respect to 5ulfidation. Experience to date does not

warrant Major concern, but indicates that failures are possible, and

longer cuntlnuous exposure t_mes in large scale Melters, wlth

realistic sulfate and halide concentrations are required to
delerMine actual melter behavior.

Componenls submerged in glas_ are less llkely to be affected than

componenls in the vapor space. Submerged components will benefit

from conlact wilh the glass, resulting in reduced sulfur aciivltlcs

and relatively high oxygen actlvlties.

The most severe postulated exposure in DWPF is where components are

physlcally shielOed from glass splatter, but can accumulate sa!Is

condensed from the offgas. The most likely area for this to occur is

where the lid heaters penetrate the refractory brick. The average

radlal gap between the brlc_ and the heater is about S/S inch, and

since thls iB horizontal, heavy salt accumulallon could occur in

thls region. See Figure 4.

@
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ATTENTION: J. D. GUTMANN*

PROJECT S-1780 - SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT - 200-S AREA
DEFENSE WASTE PROCESSING FACILITY - SLUDGE PLANT
HOT CORROSION OF INCONEL 690 IN DWPF MELTER
RECOMMENDATION FOR DESIGN CHANGE TO MELTER LID HEATERS
DPST-86-443, MAY 30, 1986

The reference report by D. F. Bickford recommends that the
radial gap between the Inconel (R) 690 lid heaters and the
refractory walls be plusged to prevent the accumulation of
salts. The suggested method uses a mixture of ceramic fiber and
colloidal silica; details are available from W. S. Morrison,
ESD-Louviers. Obviously, the heat transfer characteristics may
change as a result of plugging the gaps.

We endorse this recommendation and request the Engineering Dept.
to determine the cost and impact of sealing all penetrations
through the refractory in this manner.

D. C. NICHOLS, SUPERINTENDENT _
DWPF PRODUCTION AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT
WASTE MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS

Richard G. Baxter

RGB:Ib/799d
DWPFMELTERTECHNOLOGYMANUAL

CC: See attached distribution lls't. SECTION 7
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May 38, 188B

MEMORANDUM

TO: M. J. PLODINEC, 773-A AND J. R. 6LASSCOCK, 7@4-T

FROM, D. F. BICKFORD, ?73-A_J_

HOT CORROSION OF INCONEL 690 IN THE DWPF, MELTER:

c RECOMMENDATION FOR DESIGN CHANGE TO MELTER LID HE_T_R_

RECOMMENDATIONS

Since the mulfldatlon occurred at PAMELA, i have reviewed the basls

for DWPF melter material _eleclion, e_,amlned the PAMELA melter,

compared the PAMELA and OWPF condltlons, and conducted several tests

to determine If the DWPF melter can be e_pected to Buffer s_milar

sulfldatlon attack. Based upon these mtudles, and revlew of the

genera] ms_embly of the DWPF melter, I am making the recommendations
below. The recommendations have been reviewed wltn the DWPF Materlal

of Construction Composite Committee [I].

Most of the molutionm for 5ulfidation used in industry are no[
possible or practical for the DWPF Melter. However, minimization of

organic, sulfur and halide addltlons to the melter feed, and

ma,_lm_zatlon of oKygen purged to _he melter are practical and
prudent.

Most of the DWPF melter components et ris_ wlth respect to
suifiOation are replaceabJe, but m_ny ere not. See Table I. The L_d

Heaters, R_ser Heater and Pour Spout Heater w_11 all be subJect to



CC: 3. M. WeBley-ESD
H. F. Hublein-ESD
J. R. Balder-ESD
IC-I} Engg. Eva1.

February 3, 1987

TO: 3. D. GUTMANN, JR.- PED - L3321

FROM: V. E. MELL_C_I_SD - L128'

MELTER CHANGE PROGRAM - EFFECT DF INCREASED INSULATION

At your request I looked at the effect of no heat loss above the
melt level in the Defense Waste (DWPF) melter, with respect to
off-gas temperature and 1id heater power. These parameters may
be limiting in the flnal deslgn, and more insulation can be added
above the melt, but at considerable cost. Thus, there is
interest in predicting the maximum that could be achleved by
decreasing heat losses in this area. Results attached show that,
at most, 15 degrees C increase in off-gas temperature could be
gained, with a corresponding decrease in 1id heater power of
about 12 kw. These improvements can be regarded as marginal, at
best.

Results were calculated using the 9-zone lnfrared heat transfer
model by 3. M. Prober, EPL, as modlfied by A. 3. Owens, CR&D. I
am continuing to fine-tune the model of the Scale Melter to get
it to agree more closely wlth SRL run data (memo From K. Craig,
SRL, 1/6/87). The plan we agreed on was then to look at the
effect of zero heat loss above the melt in the Scale Melter, plus
adjusting the DWPF Melter model to include any improvements
learned from the Scale Melter work. I w111 report on progress
within the next few days.

VEM:ag
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DWPF MELTER MODEL

EFFECT OF ADDED INSULATION

ZERO HEAr LOSS ABOVE HELT
,,, , ,, , ,,, , ,, , ,,,,

OFF-GAS LID HEARER ELECTRODE

°C POWER_ KW POWERt KWCASE TEMPt ........

1. DESIGN BASIS 743 211.5 160
Dome U* = 0.47
Sidewall U = 0.88

2. DOME INSULATED 745 207.5 160
Dome U = D
Sidewall U = D.BB

). SIDEWALL INSULATED 758 20}.) 159
Dome U = D.47
Sidewall U = D

4. BOTH INSULATED 760 199.7 159
Dome U = D
Sidewall U = D

* Units: PCU/(hr*sq ft*deg C)

o

V. E. HELLO 2/3/87
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J. R. GLASSCOCK REFERENCE 28 DPST-87-247

Vacuum Line Modifications

The pour spout vacuum line plugged with a fibrous material on four

occasions during SGM-3. These pluggages, which appeared to be
fiberglass, made the pour system inoperable and was a major concern

for DWPF. Three modifications to the vacuum line were tested during
SGM-4 (Figure 53). The arrows in the bellows describe the direction

the pour stream wavered in each case. The purpose of these

modifications was to determine the mechanism of pluggage and
potential solutions.

The first modification increased the vacuum line size from i" to

I 1/2" diameter and provided a camera for viewing the line. This

more closely represented the DWPF vacuum line. Suction of fibers

into the line was observed at the termination of pour; however,

complete plugging did not occur as it did during SGM-3. Increased

glass pour stream fluidity and the decreased line velocity

resulting from the change in line diameter, are probable
explanations for reduced fiber formation.

The second modification relocated the vacuum control air line

approximately 20" from the bellows. The control air addition in the

original design is at the bellows. It's design is the same as the
back-up film cooler using vertical slots for air addition which

creates an air swirl. However_ the swirling effect coupled with the
vacuum pull, influenced the fibers into the line. This second

modification removed the swirling effect of the control air at the

vacuum line entrance. This change greatly reduced the number of
fibers pulled into the line.

The third modification allowed the vacuum to be pulled at two
locations in the bellows. The control air remained in the same

location.This change created low air velocities in the vacuum take
off lines and distributed the vacuum between them. Fiber formation

in both vacuum lines was minimal as in the second modification.Both

of these modifications would have an impact on the current DWPF
bellows design.

Bellows Funnel Insert

A baffle proposed by the Engineering Department(Figure 54), was

installed in the bellows assembly and tested during SGM-5. It's

purpose was to distribute air flow across the perimeter of the

bellows, minimizing the effects on the pour stream and fiber

deposition in the vacuum line. The funnel represents an alternative
to the vacuum line modifications mentioned above and is desirable

to the DWPF because of it's minimal impact on the current bellows

design. The control air was kept in the original location at the
bellows.

During SGM-4, line velocities of 28 ft/s (calculated) at the vacuum

line entrance and the presence of the swirling effect caused glass
fibers to be pulled into the line. The funnel forces the air flow
to distribute 360 ° in the bellows and around the funnel rather than

directly into the vacuum line. Pluggage of the vacuum line did not

occur with the funnel installed. The vacuum line was inspected for

glass fibers and none were found. The funnel worked satisfactorily
and has been added to the DWPF design.
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_ CONTROL AIR

w

VACUUM LINE

CANISTER

FIGURE 54. Bellows Funnel Baffle
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_wer to vaporize the slurry feed. These heaters are also the
primary source of heat during melter start-up. Glass is poured
from the melter through a riser and pour spout channel. Each
channel is surrounded with independent serpentine resistance
heaters to keep the glass fluid as it exits the melter. A detailed
description of the Scale Glass Melter is included in DPST-87-2472.

The major modification made to the melter prior to SGM-8 was the

installation of the DWPF Bellows Assembly. This modification is
part of the Bellows Operability Test outlined in DWPF Technology
Issue 6.5.

DWPF Bellows Operability Test

The DWPF Bellows was installed under the SGM pour spout for
operability testing prior to SGM-8. The Bellows Assembly is shown
in Figure 4 as it appeared before installation. Initial testing of
the Bellows Assembly during SGM-8 demonstrated the successful
operation of the unit at the reference DWPF glass production rate
of 240 pph. Specific Bellows test objectives during SGM-8 included
investigating the effect of varying the air supply pressure to the
actuator bellows capsule and comparing critical bellows measured
versus design temperatures.

%

_. DWPF Bellows Prior to Installation
DWPF MELTER TECHNOLOGY MANUAL

SECTION 7
REFERENCE 29
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During normal operation of the Bellows Assembly, the actuator
bellows capsule will be pressurized to a maximum of 15 psig. This
pressure raises the actuator bellows capsule, which in turn, via a
set of counterweights and a pivot arm, depresses the lower adapter
bellows to contact the canister.

i

The pressure supplied to the actuator bellows was varied during
SGM-8 to determine the effect on the bellows control air flow as is
shown in Figure 5. The melter/pour spout DP necessary to initiate
glass pouring is maintained by varying this bellows control air
flow. As the supply pressure to the actuator bellows was
decreased, the lower bellows exerted less force on the canister.
This resulted in a poorer seal between the lower bellows and the
canister throat protector. The bellows control air flow
automatically decreased to maintain the -5 inches wc DP between the
melter and pour spout. The minimum actuator bellows air supply
pressure which provided an adequate seal for glass pouring was
7 1/2 psig with a constant 45 gpm spout Jet water flow. Below this
supply pressure the reference -5 inches wc melter/pour spout
differential pressure could not be maintained. For the majority of
the campaign the air supply pressure to the actuator bellows was
maintained at I0 psig.

i " il • 11 " ii " II " ' "

7 8 9 10 11 _;_ 13

ActutatorBell(Ms lul_lY Pree_re (j_lg)

_. Bellows PzessuEe Vezsus Contzol AlE Flow

Varying the pressure to the actuator bellows also affected the
apparent canister weight. The canister weight is measured by load
cells on the can carrier. As the amount of pressure supplied to
the actuator bellows capsule was increased, the apparent canister
weight also increased as ks shown An Figure 6. This ks the result
of the lower adapter bellows exerting more downward force on the
canister as the actuator bellows capsule exerts more upward force
on the counterweights. In order to ensure accurate canister weight
measurements DWPF must ensure that the actuator bellows pressure is
held constant throughout filling of each canister. The effect of
the bellows, the canister positioning arm, and vacuum pour system
on the canister weight must also be taken into account.
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During SGM-8, it was also observed that the weight of the canister
decreased 20 to 25 ibs whenever the vacuum pour was started. This
is due to the bellows _cting as a pneumatic cylinder pushing on the

top of the canister similar to previous campaigns as was reported
in DPST-87-247 _. When the vacuum was applied tQ the bellows to
begin the pour, the downward force of the bellows on the canister
was reduced. As was seen with the "old" Scale Melter Bellows

Assembly when the vacuum pour was stopped, the 20 to 25 Ibs
apparently 'lost' at the start of pour returned.

Additional bellows testing during SGM-8 included comparison of
critical measured vs. design temperatures. Of particular interest
was the operating temperature of the Belleville washers in the
Bellows Assembly. These washers lose their elasticity above 150°C
and earlier IR testing revealed temperatures in excess of 200°C in
their area. The average washer temperature measured was 65°C
during glass pouring, well below the washer's design temperature.

Glass Temperature 8tudies

The glass temperature in the melter is monitored by an Inconel
690 TM thickwall thermowell which has six type "B" thermocouples
located at various vertical positions in the melt pocl. An
addltional thermowell was placed in the melter before SGM-8. It
was inserted in the oxygen probe nozzle location G since oxygen
data was not needed for this dry frit run. Figure 7 shows the
vertical placement of the thermocouples for the two thermowells.
The major difference between the two is that the new thermowell has
two thermocouples located 9.5 inches above the bottom of the
melter. Figure 8 gives a melter top view of the locations of both
thermowells. The DWPF melter will have two thermowells, with one
located in the center of the melter and the other located to the
side in the same orientation as the Scale Glass Melter.
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PETROCHEMICALS DEPARTMENT
ATOMIC ENERGY DIVISION

*J. R. GLASSCOCK, SRP, 704-115

PROJECT 9S2659 - SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT
INTEGRATED DWPF MELTER SYSTEM
DA G570-K - POUR SPOUT BELLOWS ASSEMBLY

PROJECT 9S1780 - SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT
DEFENSE WASTE PROCESSING FACILITY
DA 5._50 - POUR SPOUT AND DRAIN VALVE ASSEMBLIES

Thank you for the information you forwarded on John Crane Metal
Bellows Seals. Although I am sure we initially considered thi_

company in our search for a suitable supplier for the Pour Spout
and Drain Valve Bellows, I initiated another inquiry as a result

of your memo. This inquiry verified my initial assumption that
the John Crane Packing Company is essentially a packing and seal
volumn fabricator who also manufactures metal bellows with
limited movement (0.005 inches) in sizes up to 5 inches to

support their line of seals. When presented with general
information regarding size and extension of our bellows, I was
informed that these requirements far exceeded John Crane's design
and fabrication capabilities. Even though it might be possible
to overcome the design and fabrication problems, they felt that
the cost would be prohibitive for John Crane to embark orl such a
program considering the potential number of bellows involved.
Belfab, a bellows fabricator, was suggested as a potential
fabricator for our bellows.

DWPF MELTER TECHNOLOGY MANUAL
SECTION 7

REFERENCE 30
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J. R. Glasacock

In soliciting bids for fabrication of the bellows and flange
assembly for the Integrated DWPF Melter System (IDHS), an iflquiry
containing specification 3-1670 attached along with bellows
drawings indicated, were sent to the following bellows
fabricators. Specific company response to the inquiry is also
noted below.

...... Bel!.pws .rabricmltor .... Response to Inquiry

Metal Bellows Corpor_ltion Bid acceptable
1075 Providence Hwy. Bellows design
Sharon, HA 02067
Att: Frank A. Miano,, Jr.

(617) 668-J050

Belfab No bid
Divzsion of Pacific !icientxfic
305 Fent£ess Blvd.
P.O. Box 9370
Daytona Beach, FL }2020-9370
Ph. (904) 253-0628

EG&G Sealol, Inc. No bid
P.O. Box 2158
Providence, RI 02905
Ph. (/¢01) 781 -4700

Process Engineering, Inc. No bid
P.O. box 4_67
Plaiatow, NH 03865
Ph. (603) 382-65.51

Pathway Bellows, In{,. No bid
Box 1526
1532 North Johnson Avenue
E1 Cajon CA 92022-1526
P..(619i ,,0-1o.0

Johnson Controls, I_nc. Bid unacceptable
(Now called Tempflex - Corrogated exparlsion
a division of Flexonics, Inc.) joint design
2400 Longhorn Industrial Parkway
New Braunfels, IX 78130
Ph. (512) 629-8080

Based on this information, justification letter from
B. J. Etienne to A. M. Lawrence dated December 11, 1986 was
forwarded to procuze bellows from Metal Bellows Corporation.
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' SPECIFICATION

PLANT: SAVANNAH RIVER
PRO3: 9S2659
SPEC: }-1670
REV: 1
DATE: March 2, 1987
PAGE: 1

EN G570-201-30-1

One (1) Bellows & Flange Assembly

I. GENERAL

A. Scope

This specification covers materials, dimensions, tolerances,
welding and Inspection procedures for the bellows and flange
assembly shown above. This assembly when installed will be
part of and used to activate parts of the IDMS DOUr spout
bellows assembly.

B. Function of the Pour Spout Bellows Assembly

The IDMS pour spout bellows assembly will be used in a 1/lO
scale Defense Waste Processing Facility. This facility will
simulate the operation of equipment designed to prepare
radioactive waste material for long term storage by
converting it into a stable borosiltcate glass form. The
simulated waste glass will be prepared in a glass melter and
slowly poured through the IDMS pour spout bellows assembly
_nto steel canisters for evaluation and testing of glass
quality.

C. Fabrication Quality

The bellows and flange assembly must be manufactured to high
quality standards. This requirement is dictated by the
highly contaminated environment and the long service life
expected.

D. Shtpipin9 Schedule

Time is of the essence, and the fabricator,s quote is to be
based on providing all parts by the required shipping dates.

C = Change
7849W/ktg R1/clb
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II. EQUIPMENT NUMBER (EN)I DRAWINGS AND QUANTITIES

The bellows fabricator is to fabricate detail parts shown below
and assemble parts in accordance with assembly drawing shown.
All Bill of Material items indicated on these drawings are to be
provided by the fabrlcator:

Qty
Per Qty
Ass v Total Drawing NO. Rev. Description

(C) I i W-820967 i Bellows Shipping &
Handling Assembly

(C) i i D-816894 15 Bellows Sh. i

(C) I i 0-811184 3 Bellows Sh. 2

III. MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION
i i ii

The materials of construction are to be as specified on the
drawings under section entitled "Bellows Design Parameters".

IV. TESTING REQUIREMENTS
i i

Testing requirements are to be as specified on the drawings
under section entitled Non-Destructive Examination.

V. WELDING
i

Welding requirements are to be as specified on the drawings
under section entitled Bellows Design Parameters.

Vl. PACKAGING
i

Packaging requirements are to be as specified on the drawings
under section entitled "Packaging for Shipment".

Vll. SHIPPING INSTRUCTIONS
,,, i i

To be provided at a later date.

@
C = Change
7849W/ktg Rl/clb
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VIII. SURVEILLANCE (INSPECTIDN)

A. Surveillance

I. Surveillance of this equipment by a Du Pont Quality
Assurance Field Representative (QAFR) is required prior
to shipment in accordance with the following
instructions. Notify Quallty Assurance Engineering
Scheduling at least 48 hours before each survelllance is
required by telephoning (302) 451-0200.

2. When major components or service are obtained from
subvendors, the QAFR may check these items at the point
of manufacture. It is the fabricator's responsibility to
include Du Pont survelllance and notification
requirements in suborders.

B. F_A Manual/Procedure Re uirements

I. The fabricator shall have, in place, and functioning a
material control procedure which addresses the control,
segregation, identification, and use of the material to
be used, including welding consumables. Special care
should be taken with Du Pont furnished material.

2. The fabricator shall have, in place, and functioning a
procedure(s) which address special processes. Special
processes are defined as: welding, heat treatment (if
applicable), nondestructive examination, and testing.
The procedure(s) shall address: using written procedures
for operations to be performed and the qualification of
personnel.

3. The fabricator shall have, in place and functioning a
procedure for the calibration of measuring and test
equipment. Calibration standards shall be traceable to
nationally recognized standards.

4. The fabricator may utilize their own procedure for the
control of nonconformances or refer any nonconformances
to the QAFR for resolution.

5. A Quality Control Manual which satisfies the ASME Code,
Section Vlll, Oivision I, Appendix I0 will also satisfy
the intent of Paragraphs I through 4 above.

C = Change
7849W/ktg Rl/clb
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C. Prefabrication Surveillance Meeting

The first visit will be initiated by S'.e. Hicks, QA
Engineer, (302) 366-2116. The inspection and specification
requirements will be reviewed with fabricator's manufacturing
ana quality control personnel. A tentative schedule of
future inspection visits will be established at this meeting.

D. Schedule

Fabricator shall request inspection at the following points:

1. Preliminary Visit - After material has been received.

2. Intermediate Visit - To witness initial liquid penetrant
examinations and check Oetail parts.

3. Final Visit - To witness assembly and testing (Joint
inspection).

E. Instructions

The following inspections will be performed by the QAFR:

i. Prefabrication Surveillance Meeting

a. Discuss, in detail, specification and drawing
requirements with the fabricator.

b. Discuss the requirements of the surveillance
specification.

c. Investigate the proposed sequence of fabrication and
adjust the surveillance schedule to fit that sequence.

2. Preliminary Visit - After material has been received.

a. Review the procedures the fabricator proposes to use
on this order and ensure that they are adequate.

b. Assure that the proper welding procedures are being
employed.

c. Assure that welders are being qualified to
established welding procedures.

C = Change
7849W/ktg Rl/clb
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d. Assure that the liquid penetrant examination
procedure to be used is in accordance with the
requirements of the ASME Code, Section V.

e. Assure that the radiographic examination procedure to
be used is in accordance with the requirements of the
ASME Code, Section V.

f. Review the fabricator's material control system,
assuring it is in accordance with the written
procedures and judging the adequacy of the system to
prevent the use of Ou Pont furnished material on
other work.

3. Intermediate Visit - To witness initial liquid penetrant
examinations and check detail parts.

a. Review the fabricator's Non-Destructive Examination
(NDE) procedures assuring they are in accordance with
specified requirements.

b. Review the qualifications of the NDE personnel
assuring they have been properly qualified.

c. Witness the initial liquid penetrant examinations
assuring that procedures are being followed and
examinations are performed by qualified personnel.
Review and initial the test certificates for this
examination. If the testing was satisfactorily
performed, allow the fabricator to proceed with the
remaining root-pass liquid penetrant examinations as
long as test certification is provided for each
test. Otherwise, witness all root-pass examinations.

d. Review any machining or welding in process.

e. Witness any dimensional inspections of detail parts
being performed at this time.

f. Review specified finishes to assure they are as
specified.

g. Assure that proper materials are being used.

@
C - Change
7849W/ktg Rl/clb
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4. Final Visit - To wltness assembly and testing (Joint
Inspection).

a. Witness the flnal liquid penetrant examination of all
welds.

b. If applicable, review and interpret all radiographs
pertaining to the bellows, noting the source, source
size, film, penetrameter used, and the qualifications
of the radiographer. Initial the radiographic reader
sheets for all radiographs reviewed.

c. Witness the testing (Joint inspection) of the bellows
. assembly. Note any obvious nandllng damage to the

bellows assemblies.

d. Visually check the assembly for harmful distortion
after the tests.

e. Witness preparation of the bellows for shipment
including coating of machined surfaces to prevent
rust, sealing of openings, insertion of bellows
shipping spacer bolts to prevent extension or
compression during shipment and the crating of each
assembly for site handling.

f. Apply acceptance tags when the bellows are released
for shipment.

F. Documentation
,,,, ,L

i. The fabricator shall prepare a documentation inventory
transmittal sheet (listing all documents and number of
'pages) and attach to each set of documentation.

2. Each sheet of documentation shall list Ou Pont P.O.
number, equipment identification, and be consecutively
numbered.

3. The Du Pont QAFR shall review documentation packages and
sign and date each documentation inventory transmittal
sheet signifying acceptance prior to release for shipment.

C = Change
7849W/ktg RIIclO
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4. The fabricator shall forward documentation at time of
shipment as follows:

a. One complete set (including signed documentation
inventory transmittal sheet) to be included with
shipment.

b. Two complete sets (including signed documentation
inventory transmittal sheet), best way to:

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., Inc.
Savannah River Plant
Construction Project Manager
P.O. Box i17
Augusta, GA 3091)

ATTN: Construction Material Expeditor - Building
CAB/CS

c. Two complete sets (including signed documentation
inventory transmittal sheet), best way to:

E. l. du Pont de Nemours & Co.
Engineering Department
Louviers Bldg. }}W)9
Wilmington, DE 19898

Attn: B. 3. Etienne

O. One copy of signed documentation inventory
transmittal sheet (by mail) to:

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.
Engineering Department
Quality Assurance Engineering
Wilmington, DE 19898-7108

Attn: S. B. Hicks

5. The Du Pont QAFR shall verify transmittal of documents
per the general conditions of order and state
verification In night message.

C = Change
7849Wlkt9 Rllclb
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6. The supplier shall submit documentation as specifie_ on
drawings. Thls documentation shall also include items

i -listed be low.

a. Certification for the pressure test of the bellows

b. Liquid penetrant logs

c. Liquid penetrant material certifications

d. Radiographic logs, If applicable

e. Radiographic reader sheets, If applicable

THE VENDOR SHALL ATTACH TO EACH PIECE OF EQUIPMENT AN EMBOSSED OR
ENGRAVED PLASTIC OR STAINLESS STEEL TAG BEARING THE OU PONT ORDER
NUMBER AND ENGINEERING NUMBER AS INDICATED.

C = Change
7849W/ktg Rl/clb
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YOUR QUOTATION MUST STATE YOUR SCHEDULE FOR SUBMITTING CONSTRUCTION
DIMENSION DRAWINGS IN WEEKS AFTER RECEIPT OF PURCHASE ORDER.

A. One teDtodqclbl e is requited for Du Pont design and construction
purposes.

B. All drawings, drawing transmittal letters, and correspondence must
show the following identification:

Plant Savannah River
Project 9S2659
Du Pont Order No AXC-1670-W
Apptoptlate EN Numbers G570-201-30-1

C. The following information is required:

Layout and orientation
Overall dimensions
Mounting or foundation dimensions
Connection locations

Fabrication Is released upon receipt of Durchase order.

C = Change
7849W/ktg Rl/clb



CC: D.G. Kas_1
J.M. Mc Kibben
E.S. Mazanek
S.V. Santangelo
H.V. Seaberg
IC 33 (2)

December ii, 1986

TO: A.M. LAWRENCE - M&L - LIIWI9

FROM: B. J. ETIENNE - PED - L33W39

PROJECT 9S2659 - SAVANNAH RIVER LABORATORY
INTEGRATED DWPF MELTER SYSTEM
POUR SPOUT BELLOWS ASSEMBLY
BELLOWS PROCUREMENT - INQUIRY 3-1670
JUSTIFICATION OF VENDOR SELECTION

0

Based on review of quotation and discussions with Mr. Greg Perkins
of Templex (A Division of Flexonics, inc). I have determined that
the design proposed is inadequate to meet our bellows needs.
Accordingly, Mr. Perkins also stated that they could not meet our
design requirements even with significant modifications to their
design. Therefore, I am recommending acceptance of quotation by
Metal Bellows Corporation, on the basis that they are currently
the only known source for welded bellows in this size range.

Please call, if you should have questions.
B. J. Etienne (6-2040)

BJE:bac
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B. 3, Etienne

o Certified M_II lest Reports (CHIRs) are required including Lest
reports followzng the hardening Lreatment.

o RM-_50 lhsl| be exempt from corrosion evaluation (Du Pont Spec
SwBOON).

It shouJd be noted that the AH-)50 a/Joy does not have sufficient
corrosion resistance for process exposure by spill or splash. IF
such process exposure is expected, the Intone1 718 illoy should
be evaluated.

Also, In sn earlier |attar to you (SD _00001)7, dated 3anuary 23,
1986), I indicated confirmatory corrosion tests of Alloy 625 were
required, lhese teats are now complete. The ao|ution-annesJed
condition of Alloy 625 has the same nominal corrosion resistance
as the stabilized-annealed condition and is an acceptable
material for the adapter bellows of the drain valve and pour
spout assemblies. Note: AJIoy C-276 remains the recommended
material for off-gas exposure (condensing or aqueous
environments). Alloy 625 was approved as an alternate bellows
materlaJ of construction due to HBC's llm_ted and poor ("dlrty"
characteristic in welding) experience in AlJoy C-276 fsbricatzon.

33K:Jlb
33K1.15
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E. I. ou PONT O[ NEMOURS • COMPANY

.__,,o DB-0011081
P. O. Box 604)0

NEWARK. D£ |97|4-6090 CO: *W. D. Kerley-AED-PD-SRP-704S
D. E. Wood-AED-PD-SRP-?04S

ENGINEERING O£PA.TUENT J.C. DavAs-AED-ED-SRC-SI
LOUVI_NSIUIL._NG _O. M. McKIbben-AED-PD-SRC-SI

•3. R. Kincald-AED-PD-SRL-676T
• *M. Smith-AED-PD-SRL-676T

L. F. Shafranek-AED-L3303
G. E. MIIIer-ESD-L1309
W. E. Guenthner-AED-L3313
3. D. Gutmann-AED-L3321
D. W. FarAes-ESD-ETC

• IC 33 (2)

• Attachments

March 6, 1989

D. L. KETCHAM *
BECHTEL REGIONAL DESIGN OFFICE
SAVANNAH RIVER CONSTRUCTION
BUILDING S-2

WR-864137 - SAVANNAH RXVER PLANT - 200S AREA

DEFENSE WASTE PROCESSING FACILITY (PROJECT 9S1780)
OPERABILITY TESTINfG PROGRAM - PLAN NO. 3, ITEM 8
BELLOWS LIFE CYCLE TEST AT THE ENGINEERING TEST CENTER

Life cycle testing of the Defense Waste Processing Facility (DWPF)
pour spout bellows capsules are required to satisfy Plan No. 3,
Item 8 of the overall DWPF Operability Testing Program. This Life
Cycle testing was performed on two of the pour spout bellows
capsules considered most likely to fall in operation as a result
of cycling. These included the pour stream bellows which mates to
the canisters through which the glass flows and the bellows which
actuates this pour stream bellows through a linkage.

Test procedure, detail references, test data and conclusions are
discussed in the attached documents titled:

o Test Program Report - Actuator Bellows Assembly (D815274),
prepared by _. J. StaJkowski/D. Faries dated February 10,
1988.

o Testing of Pour Spout Lower Adapter Bellows Assemblies,
prepared by D. W. Farles dated June 23, 1988.

D_PF MELTER TECHNOLOGY MANUAL
SECTION 7

REFERENCE 32

i



D. L. Ketcham

March 6, 1989
Page 2

All test components fabricated or purchased speclflcally for this
testing program have been forwarded to SRP-TNX for their future
use along with all failed and unfailed bellows described in the
attached reports. As is indicated by the reports, each bellows
performed well above the rating specified and should have no
problem in actual service. Although the report indicates that we
had some problem effecting a proper seal when using the 1' shim in
some orientations, this should not be a problem in the DWPF
installation because the equipment components were fabricated to
closer tolerances, all mating seal surfaces were machined to a
flatness tolerance not imposed on the shim and bellows mating
surfaces. In addition, the total offset in the DWPF operation is
expected to be about 1/2" as opposed to the 1" used during
testing.

If you should have any questions regarding this memo or the
attached reports, please call me on (302) 695-0154.

ATOMIC ENERGY DIVISION

Project Engineer

BJE/plc



CC: A. H. KraFt-ESD-ETC
K. R. Heath-ESD-ETC
J. S. Jurewicz-ESD-ETC
IC-ETC

March 15, 1988

TO: B.J. ETIENNE* _ . ^
AED- L3)W}9

FROM; T. L. STA3KDWSKI/D. W. FARIES
ESD- ETC

PETROCHEMICALSDEPARTMENT- SAVANNAHRIVER PLANT
WR 864137-101 - DEFENSEWASTEPROCESSINGFACILITY
MECHANICAL TESTING - EXPERIMENTALSTRESS ANDMACHINEDYNAMICS
TEST PROGRAMREPORT- ACTUATORBELLOWSASSEMBLIES(WB160019 D811172, D815274)

Introduction

Operability and life-cycle tests have been completed on two actuator bellows
assemblies, per the program outlined in documents supplied by you and
B. Matthews. The lower adapter bellows test is currently in progress, and
results will be documented in a subsequent report. This report will document
the results of the actuator bellows test only.

Sum.mary end Conclusions

o Testa have been conducted on two actuator bellows assemblies ordered by you
on order AXC-1381W and Fabricated in accordance with drawings W816001,
D811172, and D81_274.

o At ambient temperature, the bellows assembly developed 1,102 pounds of
lifting force when pressurized to 13.2 psi. The calculated force at maximum
air pressure (15 psi) is 1,255 pounds.

o In 200°F environment, lifting 1,102 pounds, both bellows assemblies exceeded
the minimum required 2,500 cycles specified end also exceeded the vendor
predicted life of 5,700 cycles. Assembly A Failed at 8,682 cycles 52_ above
the vendor predicted cycle life. Assembly B failed at 6,7)B cycles, IB_
above the vendor predicted cycle life.

o Fatigue of the welds at the top of the bellows convolutions created a crack
in both bellows which permitted air release and sufficient loss of pressure
to constitute a test Failure.

*Appendix A through D attached to this copy only.
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Recommendations
,,, ,, l ,L ,,

The bellows will meet plant requirements as specified if its fabrication remains
of the same high quality. If the actuator bellows test fixture is going to be
used at SRP in the future, it should be noted that periodic adjustment of the
limit switch actuating bars was required to keep the bars straight so that they
activated the limit switches properly. If significant operation of this unit is
foreseen, some design modification to these bars and the switch arms is
recommended to yield greater reliability.

Test Setup

A test program has been conducted on two actuator bellows assemblies fabricated
in accordance with drawings W816001, D811172, and D815274. The test setup,
fixtures, control scheme, and conditions were as specified in sketches and
instructions supplied by B. Hatthews (see Appendix A and Appendix B). The
bellows assemblies, fabricated from 347 CRES stainless steel, were manufactured
by Metal Bellows Corporation, Moorpack, California. One assembly was tested to
determine lifting force versus applied air pressure at ambient temperature.
Both assemblies were cycled until failure under elevated temperature (200=f) and
maximum load conditions (1,102 Ibs). Additionally, s shim was inserted under
the bellows to simulate an angular deflection.

A Danly four-post die set was used as a frame [or the bellows to ensure
integrity and rigidity over the life of the test. Each bellows assembly was
carefully installed in the die set. At no time did the angle between the
bellows flanges end the vertical centerline of the assembly exceed the maximum
allowable angle of 2= specified by drawings. After the bellows was secured in
the die set, the entire unit was placed in an insulating box. This box, which
had two 500-watt Chromalox heaters inserted through the rear panel, was used to
maintain temperature during the life cycle tests. The box was fabricated from
calcium-silicate panels on the bottom and three sides. The top and front of the
box were Tuffak polycarbonate sheets, to allow observation of the the bellows
during cycling.

Oil-free, dry instrument air was used to pressurize the bellows. The air was
supplied through a dual (in series) regulator system. The first regulator was
set to 15 psi (the bellows maximum allowable pressure). The second regulator
was used to adjust the test pressure. As an extra precaution, a 15 psi relief
valve was installed between the second regulator and the bellows. The air was
supplied through 1/4" copper tubing, a three-way I/4" port - I/4" orifice
solenoid valve, and a I/4" x 1/2" NPT adapter at the bellows.

Preliminary Testing

Preliminary testing of the first assembly was conducted to determine the air
pressure required in the bellows to lift a specified range of weights. During
this test, two pressures were recorded. The first, referred to as "starting
pressure," was the pressure required to start the bellows moving from a fully
compressed position. The second, referred to as "maintaining pressure," was the
pressure required to keep the bellows in motion after movement had started. The
difference in these pressures is the pressure required to overcome static
friction. The various loads were obtained by placing a number of steel plates
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on top of the die set and bellows. Results of this test are shown below. Note:
Iota1 weight shown for zero plates is the weight of the top plate of the die
Bet.

Number of Plates Total Weight StarLing Pressure Haintainin9 Pressure
....(lbs) (psig) (psig)

0 108 2.5 1.6
4 355 5.1 4.9
8 604 8.1 7.6

12 853 10.7 10.3
16 1,102 13.6 13.2

Applying linear regression analysis to this data, the following equations were
derived:

Starting pressure (psi) = 1.24 + (.0112) * (total weight)

Maintaining Pressure (psi) = .569 + (.0115) * (total weight)

lhe experimental data and the regression lines are plotted in Figure I.

Cycle Tests

At the completion of this preliminary testing, life cycle testing was initiated
on the first bellows assembly (Assembly "A"). A total lead of 1,102 pounds
(sixteen steel plates) was placed on the bellows and the polycarbonate front and
top pieces were installed on the insulating box. The box was then heated to
200"f and the bellows was allowed to heat to temperature for four hours before
automatic cycling of the bellows was begun.

Cycling of the bellows was controlled by a Texas Instruments T1510 programmable
controller. A ladder logic diagram for the controller program is shown in
Figure 2. This logic is modified slightly from that originally specified. The
"Enable" input (xg) turns on the heaters and enables, but does not initiate,
cycling. This is to allow manual control of thermal heat-up time prior to
starting cycling. In addition to the temperature controller and thermocouple
specified in the test plan, a second thermocouple and controller were added to
function as an overtemperature shutdown device (input X15). An
electromechanical counter was added to the controller (output Y5) for comparison
with the mechanical counter on the die set. Comparison of the two counter
values could be used to indicQte abnormal operation, such as the controller
continually running through the cycling program when the bellows was unable to
move. The timer (T1) outputs a momentary pulse to the electromechanical
counter, rather than having it powered throughout half of the bellows cycle.
This minimizes heat-up of the counter.

The bellows was repeatedly cycled from its fully compressed position of 3.625"
(flange-to-flange outside dimension) to its fully extended position of 8.875"
(flange-to-flange) and back to the fully compressed position once every 6
minutes or 10 cycles per hour. Needle valves in the air inlet and exhaust lines
were used to regulate the rate of bellows cycling during the 5.25" stroke from
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extension to compression and return to extension. Temperature in the insulating
box was maintained at 200°F during all cycles and air pressure on the bellows
was maintained at 13.6 psig. Any condition which caused air pressure to the
bellows to be reduced below the 13.6 psig needed to lift 1,102 pounds was
considered a failure of the bellows life test. The inability of the bellows to
cycle due to problems with test equipment was not considered to be a failure of
the bellows life test. Under these conditions the bellows (Assembly A) was
subjected to 5,732 cycles with no failure evident.

Recall that at this point the bellows was still installed in the die set as per
the preliminary test, with both flanges connected flatly to the die set plates
(is the axis of bellows motion was held normal to the die set bottom plate).
After successfully completing 5,732 cycles, a shim (Figure 8) was inserted
between the bellows lower flange and the die set lower plate to cause an angular
deflection of 1° in the lower flange relative to the axis of bellows motion.
This shim was used to simulate misalignment which could presumably be present in
the assemblies installed in the Defense Waste Processing Facility. Angular
misalignment cycle tests are summarized in the following table.

Shim Location Cycles this Condition Cumulative Cycles at Completion

West 1,245 6,977
South 1,020 7,977
East 593 8,590
North 92 8,682 ,

After 8,682 cycles Assembly A failed due to a weld fatigue crack in one of the
bellows convolutions. The shim was inserted under the north side at the time of

failure. Assembly A exceeded the vendor predicted bellows life of 5,?00 cycles
(full compression to full extension and return) by 52_ in this test.

Assembly A was removed and Assembly 8 (identical to Assembly A) was installed in
the die set, with the bellows flanges mounted flat on the die set plates.
Assembly B was cycled, as per the above test conditions, 4,309 times and the
test was hailed so that the shim could be installed. The subsequent angular
misalignment Lest of Assembly 8 is summarized in the following table.

Shim Location Cycles this Condition Cumulative Cycles at Completion

North 1,001 5,310
West 1,008 6,]18
East 420 6,7]8

After 6,7]8 cycles, Assembly B failed due to a crack in the bellows which
prevent the bellows from lifting the 1,102 psi load. Assembly B exceeded the
vendor predicted bellows life of 5,700 cycles (full compression to full
extension and return) by 18_ in this test.

In summary, these tests indicate that each bellows assembly easily exceeded the
specified required minimum life of 2,500 cycles. Assembly A successfully
completed 8,682 cycles before failure (3.47 Limes the required minimum and 1.52
times the vendor predicted life of 5,700 cycles). Assembly B successfully
completed 6,738 cycles before failure (2.70 times the required minimum and 1.18
times the vendor predicted life of 5,700 cycles).
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Since the actual bellows cycles recorded were far in excess of both the required
and that predicted by the vendor, the failed bellows were not destructively
analyzed to determine the exact location or size of the air leakage per your
request. Although the leak experienced appeared small, the pressure of
13.6 psig to lift the 1,102 pound load could not be maintained thereby
constituting a failure by test requirements. All failed bellows will be shipped
to the Savannah River Plant along with test equipment described herein, per your
instructions for further examination and use, if desired.

If current Quality Assurance arrangements remain unchanged and the fabrication
of the bellows is of the same high quality, this bellows design should perform
satisfactorily at the Savannah River Plant in applications with operating
parameters similar to these tested.

Photographs of the test set-up are included in Figures 3 through 7.

The following information is included in the Appendices.

Appendix A B. Matthews' test plans
Appendix B B. Hatthews' sketches for fixture fabrication
Appendix C Bellows assembly drawings
Appendix D Specifications and certifications of bellows fabrication

If you have any questions regarding this data or require further assistance,
please call me on (302) 366-2709, or call D. W. Faries on (302) 366-3473.

TLS:kmj
TLS1:30
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CC: A. H. Kraft-ESD-ETC
K. R. Heath-ESD-ETC

T. L. StaJkowski-ESD-Ex Sta 323/Trailer
IC-ETC

March 30, 1989

TO: B.J. ETIENNE*

ER&DD- EDL ____r oM,D w.rA Is
ESD - ETC

PETROCHEMICALS DEPARTMENT - SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT - WR 864137-101
MECHANICAL TESTING - MACHINE DYNAMICS
TESTING OF POUR SPOUT LOWER ADAPTER BELLOWS ASSEMBLIES

Reference Information

Location: Savannah River Plant

Building 221S
Melter System

Project: 9S1780 - Defense Waste Processing Facility
WR #: 864137

Drawings: D815273 - Lower Adapter Bellows Sheet 1
D811171 - Lower Adapter Bellows Sheet 2
W816002 - Lower Adapter Bellows Assembly
W816014 - Lower Adapter Bellows Shipping and Handling
Assembly

PO Number: AXC-1381W
EN Numbers: T350-185-20-1

T350-185-20-2

Introduction

Flange sealing and bellows llfe tests have been completed on two Pour
Spout Lower Adapter Bellows assemblies.

Summary and Concluslons

o Each assembly successfully completed 10,000 cycles without
mechanical failure. Bellows predicted life of 10,000 cycles
exceeds the required minimum life of 2500 cycles by a factor of
four.

* Appendices C, E, and F attached to addressee's copy only.
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o Neither bellows assembly would seal to the 1 degree shim in all
orientations with Bellville washers installed on the lower flange
mounting bolts. It is believed that fixture alignment and lack of
flatness of the shim contributed to this problem.

o On two occasions the second bellows assembly failed to seal to the
1 e shim due to salt buildup on the shim and flanges.

o Bellows life will meet plant requirements as specified if
fabrication and quality control remain of quality comparable to
that of the units tested.

Discussion

General

Testing has been conducted on two Pour Spout Lower Adapter Bellows
assemblies fabricated in accordance with drawings D815273, D811171,
W816002, and W816104. These assemblies, fabricated from Inconel 625,
were manufactured by Metal Bellows Corporation, Moorpark, California.
The fixture used to hold the bellows was fabricated by Churchmen's
Machine Co. Inc., Elsmere, Delaware, from sketch BLM082786 by B. L.
Natthews, Allstates (see Appendix E). The electrical and pneumatic
control system was fabricated at the Engineering Test Center. The
control scheme and test conditions were, except as noted herein, as
specified on sketches and instructions supplied by Matthews (see
Appendix D). The programable controller logic and interconnectlon
details are given in Appendix B. Instruction manuals and
specifications for components of the control system are contained in
Appendix F.

One assembly was tested to determine the force required on the bellows
lower flange to meet specified air in-leakage rates. Both assemblies
were run through 10,000 cycles (compressed to extended and return to
compressed). A portion of these cycles were run with the lower flange
mating dlrectly to the Heater and Vacuum block, the top surface of
which was perpendicular to the axis of bellows motion. The balance of
the cycles were run with a shim (see Figure i) inserted between the
lower bellows flange and the Heater and Vacuum Block to create a 1

'degree angular deflection of the lower flange. One of the bellows
assemblies was coated with a salt mixture during the cycling test to
simulate plant conditions.

Each bellows assembly was carefully installed in the test fixture. At
no time did the angle between the bellows flanges and the vertical
centerline of the assembly exceed the maximum allowable angle of 20
specified by the drawings. The entire unit was placed in an
insulating box, to maintain the maximum possible temperature in the
bellows during the cycling tests. This box was fabricated from
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calcium-silicate panels on the bottom and three sides. The top and
front of the box were Tuffak polycarbonate sheets, to allow
observation of the the bellows during cycling.

Instrument air was used to actuate the cylinder. Vacuum was supplied
by the ETC house vacuum system, connected to the test fixture with 2"
Schedule 40 pipe. A 1/2" gate valve, installed in a tee in the vacuum
llne, controlled air bleed into the pipe thereby regulating the vacuum
level seen by the bellows. Flow through the pipe was measured using
an orifice plate.

Measurements and Callbrations

Temperatures at the Top Heater Block and the Heater and Vacuum Block
were measured using the installed sheathed thermocouples and the
control panel temperature controller readouts. This equipment was
purchased for this test, and the vendor's factory calibrations were
used.

Pressure to the cylinder (both extend and retract) was measured using
the Ashcroft gauges in the control panel. Calibration of these gauges
was checked at the ETC Instrument Calibration Facility prior to their
installation in the control panel.

Vacuum was meas,_red using the Magnahelic vacuum gauge installed in the
control panel. Vendor's calibration of this new gauge was used.

Flow through the vacuum line was measured using an orifice plate. The
plate had a 1/4" sharp edged hole, and was installed in a pair of 300#
tapped flanges in the vacuum line. The differential pressure across
the plate was measured using the new Magnahelic differential pressure
gauge installed in the control panel. The vendor's calibration of
this gauge was used.

Calibration of flow versus differential pressure at the orifice was
accomplished using a laboratory rotameter which was temporarily
installed in the vacuum line. The bellows assembly was held in the
retracted position and the vacuum inlet valve was opened. Using the
2" block valve below the test fixture, various flow rates through the
pipe were set. Fitting a curve to this data yields the following
equation:

F - (.021471*D)+(.828622*D^.5)+.207847

Where:

F - Flow (scfm)
D - Differential pressure across orifice (inches of water)
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The experimental data and the curve fitting results are plotted in
Figure 2. The labels above the data points on this figure indicate
the static vacuum level in the pipe (expressed in inches of water) at
each flow point.

Air In-Leakage Tests

A series of tests to determine air In-leakage rate through the
interface between the bellows lower flange and the Heater and Vacuum
Block was called for in the original test plan (see Appendix D, page
I). At ambient temperature, with 24 psi extend pressure on the
cylinder and 14" water vacuum on the bellows, the air In-leakage rate
was 0.5 scfm. As per Matthews' instructions after this test, the
remaining conditions were not run.

Initial Heat-up and Temperature Cycllnq

After the air In-leakage test was complete, the first test of the
heaters was conducted. The bellows was allowed to extend so that its
lower flange rested on the Heater and Vacuum block and the heaters
were turned on. The controller for the Top Heater Block was set for
950eF and the controller for the Heater and Vacuum Block was set for

575eF. The temperature of both blocks was monitored using the
installed thermocouples. Additionally, the midspan temperature of the
bellows was measured using a CSI Model 2100 data collector with
infrared pyrometer. The data from the first 150 minutes of heating is
shown in Figure 3. The heaters had been on during the adjusting of
the temperature controllers just prior to this test, so the
temperatures shown at "zero elapsed time" are above ambient. After 150
minutes the Top Heater Block was at 658°F, the Heater and Vacuum Block

was at 575°F (with the temperature controller actively controlling)
and the bellows center temperature was 167°F. The unit was left on

overnight to determine the maximum temperature obtainable at the Top
Heater Block. After 1700 minutes (28.3 hours) the Top Heater Block had
reached 732"F, the Heater and Vacuum Block was at 573"F (with the
temperature controller actively controlling) and the midspan bellows
temperature was 214"F.

At the conclusion of this heatup test, temperature cycling tests were
conducted. Figure 4 shows the data from these tests. It was

initially believed that the bellows would cool fairly rapidly when
retracted, even with the heaters on. Therefore, for the first test the

bellows was retracted and both heaters were left energized. After 30
minutes the Top Heater Block had dropped to 723°F (from 732°F), the
Heater and Vacuum Block was still near its control point (572°F) and
the bellows midspan temperature had dropped to 178°F (from 214°F).
The bellows was then extended and the temperatures were monitored for
another 28 minutes. At the conclusion of the 28 minutes (30 - 58
minutes total elapsed time) the Top Heater Block was at 726°F, the
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Heater and Vacuum Block was at 576"F, and the midspan bellows
temperature was at 200°F. To induce more temperature differential, it
was decided that the heaters should be turned off when the bellows was
raised. The bellows was retracted and the heaters were turned off.
Temperature was monitored for another 24 minutes (58 - 82 minutes
total elapsed time). At the end of this 24 minutes the Top Heater
Block was at 547"F, the Heater and Vacuum Block was at 494"F, and the
midspan bellows temperature was at 166"F. The bellows was then
extended and the heaters turned back on. After 54 minutes (82 - 13_

minutes total elapsed time) the Top Heater Block was at 682"F, the
Heater and Vacuum Block was at 570"F, and the midspan bellows
temperature was at 208"F. It was decided that the heaters would be
turned on at bellows extension and off at bellows retraction during
the bellows cycling tests.

Bellow s Cycling Tests

At the completion of this preliminary work, the polycarbonate front
and top pieces were installed on the insulating box, and life cycle
testing was initiated on the first bellows assembly.

A ladder logic diagram for the programmable controller which controls
the cycling is shown in Appendix B. A brief description of a cycle
follows:

1. When starting with a cold (ambient temperature) unit, the heaters
are turned on to bring the unit up to temperature. During this
time the bellows is extended by its own weight, with its lower
flange resting on the Heater and Vacuum block.

2. When the Heater and Vacuum Block temperature is up to its control
point (approximately 575°F) cycling is manually initiated.

3. Air pressure is applied to the extend port of the cylinder to
press the bellows lower flange against the Heater and Vacuum
Block face. The heaters remain on. The m_in vacuum valve is

opened and vacuum is pulled on the bellows. This position is
held for 4.5 minutes.

During this time, vacuum in the bellows and differential pressure
across the orifice are monitored by switches in the control unit.
The control logic is such that if vacuum in the bellows falls
below a preset level (specified at 13-1/2" water) or if air in-

ates a flow which exceeds a preset level (_ified atcyc_ stop.
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4. At the end of the 4.5 minutes the main vacuum valve is closed,
the heaters are turned off, and the bellows is retracted by
applying air pressure to the cylinder retract port. The bellows
is held in the retracted position for 1.0 minutes.

5. At the end of the 1.0 minutes, the heaters are turned on, the
bellows is extended, and the vacuum valve is opened. Cycling
thus continues.

One cycle is defined as starting with the bellows in its fully
extended position of 8.875" (flange-to-flange outside dimension),
retracting it to its fully compressed position of 4.750" (flange-to-
flange) and returning it to the fully extended position using the
timing described above. The stroking time used for full extension to
full retraction, and for full retraction to full extension, was
approximately 3 seconds each way. This time is a function of the
settings of the needle valves in the cylinder air lines, which control
the rate at which the cylinder can stroke. The total cycle time,
then, was one cycle every 5.6 minutes, or approximately 10.7 cycles
per hour.

The cessation of cycling due to low vacuum in the bellows or excessive
_low as measu, red by the orifice_ if caused bY leakage at the interface
of the beliows lower flange _md the Heater and Vacuum BlOck or a crack

_n the bellows itself_ ....would be Considered a failure of the bellows
life cycle test. The cessation of cycling due to problems with test
equipment Would not be considered a failure. Under these conditions
the first bellows assembly was subjected to 5,000 cycles without a
failure.

After the successful completion of 5,000 cycles, a shim (Figure 1) was
inserted between the bellows lower flange and the Heater and Vacuum
Block to cause an angular deflection of 1 ° in the bellows lower flange
relative to the axis of bellows motion. This was done to simulate
misalignment of the canister which might be present in the Defense
Waste Processing Facility. The shim was installed with the thick side
to the West. Another 1,000 cycles were successfully run in this
configuration.

The unit was shut down at the completion of 6,000 (cumulative) cycles
and the shim was turned so that the thick side was to the South. Upon
attempting to restart the unit, it was found that the bellows lower
'flange would not seal to the shim satisfactorily in this orientation.
Air In-leakage was 2.6 scfm at 6 inches of water vacuum. The unit was
allowed to heat up overnight; air in-leakage was still at 2.6 scfm.
The Bellville washers on the Northwest and Southwest sides of the unit
were replaced; air in-leakage remained the same. Two Bellville
washers were added to each stack; the leakage rate remained the same.
It was decided to continue cycle testing without the shim while coil
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springs, to replace the stacks of Bellvtlle washers, were ordered.
The unit was started up with the shim removed, satisfactory sealing
was obtained, and 4,016 more cycles were run. At the completion of
10,016 total cycles the test was halted and the bellows assembly was
removed. 10,000 cycles is the vendorWs predicted life for the
bellows, and exceeds the required life of 2,500 cycles by a factor of
four.

The second bellows assembly was installed in the frame. The bellows
inside and outside surfaces were dusted with a salt mixture using a
small hand aspirator (Exhibit A). This mixture, the consistency of
table saltw was comprised of 63% (by weight) sodium chloride and 37%
potassium chloride. Exhibit B shows the bellows assembly, with the
salt coating, applied before installation in the test fixture.

Cycling of the bellows assembly was begun. The bellows completed
5,212 cycles mating to the Heater and Vacuum Block (no shim) with no
failures. After successful completion of these cycles, the unit was
shut down and the shim was installed with the thick side West.

Once again it was found that the bellows would not seal to the shim.
Attempts to start up with the thick side of the shim North_ South,
Eastw West, and Northwest were all unsuccessful. Air in-leakage
during these attempts varied from 1.5 to 2.0 scfm at 6" water vacuum.
The lowest leak rate was seen when the shim was positioned thick side
West. It is believed that fixture alignment and lack of flatness of
the shim contributed to this problem. To determine if the bellows
might accommodate the shim after some "working in" period, the
pressure and vacuum switches were readjusted to accommodate running at
low vacuum and high flow and the unit was run for approximately 20
hours. Satisfactory sealing still could not be obtained.

The unit was shut down and the stacks of Bellville washers were
replaced with coil springs. Information on these springs, which you
supplied, is given below:

Manufacturerz Associated Spring Co.
Length: 0.90 inches
Outside Diameter: 1.10 inches
Inside Diameterz 0.895 inches
Wire Diameter: 0.10 inches
Spring Rate: 70 pounds/Inch

Each spring was topped wlth a i" OD, .41" ID, .165" thick washe_.
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Although these springs allowed the bellows lower flange to "tip" much
more easily than the Bellville washers did, an acceptable seal could
still not be achieved on the shim (1.35 scfm in-leakage at 12" water
vacuum). Close inspeCtiOn revealed that the fa;eS of the bellows

aa on
the faces and had been CruShed by repeated compression by the bellows
flange. The salt buildup was removed using water and fine steel wool.
The test was restarted successfully, with the in-leakage rate being .8
ecfm at 15 m water vacuum. The shim was oriented with the thick side
West. A summary of the cycling of the salt covered bellows, with the
shim installed, followss

Shim Location Cycles this condition Cumulativ e Cycles a,t completi0n

West 887 6,105
North 1,051 7,155
East 1,024 8,179
South 946 9,125
West 1,072 10,197

During the period that the shim was oriented South, air in-leakage
again rose above the acceptable limit. Upon shutdown and inspection
it was found that the shim had worked its way off-center o£ the Heater
and Vacuum Block flange slightly, and that salt buildup on the faces
was again present. Cleaning and repositioning of the shim, and
cleanin,_ of the faces, resulted in successful cycling.

In summary, these tests indicate that each bellows assembly exceeded
the specified required minimum life of 2,500 cycles by a factor of
four, and exceeded the vendor's predicted life of 10,000 cycles
without mechanical failure. Neither bellows assembly would seal to
the 1 degree shim with Bellville washers installed on the lower flange
mounting bolts. On two occasions the second bellows assembly failed
to seal to the 1 degree shim due to salt buildup on the shim and
flanges. If current 0uality Assurance arrangements remain unchanged
and the fabrication of the bellows is of the same high quality, this
bellows design should easily meet life cycle requirements at the
Savannah River Plant in applications with operating parameters similar
to these tested.

Photographs of the test set-up are included in Exhibits C through E.
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The following information is included in the Appendices.

Appendix A Data and observations recorded during the testing (test
history)

Appendix B Programmable Controller ladder logic and
interconnection drawings and program listing

Appendix C Specifications and certifications of bellows
fabrication

Appendix D B. Matthews' test plans and sketches
Appendix E Fixture sketch BIN082?86
Appendix F instruction manuals for control system components

If you have any questions regarding this data or require further
assistances please call me on 366-3473.

DWrzkmJ
XATHIVX[FAalES.AC3]
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TESTING HISTORY - LOWER ADAPTER BELLOWS ASSEMBLY

Degs. F In. H20

Date Time Cc__ T___ Bo____tDelt vac comments

8/21/87 1300 167 _tart Cycling - Assembly A
1430 179 540 428
1610 187 550 430

8/22/87 1100 400 662 567
8/23/87 i000 642 665 565 0.2 24
8/25/87 0800 1130 661 563 0.2 24
8/26/87 1300 1436 654 562 0.2 24
8/27/87 0800 1641 650 559 0.2 24
8/28/87 1008 626 544 0.2 23
8/30/87 1403 2474 194 505 0.2 20 Top Heater Burned Out
8/31/87 0730 2659 194 504 0.2 20

1047 2695 Repaired Vacuum Valve
Actuator

8/31/87 1407 2695 138 215 0.2 20 Restarted unit
1500 2706 139 371 0.2 20
1530 2713 145 414 0.2 20

9/01/87 0700 2878 196 507 0.2 20
0800 2888 196 513 0.2 20
0900 2898 194 507 0.2 20
1400 2952 193 504 0.2 20
1530 2967 194 512 0.2 20

9/02/87 0700 3133 196 511 0.2 20
1130 3181 193 506 0.2 18
1330 3202 194 506 0.2 18
1500 3218 196 517 0.2 18

9/03/87 0700 3390 200 518 0.2 18
1025 3425 197 516 0.2 20
1450 3473 198 514 0.2 20

9/04/87 0700 3646 198 520 0.2 20
0900 3668 195 507 0.2 20
1430 3726 195 509 0.2 20

9/05/87 1636 4006 198 516 0.2 19
9/07/87 1034 4454 199 521 0.2 17
9/08/87 0725 4677 199 517 0.2 18

0920 4698 196 500 0.2 18
1100 4716 194 498 0.2 18
1412 4750 194 506 0.2 18
1515 4761 194 503 0.2 18

9/09/87 0650 4928 200 517 0.2 18
0935 4957 195 509 0.2 18
1225 4988 194 512 0.2 18

1330 5000 194 511 0.2 18 Stop Test
9/22/87 Replace Top Heater Element
9/24/87 1.5 14 Shim - Thick Side WEST

0.8 14

i000 5010 Start Cycling
1230 5031 556 479 0.8 14
1500 5056 622 544 1.0 14

9/25/87 0700 5228 651 570 0.6 18
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OMRON SYSNAC S6 PROGRANNABLE LOGIC CONTROLLER PROGRAM

Addres_ Instruction Data Address Instruction Data

000 LD 000 046 AND 014
001 AND 008 047 OUT 020
003 LD 018 048 LD 020
004 OR 006 049 AND 004
005 OR 022 050 AND 005
006 AND 023 051 TIN 0 999
007 AND LD 052 LD TIN 0
008 LD NOT 002 053 TIN I 999
009 OR 022 054 LD TIN 1
010 AND LD 055 TIN 2 702
011 OUT 018 056 LD TIN 2
012 LD 020 057 OUT 021
013 OUT 019 058 LD 020
014 LD 008 059 AND 004
015 AND 000 060 OUT 017
016 IL 061 LD 020
017 LD 014 062 AND 005
018 OUT 013 063 OUT 016
019 LD 015 064 LD 006 I

020 OUT 012 065 OR 023
021 LD 002 066 OUT 023
022 AND 015 067 IL END
023 TIN 3 600 068 END
024 LD TIN 3
025 OR 022
026 LD NOT 003
027 AND LD
028 OUT 022
029 LD 022
030 OR 001
031 OR 014
032 LD NOT 015
033 AND LD
034 OUT 014
035 LD 015
036 AND NOT 014
037 LD 003
038 LD 021
039 OR 015
040 AND LD
041 OR LD
042 LD NOT 022
043 AND LD
044 OUT 015
045 LD 003
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TESTING HISTORY - LOWER ADAPTER BELLOWS ASSEMBLY

in. H20Date Tise Cycles De"tt .... Comments ,

1019 3863 321 259
1057 437 350
1332 602 513
1546 3922 634 547 0.1 18

2/16/88 0824 4101 615 275 0.1 14 Bottom heater burned out
1341 4158 634 535 0.1 11

2/17/88 1514 4433 593 161 0.1 10
2/18/88 1042 4643 591 159 0.1 10 Readjust vacuum to 14"

1634 4706 600 164 0.1 15
2/19/88 0952 4892 597 160 0.1 14

1723 4973 610 164 0.1 15
2/20/88 1535 5212 612 163 0.1 15 Test Stopped
2/21/88 1135 5213 82 65 4.0 6 Shim North

2.6 6 Shin West
4.2 10 Shim West

1200 5218 182 68 2.0 6.5 Left to run overnight (vac
& flow switches reset to
run at these conditions)

2/22/88 0736 5431 537 172 1.6 7 Shut Down
2/23/88 0935 1.8 12 After replacing Bellville

washers w/col1 springs
0938 5437 81 71 0.5 15 After cleaning salt off

flanges. Shim WEST
0945 5438 Shut Down. Down solenoid

leaking.
2/23/88 1532 5439 157 144 0.5 14 Restarted
2/24/88 0657 5604 637 571 0.6 13

1601 5701 637 571 0.6 Ii
2/25/88 0751 5864 638 572 0.3 20 Shutdown for house vacuum

system repair.
0955 5864 205 208 0.7 16 Restart
1434 5915 618 558 0.3 21 Reset vacuum to 14"

2/26/88 0815 6104 648 574 0.I 14 Shut Down
0855 6105 413 403 0.3 14 Shim NORTH
1455 6169 651 557 0.1 14

2/28/88 0909 6622 664 574 0.1 14
2/29/88 0722 6861 649 559 0.i 14

1729 6969 661 573 0.1 14
3/01/88 1046 7155 649 570 0.I 15 Shut Down

1051 7156 624 542 0.2 12 Restart - Shim EAST
0.3 14 Vacuum set to 14"

1600 7212 630 557 0.3 13
3/02/88 0825 7387 624 563 0.5 12

1603 7469 621 561 0.5 12
3/03/88 0712 7631 626 563 0.5 12

1819 7750 625 567 0.6 12
3/04/88 1435 7967 620 563 0.5 12



TESTING HISTORY - LOWERADAPTER BELLOWS ASSEMBLY

DegS. F In. H20
Date Tim..__eCycles _ Bo.....t.tDel__.__tVac ................... Comment s .............

3/05/88 1010 8178 623 554 0.3 12 Shut Down
1050 8179 521 492 0.7 14 Restart - Shim SOUTH

3/07/88 1307 $71S 621 556 0.9 14
1714 8762 632 568 1.1 14

3/08/88 0640 8906 612 551 3.6 S Shut Down a Check Shim
$.0 14 After _epositioning Shim
0.1 15 No Shim

1050 8914 161 163 0.9 14 Shim SOUTH - after cleaning
faces

3/09/88 0636 9125 614 565 1.8 8 Shut Down
0639 9126 604 550 0.2 14 mestart - Shim WEST
1523 9219 629 573 0.1 14

3/10/88 0706 9388 638 564 0.2 15
1726 9499 646 562 0.1 15

]/11/88 0705 9645 642 567 0.1 16
3/13/88 1030 10197 649 567 0.1 16 End of Test - Assembly B

Note: In some cases it will be seen that cycling continues even
though the vacuum level is below the specified minimun of 13.5
inches of water. This is due to the deadband of the 100 inches
of water vacuum switch used. Control +/- one or two inches of
water at 13t of span was not always accurate.



TESTZNG HXSTORY - LOWERADAPTER BELLOWS ASSEMBLY

Degs. F in. H20
Date Time. ___ ..... SO_ ................... Comments

9/25/87 0925 5252 638 565 0.6 16
1130 5273 644 572 0.2 16
1405 5]02 639 568 0.2 18
1515 5314 649 575 0.2 18

9/27/87 1015 5774 650 572 0.2 17
9/28/87 0700 5996 649 574 0.3 16

0720 60,00 Shut Down - Turn Shim SOUTH
1400 60,00 5.0 6 Turned on heat - No cycling

10/01/87 0710 60,00 744 572 S.0 6
10/22/87 Replace Belly/lies on NW &

SW sides.
11/23/87 Added 2 washers to all

stacks. Still no seal on
shim.

1800 60,34 96 91 0.2 18 Start up - NO SHXM
2000 6054 531 432 0.2 12

11/24/87 0730 6176 641 561 0.2 14
1230 6230 637 557 0.2 22
1820 6291 659 573 0.2 14
1900 6300 651 567 0.2 12

11/25/87 6429 651 566 0.2 12
1010 6461 651 566 0.2 12
1245 6488 651 566 0.2 12
2140 6583 675 575 0.2 12

11/29/87 1920 7585 616 163 0.2 12 Lower Heater Burned Out
11/30/87 7712 612 163 0.2 12

1500 7794 597 161 0.2 12
12/01/87 0715 7968 602 161 0.2 10

1305 8031 600 163 0.2 10
12/02/87 0710 8224 594 160 0.2 12
12/03/87 0830 8495 596 158 0.2 12

1315 8546 586 159 0.2 12
12/04/87 0820 87,49 601 158 0.2 10

1345 8807 592 157 0.2 10
12/07/87 0836 9521 589 155 0.2 10
12/08/87 0705 9761 599 166 0.2 10

1215; 981.6 596 167 0.2 12
12/09/87 10016 607 169 0.2 12 Completion of Test -

Assembly A



TESTING HISTORY - LOWER ADAPTER BELLOWS ASSEMBLY
i

Degs, F In. H20

nat,_ Tine Cycles T__qR Bo_./.t Del.___tVa_._cc ......... Comments .....

1/26/88 1500 0 1.0 1.0 Started Test-Assembly B
with Salt Coating

1/27/88 0700 171 627 551 0.2 14 Salt crystals falling off &
collecting on lower flange

0900 191 625 545 0.2 14
1530 262 629 556 0.2 12

1/28/88 0650 427 629 556 0.2 14
0905 451 628 555 0.2 12
1107 473 627 555 0.2 12

1/29/88 0650 686 630 550 0.2 13
0900 709 626 553 0.2 12
1450 770 613 542 0.2 12

2/01/88 0657 1458 640 571 0.2 12
1045 1500 628 559 0.2 12
1520 1549 628 559 0.2 12

2/02/88 0655 1717 630 556 0.2 12
1230 1777 625 550 0.2 12
1630 1820 628 555 0.2 10
1730 1831 630 555 0.2 12

2/03/88 0653 1975 630 550 0.2 12
1215 2032 630 562 0.2 10
1520 2065 632 562 0.2 10

2/04/88 0735 2240 622 558 0.2 12
0930 2260 619 555 0.2 I0 Adjusted vacuum slightly
1300 2299 616 547 0.2 16
1610 2332 629 565 0.2 16

2/05/88 0647 2480 Stuck Up - Bad Cylinder
Switch

2/08/88 1400 2480 103 109 0.2 16 Start Up after replacing
switch

15i0 2495 406 340 0.2 16
2/09/88 0700 2665 604 532 0.2 16

1100 2709 576 539 0.2 16
1245 2727 609 555 0.2 16
1525 2756 614 558 0.2 16

2/10/88 0700 2924 204 521 0.2 16 Top Heater Burned Out
1710 3033 194 514 0.2 16

2/11/88 0700 3182 192 496 0.2 16
1000 Shut Down to Change Heater

and start right back up
2/12/88 0645 3394 649 567 0.2 16

1515 3485 649 567 0.2 16
2/13/88 1437 3737 656 554 0.2 16

2/15/88 0848 3858 Stuck Up
0947 3858 75 68 0.2 15 Restart after adjusting

position of top cylinder
switch
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6/30/86
B. 3. Etienne

o Certified Hill Test Reports (CHTRs) are required including test
reports following the hardening treatment.

o AN-350 shall be exempt from corrosion evaluation (Du Pont 5pec
sw80oN).

|

It should be noted that the AM-350 a11oy does not have sufficient
corrosion resistance for process exposure by spill or splash. If
such process exposure is expected, the Inconel 718 alloy should
be evaluated.

Also, in an earlier letter to you (SD #0000137, dated 3anuary 23,
1986), I indicated confirmatory corrosion tests of Alloy 625 were
required. These tests are now complete. The solution-annealed
condition of Alloy 625 has the same nominal corrosion resistance
as the stabilized-annealed condition and is an acceptable
material For the adapter bellows of the drain valve and pour
spout assemblies. Note: Alloy C-276 remains the recommended
material for off-gas exposure (condensing or aqueous
environments). Alloy 625 was approved as an alternate bellows
material of construction due to RBC's limlted and poor ("dirty"
characteristic in welding) experience in Al]oy C-276 Fabrication.

33K=llb
33K1.15
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Bo 3. Etienne ......

e

qA - Inspection_

. Each bellows assembly shall be inspected and determined to be
tree or dents, scores, arc strikes, weld spatter, wrinkles,

,end marking materials. Oereot removal and repair requires
Ou Pont Engineering Department approval _ (.;._- ._,...i.__.

., Neld test samples Ihll! ,be required prior to and following

_-- .... "--.IP.,T,___ bellow_ A test sample shall consist or
welding a full Convolution duplicating production conditions
Including material, design, and machine setup. The test

- sample shall be sectioned Cat • minimum or two locations_o-_m_/_',_-J_/_J
examined under magnification, end determined to be tree or _
porosity, inclusions, tears, and fissures. Test samples
shall be made available for Ou Pont QAE inspection

• -in sccordsn_ASME VIII Appendix B. / _ _.

4. A)I bellow assemblies shill be helium leak teated in /_
• accordance with ASH[ V Article 10. The maximum acceptable

leak rate shall,be lX10-7 cc/sec.

and io:.pec_ij)n_'n_'_p-F6"d_-_.u__-e__s" shall be submitted rot l/I/_T

Ou Pont Enginee:_g Oeplr-t-m-e-nt-'review. J_-/-_b )_)t
A visit to the bellows manufacturer, Hetal Bellows Corporation, _/'_-"
no_ appears to be Justified. An in-shop review or the suppliers _r_,

and fabrication practices will best determine if additional
• requirements, beyond that specified above, are necessary. Also,

the risks end benefits of_.p_erformanc__un-___n_snd destructive
tests has yet to be fully a_r-e,s-ed:. _ It wou--_d appear that the
suppliers' plant engineering and production start is best
prepared for such a discussion. Please advise if you concur with
the need for such a visit so that arrangements can be made.

33K:llb
33K1.5
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•" DS0000361

CC: M. C. Fisher• ESD, ETC
R. D. Leedle, PED
E. S. Mazanek, PED

• R.T. Britt, PED
B. L. Matthews, A/S, Louvlers
:C 33 (2)
DCC/S

!

March 26. 1986

TO: n. SEA S.ESD. ETC

v

WR864078 - SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT
DEFENSE WASTE PROCESSING FACILITY
POUR SPOUT BELLOWS AIR-IN LEAKAGE TEST

Ref: Pro_ect Sl?80 - Defense Waste Processing Facility
DA 350 - Glass Melter Pour Spout Bellows Assembly
Letter from K. R. Heath, ESD, to B. J. Etienne, PED,
dated January 29. 1986

Please proceed with component fabrication, set-up and
instrumentation of flange connections as shown on Attachment
"A" which simulate the actual connection between the DWPF pour
spout bellows and the glass canister. Tests are to be
conducted using this set-up to determine:

A. Air-in leakage versus force at vacuum settings of from
0 to 90 inches of water vacuum. Force at a set vacuum

setting is to range from 0 to 1500 pounds. Data
obtained from these tests are to be reported on a
single graph showing a family of curves, if practical.

B. Air-in leakage versus flange tilt at vacuum settings of
from 0 to 90 inches of water vacuum and a set force of
?00 pounds. Shim thickness is to range from 0 to 0.125
inches. Flange tilt is to be achieved by placing a 1/2
vide shim of the appropriate thickness at one position
on the flange to create a gap which disminishes to 0 on
the opposite side of the flange. Data obtained from
these tests are to be reported on a single graph
showing a family of curves, i_ practical.

Aig-in leakage is to be record as a flDw measurement at the
particular vacuum setting defined and reported in standard
cubic feet per minute. Information reported should include
necessary calculations or conversions where appropriate.

e All charges up to the $6.000 agreeded upon are to be charged toWR864078-100 as per cross order being forwarded.



.2
" K.R. Heath

Match 26, 1986

Results of these tests ate needed to confirm design parameters
ptioz to fabtlcatlon release. Xn order that we may maintain
scheduled coamitaentso ¥ouz prompt execution of these tests is
highly desizable.

Please call me on X-2040 when test set-up is complete or if you
have any questions.

laE/Ja
Arch

(417eA)







* Itgm 9 - (Transmit Pour Spout Bellows care information to Stock

Equipment Company - Powell/Davis 5A86).

Formal documentation of information from Etienne not yet available.
See Item B.7 and A.29.

C. May 13 and 14. 1986 (Reference 3_

* _/_- (Verify that canister centerline is positioned on melter

pour spout drip llne - Powell 5B86).

Verbal confirmation of location of canister centerllne versus melter

pour spout drip line was received from T. G. Powell. Supporting

information can be found on Bechtel drawings locating turntable and

canister positioning arm with respect to melter centerllne (W-752230,

W-753272 and W-753301) and CBl drawings locating centerline of melter

versus melter pour spout drip line (44991, BPF 215605 sheet 32)

Item 2 - (Air control schematic to prevent rapid pressurization and

depressurlzatlon of pour spout actuator bellows is required -

Etienne/Powell/Herries 5B86).

See Item B.3 of this report for information.

* Item _ - (A determination as to whether or not a sight glass is

required in the pour spout bellows assembly to view the glass stream

during pouring must be resolved - Baxter 5B86)

R. G. Baxter stated verbally that no sight glass is required in the

pour spout bellows assembly to view the glass stream during pouring.

Formal written confirmation of this information, however, is

required.

Item 4 - (The adequacy of Inconel(R) 625 as a bellows material in

contact with the process off-gases is to be verified - Etienne 6A86)

Material requirements and verification are stated in "_tt_chments B"

(SD #0000137) and "Attachment C" (SD #0000155) (Comolete).

* I_ - The in-cell handling requirements of the proposed new

canister throat protector (Concept "A") is to be evaluated by

Louviers Design. Bechtel drawings required to complete this
evaluation are to be forwarded from the San Francisco office - Powell

6A86.

Evaluation of in-cell handling requirements of the proposed new

canister throat protector (Concept "A") is in progress. Drawings

required to complete this evaluation have been forwarded by T. G.
Powell. If required modifications will be made to the new throat



protector to allow proper in-cell handling. Response to this
evaluation, however, will come in the form of transmitted drawings

rather than formal written response.

item 6 - Details of air in-leakage test at ETC and TNX are to b6

reviewed - Etlenne/DISabatino of TNX 5B86).

Details of air in-leakage test at ETC and TNX were reviewed by phone.

Additional test conducted by D. Sabitino of TNX confirmed the results
achieved at the ETC. See additional information included under

Section A, Item 18 and "Attachment A". (Co_Dle_9).

Item 7 - (Maximum temperatures of pour spout lower adapter internal

bellows and/or top of lower adapter flange experienced during glass

pouring into a canister at the maximum DWPF design rate and filling

height are required. Until actual scale melter tests can be

conducted at these conditions, data from previous tilt pouring melter

studies is to be provided - Glasscock 6B86).

No response to date.

Item 8 - Upon authorization of the proposed bellows life cycle test,

a suggestion was made to hold a meeting to review and discuss test

objectives, design, materials of construction, test procedures, and

the possibility of introducing a salt solution to the bellows

assembly to simulate exposure to the off-gases expected from glass

pouring. Because of timing constraints imposed by the DWPF schedule,

a decision was made to proceed to consolidate the various viewpoints

even before program authorization - Herries 6A86.

The proposed life cycle test has been authorized. A meeting date to

discuss test objectives, design, materials of construction, test

procedures and the possibility of introducing a salt solution to

bellows assembly to simulate exposure to the off-gas steam has not
been established. Likewise, no information regarding SRL and SRP's

views regarding test needs has been forwarded by Nettles.

ATOMIC ENERGY DIVISION

Project Engineer

BJE/plc
3689



Response provided by R. R. Herries in Reference 5. Transmittal
letters were required and reissued as a result of this response

Item 35 - (SFO to determine set point of high vacuum shut-off of Pour
Spout Jet - Powell 3A86).

Response provided by T. G. Powell in Reference 4. Other pertinent
information is included in Reference 3, Section II.A.1. (ComDlet_).

Item 36 - (Louviers to make recommendations on improved throat

protector design - Etienne 6A86).

Conceptual layouts of alternate throat protector designs were
presented at the May 13 and 14, 1986 Design Review Meeting. These
are identified as Slide Number 29 and 30 in Reference 3. Design of

throat protector shown in slide number 29 is proceeding and will be
available for transmittal to SRP later in July. See also comments
included in Section II.A.2 of Reference 3. (Comple_Q).

Item 37 - (Date of follow-up meeting in San Francisco for review to
be determined - 3B86).

Date of follow-up review meeting in San Francisco was established and

held on March 18 and 19, 1986. Meeting minutes are recorded in
Reference 2 (Complete).

* _ - (Identify Gas Stream particulates, quantity, size and
adherence potential - Baxter 3A86).

No response to date.

* Item 4Q - (Data on how much glass stream is expected to waiver during
normal pouring and start/stop of pour - Baxter 3A86).

No response to date.

B. _arch 18 and 19, 198_ (Reference 2_

* Item 1 - (Verify that the I-1/2 inch Pour Spout Bellows off-gas llne
is not a problem - Herries 7A86).

No response to date.

Item 2 - (investigate reducing the diameter of the Canister

Positioning Arm opening and reply - Powell/Davis 4A86)

Response provided by Powell in letter to Bechtel shown as Reference
6. (_omplete).



Item 3 - (Change the Pour Spout Bellows supply air stream to provide
regulation :l_rom 0 to 15 psig and relief at 15 pslg on a separate
supply llne from the Drain bellows - Powell/Parsons 5A86)

I

Additional information regarding other bellows air supply end exhaust
requirement_s being developed by Louviers AES. When complete, all
changes required will be incorporated at the same time. A formal
response to this action item will be required from T. G. Powell after
the addltlo_al information is forwarded.

Item 4 - (Confirm the presence of a High Vacuum Reduction (shutoff or

speed reduction) and that the Pour Spout Jet setpoint is low enough
to limit the vacuum at the Pour Spout Bellows to - 80 inches WC
maximum - Powell/Guenthner 4A86).

Verbal confirmation received from Guenthner. Formal written

confirmation is required.

Item 5 - (Confirm that the trip arm for the Pour Spout Bellows limit
switch is a magnetic stainless steel - Etienne 4A86)

Material for Pour Spout Bellows limit switch trip arm was changed

from 304 to 440 stainless steel. Drawings confirming this change
will be issued later in July (_._).

Item 6 - (Transmit the Stock Equipment Company drawing showing the
location of the Pour Spout Bellows limit switch to Etienne -

Powell/Davls 3B86).

P_rtlnent Stock Equipment Company drawings showing location of the

Pour Spout Bellows limit switch were provided by Davis on March 19,

1986. Thence are currently being utilized to insure proper design and
location oI_ limit switch trip arm. (_).

* Item 7 - (Transmit information of the care, handling, operating,

etc., of the Pour Spout Bellows to SFO (including drawings) - Etienne
- 4B86.

Pertinent :_nformation was transmitted verbally; formal documentation
is in progress. See also Item 29 of Section A.

Item 8 .- (]Revise the Pour Spout Bellows off-gas line to include the
transition from the 1-1/2 inch llne to the 2 inch llne which connects

with the B,E_chtelJumper - Etienne 4A86).

Pour Spout Bellows off-gas llne has been revised to include a

transition section from 1-1/2 inch to 2 inches to permit connection

to the Bechtel 2 inch Jumper. Final drawings showing this change
were formally transmitted 6B86 (_._).



Scale Melter DWPF

Pour Spout Bellows Assembly pour Spout Bellows Assembly

Centerline of pour spout bellows Centerline of pour spout bellows
assembly on drip line of melter pour assembly on drip line of melter
spout pour spout

Pour spout bellows lower adapter Pour spout lower adapter bellows is
bellows is a double bellows single bellows actuated by a stainless

actuated up and down by compressed steel actuator bellows through a lever
air pressure. Counterweight arm.
p,ovided to raise lower bellows off
c_nister.

Lower adapter bellows capsule and Lower adapter bellows Inconel 625

flange material Inconel 625 capsule with Inconel 625 flanges

Design pressure rating 40 psi Design pressure rating 80 in H20
vacuum

Temperature rating Temperature rating (see BPF)

Sight glass incorporated Nosight glass provided initially

in Hastelloy transition piece (sight glass added at a later date).

Item 17 - (Design to include note giving operating pressure and

maximum pressure for all bellows. Evaluate incorporating operating

information on a nameplate - Etienne 3A86).

This information has been included on all bellows assembly drawings.

Item 18 - (Louviers to request authorization to proceed with "In-

Leakage Test" and scope "Operability Tests" of DWPF Pour Spout

Bellows Assembly on (Scale Melter).

"In-Leakage" tests have been authorized and are complete. Results
shown in "Attachment A" (includes letter identified as DS0000361)

suggest that K-rings on canister throat protectors are not required.
Likewise "Operability Tests" of DWPF Pour Spout Bellows Assembly on
Scale Melter has been authorized. Results to date were reported at
May 13 and 14, 1986 design review meeting, Reference 3 (Comvlete).

Item 19 o (Louviers to obtain authorization to prcceed with "Life
Cycle Tests" of Pour Spout Bellows).

"Life Cycle Tests" of Pour Spout Bellows has been authorized and
design is in progress. Bellows capsules required for test have been
purchased and are being fabricated. (Q_I£/_).
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Item 20 - (Louviers to provide a general schedule network on Pour

Spout Bellows Testing - Etienne 3A86).

Required information was verbally transmitted to R. R. Herries for

preparation of slide number 46 presented at the May 13 and 14, 1986 i

meeting (Reference 3). As new data becomes available, this slide !

will be updated and forwarded for reference. (Complete).

* Item 24 - (Louviers to review Drain Valve and Pour Spout limit switch

design and location - Etienne 3A86).

Review of Pour Spout limit switch is in progress. Documentation will

be transmitted using drawing. No other formal response will be made
to this action item.

Item 25 - (Follow-up meeting with Bechtel Controls Engineer on
Turntable - Bellows - Powell 3A86).

Meeting was held March 18 and 19 in San Francisco; see Reference 2.

(Complete).

Item 27 - (SRP to evaluate previous studies on radiation tolerance of

cylinders - Herries 3A86)

Reference provided by R. R. Herries in Reference 5. Currently,

pneumatic cylinders are not acceptable in the remote environment, but

will be reexamined if bellows life appears to be short or redesign is

necessary. (Complete).

Item 28 - (SRP/SFO to evaluate their needs for spare bellows capsules

and discuss cost with Louviers - Herries/Powell 6B86).

Response provided by R. R. Herries in Reference 5. Additional

comments regarding spare bellows capsules can also be found under
Section III.A.3 of Reference 3 (Complete).

* _tem 29 - (Louviers to transmit Pour Spout Bellows operating

constraints to SFO for use by Stock - Etienne 3B86).

Pertinent information was transmitted verbally; formal documentation

is in progress and will be forwarded later.

Item 30 - (Louviers to furnish drawings to SFO and SRP on Drain Valve

and Pour Spout Bellows, 2B86 and 3B86, respectively.

Conceptual layouts and preliminary drawings of Pour Spout Bellows

Assembly forwarded to SFO and SRP in March. Final Pour Spout Bellows

Assembly drawings were formally transmitted 6B86 (Complete).

Item 31 - (Review transmittal letter for drawings, etc. -
Herries/Powell 2B86).
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"ACTUAL AND SUMMARY RESPONSES TO ACTION ITEMS"

References :

1. Design Review Meeting Minutes from B. J. Etienne dated February 28, 1986
(DD4742)

2. Design Review Meeting Minutes from T. G. Powell dated April 2, 1986
(DD-4987)

3. Design Review Meeting Minutes from B. J. Etienne dated June 2, 1986

(DD-5272)

4. Response to Action Items from T. G. Powell dated March 24, 1986
(DD-4952).

5. Response to Action Items from R. R. Herrles dated April 22, 1986
(PD-4769).

6. Letter to K. G. Miller of Bechtel National, Inc. from T. G. Powell dated

April 14, 1986 (DB-0008658).
i

Included herein are actual as well as summary responses to action items

Identified at the Design Review meetln& held February 19 and 20, 1986 at

Louvlers (Reference I); March 18 and 19, 1986 in San Francisco (Reference 2);

and May 13 and 14, 1986 at Louvlers (Reference 3). Those action items
completed will be marked "complete" and underscored as shown. Those action

items outstanding will be underscored and asterisked. Those responsible are

to promptly address the action items outstanding so that appropriate action

may be taken wlth respect to design, fabrication, testing, etc.
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I. PouR. SPOUT BELLOWS

A. February _9 _n_ 20. 1986 (Reference I)

Item 6 - (San Francisco to provide info on canister exhaust - Powell
3A86)

Partial response provided by T. G. Powell in Reference 4. Additional

information is included in Reference 3, Section II.A.I. (Complete).

* _tem 12 - (SRP to review and comment on internal diameter of Pour

Spout Bellows (4") and throat protector (3-7/8"). Herries 2B86).

Best information available was submitted by R. R. Herries in

Reference 5. Final decisions regarding concerns expressed will be

deferred until completion of pour testing at TNX, even though final

design and fabrication of the Pour Spout Bellows Assembly is

proceeding.

Item 13 - (SRP to recommend temperature (if any) at which glass will
not adhere to metal of pour spout - Herries 3A86)

Best information available was submitted by R. R. Herries in

Reference 5. Data to supplement this information will be obtained by

monitoring test underway at TNX. (Complete).

Item 14 - (SRP to determine if pour spout must be mated before heat-
up - Herries 3B86).

Response provided by R. R. Herries in Reference 5. An alternate to

the solution suggested was discussed at the May 13 and 14, 1986

meeting (Reference 3) and accepted. The recommendation included

retracting the bellows periodically during melter heat-up to permit

bellows adjustment for possible melter shell growth. R. R. Herries

or his designate will insure that this recommendation is incorporated

in the DWPF operating procedures. (Complete).

Item 15 - (San Francisco Office to provide maximum vacuum bellows

will see in operation - Powell 3A86).

Response provided by T. G. Powell in Reference 4. Data to supplement
this information is included in Reference 3, Section II.A.I.

(Complete).

Item 16 - (Confirm dimensional and operating differences between

scale melter and DWPF designs - Etienne 3A86).

The following information regarding the differences between the Scale

Melter and the DWPF Pour Spout Bellows design has been verbally
transmitted to all concerned.
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December _, 198t_

Hr. D. W. Campbell
Project Hanager
Bechtel Nations1, Inc.
P. O. Box 396.5
_5 rreemont Street
San Francisco, CA 9_105

Dear Hro Campbell"

PRO3ECT 9S1780 - SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT
2005 AREA - DEFENSE WASTE PROCESSING FACILITY - SLUDGE PLANT
DA $350 - GLASS HELTING & OFF-GAS FACILITIES
DRAIN VALVE HEATERS - ZONE I THROUGH ZONE V

The attached calculations For the Drain Vmlve Zone I through Zone
Y heater parameters are For your use in the continuing design,
sizing the power cables and assigning the electrical Jumper
connectors.

Very truly yours,

DESIGN DIVISION
Atomic Engineering Section

A. Q. Haidert
Project Engineer
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PRO3ECT 951780 DWPF - DA 5350
GLASS HELTER & OFF-GAS 5YSTEH

DRAIN VALVE HEATER - POWER REQUIREMENTS

Zone II: D189131 Rev. 0 Power Requlred 2KW

IteaLer - .125" x .625" x 1_2.5"

CnnnecLorn - I.e_de - ,188 x ,625 x 9,8"
Terminals - .7.5" I_t 12.88

RH = 50 x 10 .6 x 1_2,5

= .OB4B ohm_



• #I ii _

1Z/000 _' !'''' " "' ' 'IH =

, ,, ,,,=,,,, ,1,:_0 ampts,,.,,t,: .,',f_ ,, ,,"

VH = 15e x .bdd 1

= 13 o s

" _ t 7j "6R ConneotOro -"$0 x 10 ( 9.6. + 29.1)

" ' ,188x.625;' J-- 50 x 10 -6 x 122.5 : .0056 ohms

Voonn = • 56 x 158 = 0.88 Volts
'' ,_ , ., ' tt ! f_ /

VLotnl = i3.4 + .88 = 14.28 volts

Vreq'd = 1,4.28 = 19.volta

Transformer- Volts- 3.5, 28, 22.4, 18
Current - 200 omps
KVA - 7.0 KVA

• ,

Zone IIIs DIB9132 Rev. O, Power Req'd 1.4 KW

Hent.er- .12.5 x .625 x 111.73"

Connect.ors - Leads :188 x .62_ x 9.8"
TermLnnla 0.7.5 _ x 12.88"

R HLr = .50 x 10 -6 1t1,73

= .0715 ohms

! HLr : _ = 140 amps

V Ht.r = 140 x .0715 = 10 volt8

R Corm = 50 x 10 -6 ( 9.8 + 29.1)

= .00.56 ohms

V Conn = .0056 x 140 = 0.'/8 rolls

V ToLo1 = 1().'/8 volts

V Req'd = lO.?O = 1_.4 rolls
.-'TT-"

Tran.qf'ormer volLs- 28, 22.4, 18, 14.3 rolls
CurrenL - 180 stops
KVA - 28 x 180 = 5 KVA •



Zone IV: D189133 Rev. 0 Power Req'd 1,2 KW

HeaLer - .125 x .625 x 183

Connectors - Leads .250 x .625 x 3.62
Terminals .7_ 0 , 8"

R HEr = 50 x 10 -6 ( 18_ _ )
.125x.625

= 0.117 ohms

I HI;r =1,_= I00 stops-v
V Htz' = .117 x 100 = 11.7 voles

R Conn = 50 x 10 "6 ( 3.62 + 8 )

= 50x10 "6 (23.2 + 18) = .0021 ohms

V Corm = .0021 x 100 = 0.2 volts

V Total = 11.7 + .2 = 12 volts

V Req'd = 12= 16 volts
."T5

o

Trsnsrorme_- Volts- 31.25, 25, 20, 16
CurrepL - 128 empe
KVA .... 128 x 31.25 = 4KVA

7.one V: D18913A Rev. 0 Power Req°d 1.3 KW

ttLr - .125 x .625 x 228"

Connectors - Leads .188 x .625 x A"
Terminals .75 _ , 8"

R Itt r = 50 x 10 -6 x 228 = 0.145 ohms
.-181

I Htr = 95 maps

V Htr = 95 x .145 = 13.78 volt

R Conn : 50 x 10 -6 ( 4 + 18 ) = .0026 ohms
PFt5

V Corm = 95 x .0026 = 0.25V volt

V ToLal = 13.78 + .25 = 14.03 volts
0

V Req'd = 14 = 18.7 volts

Trannrormer- Volts- 35, 28, 22.4, 18
Current 129 smps
KVA 4.575 KVA
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OPERABK,ITY'rESTING OF A PROTOTYPEDWPF MELTERDRAIN VALVE
l l iiJl ii l i i i|i ii i n I ii m

INTRODUCTION

The Savannah River Plant, operated by the Du Pont Company for the United States
producedDeparunent of Energy, has special nuclear materi_s for .bothdefense and peaceful

applicationssince 1953. Approximately34 milliongallons of liquidhigh-level radioactivewaste
have beengeneratedkom productionof these materials.

The Defense WasteProcessingFacih'ty(DWPF)will incorporatethishigh-level nuclearwaste
into borosilicate glass. The waste, in the form of an aqueoussludge, will be mixed with a glass-

forming flit slurrYasmdglcharged to a joule-heated glass melter. During normal operation, themolten will bevacuum-pouredthroughtheriser/pourspoutsectionof the melterintoresulting s
stainless srecl canisters, which will eventually be stored in a federal repository.1 However. the
melter will also be equipped with a drain valve, which will be used to drain glass through the
bottomof the melter at theend of its useful life or in the event of a process upset wherevacuum-
pouringcannot beaccomplished.

SUMMARY

As partof the operabilitytestprogramforprototypicDWPFequipment,a full.scale prototype
of the DWPF melter drainvalve was fabricatedandinstalledin a teststandat the SavannahRiver
l.atboratoty.The totalcost of the projectwas approximately$1 million.

Objectivesfor drainvalve testingincludedthefollowing:2

• To verify_e adequacyof the thermocoupleplacementsand todetermineappropriatecontroller
setpoints for maintainingthe innercoreof the drainvalve at a temperatm'eof 950 to 1100°C.

• To demonsu-atethemechanicalfunctionalityof thedrainvalve andto verify that glass flow may
be stoppedandstartedas desired.

• To observe the behaviorof the drainvalve in the event of a stripheaterfailure. Loss of the
Zone 1 heateris of particularconcern,since this heateris theonly one that will be operating
continuously in theDWPF.

• To determineglass flow ratesfor a wide rangeof glass viscosities.

i • To determinethe effectsof cycling on the probe,plug, bellows, andstripheaters.

The drainvalve operabilitytest programconsistedof a series of temperature profile studies

followed by five experimentaldrainingcampaigns. Resultsfromthese testsareas follows:

• Datafrom the temperatureprof'destudieswas used to establishcontrollersetpointsfor normal
drainvalve operation.

• The f'_st two experimentalcampaignswithmolten glass verified that the probe and plug are
both capableof stopping glass flow.

-1-
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In the test stand, shown in Figure 2, batches of a non-radioactive simulated waste-frit
formulationweremelted in anInconeiTM kettletosupplyglass fordrainvalvetesting. A resistance-

, heated furnace surround_in_ the kettle providedheat for glass meldng. The top portionof _e
prototypedrsin valve was insertedinto a sleeve that extendedverticallyfrom the bottom of me
kettlethroughthe water-cooledfurnace base,simulatingthe heattransferenviromnentthatthe drain
valve will beexposed toin theDWPFmelter.2
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lr_ure 2. Drain Valve Test Stand



• The.fl_. experimenu_campaigndemonstratedtheoperabiU_of thedrainvalvein theeventof
a stop heater failure. The testsverifiedthat thevalve is operationalwithout the Zone 1 heater,
butthe failureof anyother heaterwill renderthe valve inoperable.

• During thefourthexperimen_campaign,a glasswithaviscosiwof about25poisewasdra_ed
throughthevalve,demonsu'a_gthatnooperationalproblemsareassociatedwithdraininglow-
viscoszt_glass.Theaverageflowratefor thisglasswas1800poundsperhour.

• During the fifth campaign,the glasspoolin the kettlewascooledto 850°C, allowingthe
f.orma_.'.'onof aspinellayeronthefloorof thekettle.Thedrainvalveprobewasraisedthrough
_e spinel.layerby applyingthe maximumdesignpressureto the boa.orep..robebellows,
demonstraung thatthe probe will probablybe able to breakthroughdeposzts which may form
on the flooroftheDWPF melter.

RECOM_rl)ATIONS

Completionof thedrainvalve testprogramresultedin two si_nificantreconunendationsrela_ed
totheDWPF: (I)adesignchangetoaddinsulationatthejuncnonofdrainvalveZones4 and5,
and(2)operationalguidetinesforcurrentlimitstotheindividualdrainvalveheaters.

As a resultofthedrainvalvetemperatureprof'destudies,additionalinsulationwasinstalledon
the outside of the prototypevalve :theZcnea! 4/5 junctionto alleviatethecold spotinthisarea,
Thisaction was recommendedto DWPF andwas subsequentlyincorporatedinto theDWP--Fdrain
valvedesign.

Recommended heatercurrentlindts andnominaloperatingcurrentsavelisted in Table L .The
nominal currents were measured with the valve closed and all heaters at their opemnng
temperatures.The maximumcurrentobservedforeach heaterduringtesting is also included in the
table.

TableL DramValveCurrentLimim

ZOr_1 130 130 140

zone2 130 165 140

Zone3 130 155 140

Zone4 135 145 145

Zone5 1I0 130 120

f
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DISCUSSION

l)n/m V_ve Tm SUmd _

The drain valve, shown in Figm_ 1, is a mechanically operated device that is maintained at a
temperature of 950 to 110(PC by five lnconel m 690 resistance strip heaters. The tempera.rareof
each heater is independently monitored and controlled. The drain valve is opened by raising its
hollow probe through the bottom of the melter, initiating glass draining. The probe is operated by
applying air pressuxe to either of the two double-bellows assemblies associated with it; applying
pressure to the bottom bellows assembly raises the probe, while to. applying, pressure the top
assembly lowexs zt. A mechanical plug provides an alternate method of stop,l_ngand starting glass
flow. The plug is also opezmed by means of air-actuated bellows assemblies. _

Zen, S
Ax_l Tert T/Cs

• Denotesthermocoupleusedfor temperature control.

F'qlur¢ L I_ DWPF l)ndn Valve
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DD 0001746

O January 17, 1983

TO: L.F. SHAFRANEK- AES
J. C. DAVIS - AES - SFO
J. B. NELLEN - /LED - SFO

R. NAHER - /LED - SRP

.FROM: J. D. GUTNANN. JR._
f]

PROJECT 5-1780 - SAVANNAH I_IVER PLANT - 2005 AREA

DEFENSE WASTE PROCESSING FACILITY - SLUDGE PLANT
DA 350 - GLASS MELTER

MELTER TOP HEAD - REVIEW OF HALF SCALE WOOD MODEL

A review of the subject model will be held in the Louvler8
audltorluR, L-2003, on Thursday, January 27, 1983 at 9:00 A.M..

The objectives of thl8 review are to:

I. Acquaint DWPF personnel with the melter lld
configuration.

2. Demonstrate procedures for remote installation and
removal of lld mounted equipment.

_ 3. Access the design for remote handling capability,
speclflcally:

• Crane plus impact wrench operation
• lighting requirements

e CCTV viewing requirements

4. Assign responsbillty and timing for study items.

The complexity of the lld assembly, and resulting effect on
remote handllng, cannot be appreciated until you see the three
dlmenslonal ,model. Drawings do not adequately describe this
relatlonshIp.

Those on distribution marked with an asterisk have

responsibility for the items to be discussed, and should make a

special effort to attend. Others having an interest in the
"melter design are welcome.

The agenda Is listed below:

9:00 Introduction- J. D. Outmann

9:15 Background - J. E. Savoy
• existing canyon remotlon

practice vs melter requirements

db ' e review current design
IF DWPF MELTER TECHNOLOGY MANUAL
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L. F. Shaftanek0 et al
Review of Half Scale Wood Model
January 17. 1983

9:45 Proposed changes to current practice - J. E. Savoy

9:50 Break

10:00 Describe model and demonstrate inIertion and
removal of equipment - J. E. Savoy

10:15 Question and answer period

10:30 Working session at model to discuss impact wrench
modifications, lighting, and CCTV viewing -
J. D. Gutmann

11:00 Summary - 3. D. Gutmann

The model will _emain in the auditorium during the afternoon of
January 27. Add£tlonal demonstrations and discussions will be
held it necessary.

JDG/Ja

(379&)
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DD0005285

CC: _, D. Gut,_nn, Jr., PED
J. Scafaria, PED

D. Gigliotti, PED
A. Q. Haideri, PED
R. J. Bolen, PED

R. T. Brltt, PED

IC 33 (2)
DCC/S

June 19. 1986

TO: R.D. LEEDLE. PED

PROJECT 951780 - SAVANNA__PL_ANRIVE T
DEFENSE WASTE PROCESSING FACILITY
DA $350 - GLASS MELTER

IMPACT WRENCH AND ROTATOR ASSEMBLY VS TOP HEAD ACCESS

A. History

On January 27, 1983, a meeting was held in the Louvlers
auditorium to demonstrate the ability to remove the top head
components from the melter remotely. At that time, the

workability of the layout was based on the premise that the

impact wrench would be suspended from a powered rotating hook
block on the crane.

Utilizing a half scale model with working components, it was
demonstrated that each component could be removed without

removing adjacent components or their related _umper.

As a result of this demonstration, it was agreed that rotating

devices would be provided on the main crane hoists (impact
wrench and i0 T units only) and that final design could
proceed on that basis.

B. Current Status

The crane fabricator, Ederer Inc, has provided Bechtel with a

design for the rotating device on the one ton hoist carrying
the impact wrench. The concept submitted has been reviewed by
SFO and comments returned to Bechtel. We at Louviers have

recently received issued copies reflecting these comments.
Preliminary review of the drawing and comments indicated that

%he system proposed would not be adequate to perform the tasks

required on the top head. DWPFMELTER TECHNOLOGY MANUAL
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June 19, 1986
R. D. Leedle

To verify our concerns, we prepared a half scale model of the

rotating device, of the latest impact wrench design, and added
the feed tube slurry feed _umpers to the recently updated

half-scale wood model. During the past week, we have
concluded our srudles on the model.

C. Stud7 Scope_ __

The scope of our study was limited to trying to position the
impact wrench onto a nut in the following areas, which we feel
are the most congested:

I. The west nut of the level dip tube (PT Z in Exhibit A).

Xn this situation, the wrench must pass between the two
slurry feed tube Jumper assemblies (X and ¥ in Exhibit A).

2. The west nut of the center thermowell (PT W in Exhibit
A). Xn this situation, the wrench must pass between the

slurry feed tube jumper "X", the related feed tube frame
and the level dip tube.

D. Study Findlnqs

The results of our studies are as follows:

I. With the rotator close-coupled as shown on Ederer's
drawing A13622, marked and issued from Bechtel on May I,
1986, the unit could not be lowered to the nut because

the rotator could not pass by the upper frame of the
jumper. Had the rotator been able to clear the jumpers,
it would have blocked the view of the wrench as it

approached the nut.

2. The drive motor for the rotator is so located that it

rends to obscure the view of the anti-rotation tang on
the wrench socket.

3. The electrical anti-foul device with sufficient cable

slack to permit approximately 360 ° rotation and permit
moving wrench from vertical to horizontal position is not

a satisfactory arrangement due to numerous snag points in
the area of the wrench use. These snag points affect
both the device and the slack cable.

4. Piping (3/8 sch 80) running along top of feed tube jumper

frame is apt to be damaged from impact wrench bumps as
the wrench approaches area between jumpers. This is also
true for jumper frame being a snag for the wrench as it
sways between Jumpers.

5. Xnser_ing wrench onto nut in the next most congested area
(PT W in Exhibit A) produced the same finding as those
listed above.
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June 19, 1986
R. D. Leedle

E. Recommendations

Based on the findings listed in Section D, the following
changes should be made to make the system workable:

i. As a result of the finding listed in D-I, the space
between the bottom of the rotator and the top of the

wrench bail should be increased by approximately 13
inches so that the overall space is 34 inches minimum. A

greater space would be desireable from a viewing
standpoint but 13 inches is a reasonable compromise since
there is only iS inches clearance available on present
arrangement for the wrench to pass the shield door at the

maintenance bay when the wrench is in the horizontal
position.

2. As a result of the findings listed in D-2, the drive

motor should be relocated to its original position as
shown on a previous Ederer drawing #PA-1645, marked and

issued with comments from Bechtel on April Ii, 1986.
This will put the motor on the opposite side of the

anti-rotatlon tang thereby improving the viewing of the
tang. It will also be more in the shadow of the wrench

when in this position.

3. As a result of the finding listed in D-3, the electrical
cable anti-foullng device should be eliminated and a new
system provided which controls the cable within the
shadow of the wrench and eliminates excess slack

presently required.

Such a system would be Eo run the cable horizontally
across the back of the wrench motor mid-way between the
vertical and horizontal bail pick-up points then bend it

up to attach to the rotating shaft, the cable would then
be coiled around the fixed tube of the rotator and

fastened to it at the other end of the coil before it

went to the junction box on the rotator. The first
portion allows the cable to be held within the wrench

shadow in either wrench positions with a 180" torsional
rotation of the horizontal run of cable across motor

end. The coil portion allows the cable to expand into a
larger coil of less turns as the wrench rotates and this
can all be contained _n a container also within the
shadow of the wrench.

The proposed system gives positive control of the cable

at all times and eliminates the problems of snagging.

Sketch B shows the proposed system. A half scale model

of this scheme has been made to confirm our analysis of
the system on the top head model.
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June 19. 3.986
R. D. Leedle

4. As a result of the finding in Section D-4. protection for
piping should be added to run the entire length to the
Hanford connector. In addition, expanded metal should be

added along the sides to prevent the wrench from catching
against the underside of the structural members of the
Jumper frame.

5. Since we have sufficient information in model form. it is
suggested that Don Wood, SFO, and an Ederer

representative come here to review the problem on the

model in order to expedite a resolution. It should be

noted that the main crane fabrication is completed.

F. Concerns

This study has been conducted on the known areas of the top
head which we anticipate will be a problem. There must be

other areas within the off-gas, etc, system which may be as
congested as the ones outlined in Section C.

Our comments do not include anything that may have to be done
in those areas.

JES :dmw

Atchs .

(4332A)
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. DB-O003400
' MAY 5

' _.. ...... cc: L. F. Shafranek
,,,.._._.._ J.B. Me1l en

_E. I. DU PONT DE NE:MOURS & COMPANY J.C. Davis
,m,,,,,, R.O. Dre sse1

W. E. Guenthner
cto BochtolNational, Int. J, W. Ouskas

46FremontStreet C, W. E11t ston
SanFrancit¢o, California P.A. Morse

R. S. Pool
?_ailAddre_, _.o. BOX,NI, SAN _nANCmCO, CA 14111 J, R. Glasscock

ic 33 (2)
DCC/L
DCC/S

4 Hay 2, 1983 /%

(Jl_,'J'J(:'_[i/u_t,, _,,'
#bc,#" /(,'_

Hr. R. F. Schneider b_- _),__
Project Manager
Bechtel National, Inc.
45 Fremont Street
San Francisco, CA 94,05

PROJECTS-1780 - SAVANNAHRIVER PLANT- 200S AREA
DEFENSEWASTEPROCESSINGFACILITY- SLUDGEPLANT

"CONTRACTAXC-1997-W JOBNO. 13239
REVISEDDESIGNBASISDA350- SLUDGEPREPARATION I
ANDGLASSMELTING

e

Reference: DB-3377 - J. C. Davis to J. B. Kemp, April 26, 1983
"Revised 0/6 System Criteria - Engineering Assessment."

DB-3397 - W, E. Guenthner to J. B. Kemp,April 29, 1983
"Review Comment!;on BTL 1912 - Off-Gas System P&I Diagrams."

Dear Hr. Schneider:

Bechtel is hereby instructed to revise design of the Melter 0ff-Gas System.
Two separate off-_las trains are to be provided (see attached sketch) with
the presently designed cross ties between off-gas system equipment
componentseliminated. Each of these trains is to include one of the two
off-gas system tanks and associated two-stage gas atomized scrubbers. Each
stage of the gas atomized scrubber should use steam as the atomizing fluid.
The Basic Data Report will be revised to increase the maximumallowable Cs 137
emission from 0.3 to 3.0 millicuries per year to off-set the lower expected DF
resulting from these changes. These changes are being made because of concern
about the complexity of jumpers and the vulnerability of the off-gas system to
three-wayvalve failure.

u
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" R. F. Sci;;,uider
RevisedDesign Basi's

, , May 2, 1983
• Page 2

Processchangeshave been marked bn the attachedset of P&I diagrams. These
markingsdo not includeall the controlsystemrevisionsthat are neededto
operate the two trains separatelyand providereliablebackup protectionand
switchover if a failureoccurson the operatingtrain. The control system
requiresadditionalstudy. We proposeto meet withyou as soon as possibleto
reviewthe ProcessControlDescriptionantiprovidea basis for updatingit.
Please note that we are also transmittingto you under separatecover P&ID review
commentson the IFA issue transmittedto us on BTL 1912, These reviewcomments

were made prior to the processchangesrequestedin this letterand thereforedo
not reflectthese changes.

Very truly yours,

DESIGN DIVISION

Atom_ Engilz_tring/_ction

R. J. Cunnir_ham
ProjectManager

)

BJC:jb
Attachment

m

0
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CC: G.E.Miller
J.D.Gutmann

J. Scafaria

IC33 (2)

August 29, 1988

TO: R.T. BRITT

FROM: R.J.THOMAS/ J.M. CAHILL _._. __'_
SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT- WR864834- LIFTING BAIL D189701

STRESS ANALYSIS- DESIGN LOAD RATING

aef: (I) DuPont Drawing D189701 Rev.16 6P:_ "?'u_%'/_&'_: %_)-E0o_6'_)

(2) _'Holstlng, Rigglng, and Transporting of Items for
Nuclear Power Plants" ANSI/ASME N45.2.15- 1981

(3) "HOOKS, Safety Standards for Cableways, Cranes, Derricks,
Hoists, Hooks, Jacks, Slings", ANSI/ASME B30.I0-1982,
The Amerlcan Society of Mechanical Engin?ers, An Amerlcan
National Standard, 4-28-82

(4) "Below the Hook lifting Devices" B30.20- 198X

(5) ASME Pressure Vessel Code, Section VIII, Div.2, 1986

(6) Letter E.H.Perez to B.J.Etlenne, 7-18-88,
SRP- 9S1780 DWPF Melter-

Stress Analysis of Yoke & Hooks for 12 Ton Storage Box Lid

Results:

Per your request finite element stress analysis has been performed on

Lifting Bail D189701 (Ref.1). Required Design Rating is 1800 pounds.
Resultant stress analysis indicates the following:

DESIGN RATING CONDITION

-,. (POUNDS)
, ,,, , , ,

1300. Design- "As-Is" Single Point Loading

1830. Two-Point Load Spread Pick-up

(Minimum 1.65" Load Separation at Pick-up Point)

1940. Revised Design using Extra 1/2" Bar gelded on top
of Existing 3/4" Stock, Single Point Loading

! i , ,
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Criteria For Design Load Rating:

Criteria for design rating are based on References 2-5. Reference 4
requires a factor of safety of three based on yielding. This criteria
is based on tensile axial (membrane) loading. The ASME code (Ref.5)
allows a 50Z increase for combined axial plus bending loads (the sum
of the axial and bending stress are limited to 1.5 times the axial
allowable stress). Hence axial plus bending stresses are limited to
one-half the minimum material yield strength (1/3 Sy X 1.5 = 1/2 Sy).

This is consistent with Reference 3 which requires the Design Load
Rating to be one-half the Proof Load Rating, the point at which
initial yielding begins. It should be pointed out that the design
safety lactor on yielding accounts for the many possible design,
material, pick-up, and shock/impact factors. The above interpretations
are consistent with those in Reference 6.

Discussion_

The Bail material is 304L-SST rated at a minimum yield strength of
25 KSI per Reference 5. NASTRAN finite element models were prepared
by J.M.Cahill with results for the three above described designs
attached. Input pick-up load for each configuration was 1800 pounds.
Resultant maximum principal (Axial + Bending) stresses for the
three designs were 16514 psi, 11900 psi, and 11283 psi respectively.
Ratioing these stresses to the design allowable one-half yield
strength of 12500 psi and allowing for the estimated bail weight
of 53 pounds leads to design ratings of 1300, 1830, and 1940 pounds
respectively.

RJT:rjt
Attach











CC: G.E.Miller
J.D.Gutmann
J.Scafaria
IC33 (2)

August 31, 1988

TOt R.T. BRITT

m-l,_,-- _ ty..

SAVANNAH RIVER PLAITr-VR864834- LIFTING BAILS ...._ / C4 .,f_f,t(
STRESS ANALYSIS- DESIGN LOAD RATINGS .'/Wg_._'-0_ _ ¢1%e.

Ref: (I) A. DuPont Drawing D815460__ coBt.¢_, _/_g4ZR/ U.;_IR4 W)
B. " " D816378,/_ev.10 & D189723'_ev.47 "T't/_,_y k.;7,t,G741
C. " " D815265 (_.V.c^_,_ t,u74-85_ t_J";4_74

_u 7_ ?4Z

(2) "Hoisting, Rigging, and Transporting of Items for t_J7f;'_,_7
Nuclear Power Plants" ANSI/ASME N45.2.15- 1981

(3) "HOOKS, Safety Standards for Cablevays, Cranes, Derricks,
Hoists, Hooks, Jacks, Slings", ANSI/ASME B30.I0-1982,
The American Society of Mechanical Engineers, An American
National Standard, 4-28-82

(4) "Below the Hook lifting Devices" B30.20- 198X

(5) ASME Pressure Vessel Code, Section VIII, Div.2, 1986

(6) Letter E.H.Perez to B.J.Etlenne, 7-18-88,
SRP- 9S1780 DI;PFMelter-

Stress Analysis of Yoke & Hooks for 12 Ton Storage Box Lid

Results.

Per your request finite element stress analysis has been performed on
three separate Lifting Bails (Ref.1). Required Design Ratings were
400 pounds, 600 pounds, and 1500 pounds respectively. Resultant stress
analysis indicates the following:

i i ........

DESIGN RATING BAIL DRAWING NUMBER(S)
(POUNDS)

__ _ _ i , m i .

990 Bail D815460

650 Bail D816378 & D189723

2300 Bail D815265

DWPF MELTER TECHNOLOGY MANUAL
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Criteria For Design Load Ratingz

Criteria for design rating are based on References 2-5. Reference 4
requires a factor of safety of three based on yielding. This criteria
Is based on tensile axial (membrane) loading. The ASHE code (Ref.5)
allows a 50X increase for combined axial plus bending loads (the sum
of the axial and bending stress are limited to 1.5 times the axial
allowable stress). Hence axial plus bending stresses are limited to
one-half the minimum material yield strength (I/3 Sy X 1.5 . I/2 Sy).

This is consistent with Reference 3 which requires the Design Load
Rating to be one-half the Proof Load Rating, the point at which
initial yielding begins. It should be pointed out that the design
safety factor on yielding accounts for the many possible design,
material, pick-up, and shock/Impact factors. The above interpretations
are consistent with those in Reference 6.

Discussion:

The Bail material is 304L-SaT rated at a minimum yield strength of
25 ksi per Reference 5. NASTRAN finite element models were prepared
by J.H.Cahill with results for the three above described designs
attached. Input pick-up load for each configuration was 400 pounds,
600 pounds, and 1500 pounds respectively. Resultant maximum principal
(axial + Bending) stresses for the three designs were 4633 psi,
10608 psi, and 7974 psi respectively. Ratioing these stresses to
the design allowable one-half yield strength of 12500 psi and
allowing for the estimated bail weights of 90, 55, and 50 pounds
leads to design ratings of 990, 650, and 2300 pounds respectively.

RJT: rj t
Attach

@
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W. D. KERLEY
PETROCHEMICALS DEPARTMENT
ATOMIC ENERGY DIVISION
SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT 704-2S

PRO3ECT 9S1780 - SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT - 200-S AREA
DEFENSE WASTE PROCESSING FACILITY
DA350 - MELT CELL
POUR SPOUT BELLOWS ASSEHBLY BAIL

Reference: Letter to B. O. Etlenne titled "Lifting Bail D840285
Stress Analysis - Design Load Rating" from R. 3. Thomas/3. M. Cshi11
dated August 30, 1988.

Redesign of the Pour Spout Bellows Assembly Bail is complete.
The new design is shown on Du Pont drawing D840285 Rev. O. Two
bails, identified by Engineering Numbers 5350-185-20-1 end
3999-250-20-1, ere required to replace existing bails currently
Lnatalled on the two Pour Spout Bellows Assemblies at SRP. Fab-
rication of these have been released on Du Pont Order AXC-318210
with Keller Technology Corporation and will be followed by Bill
Gruschow of Allstates Engineering for Bechtel National.

Attached reference letter documents load rating of the new bail
design. This new bat1 design and related drawings W803460,
W801823 and D188703 are being issued under separate cover.

Upon receipt of this memo, referenced documentation and drawings,
my responsibility regarding this matter will be complete. For
resolution of any future questions please contact 3. Meunter of
Bechtel National.

ATOMIC ENERGY DIVISION

B ." Etienne
ProJect Engineer

B3Etsby
B3E 1.46 DWPF MELTER TECHNOLOGY MANUAL
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CC: G.E.Miller
J.D.Gutmann
R.T.Britt
J.Scafaria
IC33 (2)

August 30, 1988

TO: B.J.ETIENNE

FROM: R.J.THOMAS/ J.M.CAHILL -| --_._. _FI_

SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT- I;R864834-LIFTING BAIL D840285
STRESS ANALYSIS- DESIGN LOAD RATING

Ref: (1) DuPont Draying D840285 Rev.A, Bail & Pin

(2) "Hoisting, Rigging, and Transporting of Items for
Nuclear Pover Plants" ANSI/ASME N45.2.15- 1981

(3) "HOOKS, Safety Standards for Cablevays, Cranes, Derricks,
Hoists, Hooks, Jacks, Slings", ANSI/ASME B30.10-1982,
The American Society of Mechanical Engineers, An American
National Standard, 4-28-82

(4) "Belov the Hook lifting Devices" B30.20- 198X

(5) ASME Pressure Vessel Code, Section VIII, Div.2, 1986

(6) Letter E.H.Perez to B.J.Etienne, 7-18-88,
SRP- 9S1780 DNPF Melter-
Stress Analysis of Yoke & Hooks for 12 Ton Storage Box Lid

Results:

Per your request finite element stress analysis has been performed on
Lifting Ball & Pin D840285 (Ref.l). Required Design Ratine is 4500 pounds.
Resultant stress analysis indicates the following:

. .... i

DESIGN RATING CONDITION
(POUNDS)

• i |ill i i i

7100. Design- "As-Is"

4500 If 1.75" Bar modified to 1.50" Bar



Page 2-

Criteria For Design Load Rating:

Criteria for design rating are based on References 2-5. Reference A
requires a factor of safety of three based on yielding. This criteria
is based on tensile axial (membrane) loading. The ASME code (Ref.5)
allows a 50_ increase for combined axial plus bending loads (the sum
of the axial and bending stress are limited to 1.5 times the axial
allowable stress). Hence axial plus bending stresses are limited to
one-half the minimum material yield strength (1/3 Sy X 1.5 = 1/2 Sy).

This is consistent with Reference 3 which requires the Design Load
Rating to be one-half the Proof Load Rating, the point at which
initial yielding begins. It should be pointed out that the design
safety factor on yielding accounts for the many possible design,
material, pick-up, and shock/impact factors. The above interpretations
are consistent with those in Reference 6.

Discussion:

The Bail material is 304L-SST rated at a minimum yield strength of
25 KSI per Reference 5. The NASTRANfinite element model was prepared
by J.M.Cahill with results attached. Input pick-up load was the
prescribed 4500 required rated load. Resultant maximum principal
(Axial + Bending) stresses for the design was 7866 psi. Ratioing
this stress to the design allowable one-half yield strength of
12500 psi and allowing for the estimated bail weight of 43 pounds
leads to a design rating of 7100 pounds.

Simply ratioing the modulus section (c/I) value indicates that the
1.75" diameter pick-up bar could be reduced to 1.50" diameter.
The resultant stress would be within allowable strength values for a
_500 pound design load rating.

RJT: rj t
Attach
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Melter Feed Tube

DHPF and Scale Melter feed tube designs are very similar. Each
feed tube extends through the melter lid past the lid heaters and

discharges slurry one foot above the melt pool• Slurry is fed

through the innermost pipe of the feed tube which has an inside
diameter of 0.434 inch. The slurry feed pipe temperature is

maintained at 20-40°C by a cooling water jacket that extends all

the way to the feed tube discharge. Water cooling helps prevent
slurry drying and pluggage in the feed pipe• The water cooling

jacket is insulated from the outermost pipe of the feed tube to

avoid creating a heat sink and condenser in the melter• A
schematic of the Scale Melter feed tube is shown in Figure 6. The

feed tube was removed from the Scale Melter for inspection after

each campaign. Feed tube removal after the SGM-4 campaign is shown

in Figure 7.

i

]

Fibezfraz "Blanket"

Ceramic Xsolator i I"

:naulation

g Water PApe Xn ""_

Slurry Feed Pipe

P

p

Feed Discharge [ _r , .'_ -

Z_E_.I. Feed Tube F__aL____. Feed Tube
Schematic Removal

DWPF MELTER TECHNOLOGY MANUAL
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After the SGM-4 campaign, the feed tube was removed from the melter

for inspection. Feed deposits had formed around the discharge of

the tube and on the outer tube wall (Figures 8 and 9). Although

the inner feed pipe itself was not plugged, the deposits restricted

slurry flow, and partial plugging of the feed line probably
occurred at this location. Water flushing of the feed tube was

ineffective in removing the deposits, and the solids had to be

chipped off. Entrained feed solids accumulated on the outermost
pipe of the feed tube, underwent partial vitrification, and crept

downward around the discharge end of the feed tube. The creep most

likely happened during long idling periods when the glass surface

was exposed, and melter vapor space temperatures exceeded 800°C.

Between two earlier Scale Melter campaigns, the creep was much

worse and caused total pluggage of the discharge. Redesign of the

discharge end of the feed tube may be required so that material

creeping down the outer pipe wall will disengage and not move
toward the center discharge.

E/_7_TL__. Melter Feed Tube Discharge End
Showing Creep After SGM-4
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E/_/BT__2. Melter Feed Tube Discharge End Showing

Feed Deposits at Discharge After SGM-4

The Scale Melter feed tube was also removed and inspected after the

SGM-5 campaign. There was very little solids accumulation on the

feed tube, and even the discharge area was relatively clean except

for a thin salt layer. This may have been due to the long idling

period of 40 days between the end of SGM-5 and feed tube removal.

During that time, heat radiated from the exposed glass surface to
the feed tube and may have caused the solids to melt off. The

increased frequency of routine flushing of the feed tube may have

helped avoid solids buildup at the discharge. During SGM-5 the
feed tube was flushed with water once every three hours of feeding,

versus once every six hours during SGM-4.

Only partial plugging of the feed tube and/or feed line occurred
during the two campaigns. Partial plugging was evident from

gradual increases in feed line pressure. No manual rodding of the

feed tube was required.
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Operating experience from SGM-6 and SGM-7 demonstrated that good
feed rate control is only achieved when feed line pluggages are
avoided. Feed rate control was excellent throughout SGM-6, and no

plugs occurred. During SGM-7, the feed tube plugged four times and
feed rate control was unsatisfactory. Partial plugs in the melter
feed tube hampered, but did not prevent feed delivery to the melter
throughout most of SGM-7.

Feed System Flushing end Pluggege

The melter feed system flushing strategy was further evaluated
during SGM-6 and SGM-7. The 2" recirculatlon llne was only flushed
at the end of each campaign. For the DWPF it is recommended that
the feed recirculation lines only be flushed before feed pipe
Jumper removal or feed outages exceeding 2-3 weeks. The feed line
to the melter should be flushed automatically each time the pump
'starts up or shuts down in order to avoid feed tube pluggages.

Routine flushing of the melter feed tube at a specified interval is
not very effective. In previous campaigns, the melter feed tube
was routinely flushed at intervals of 6 and 3 hours with no obvious
benefit, u For SGM-6 and SGM-7, routine flushing of the melter feed
tube was not done. The flush frequency for feed outages during
SGM-6 and SGM-7 averaged 8 and 6 hours, respectively. There was a
39-hour and a 22-hour period of feeding during SGM-6 without any
flushing. No feed tube plugs occurred during SGM-6.

Minimizing the lag time between feed loss and subsequent flushing
of the melter feed tube is the key to preventing pluggages.
Flushing must be initiated automatically as soon asslurry flow to
the melter is lost. Delays of several minutes allow slurry residue
to dry in the hot discharge end of the feed tube. The resulting
plug normally cannot be removed with water flushing. This was the
case during SGM-7. Due to 3-way valve actuator motor failure, the
3-way valve was not used for flushing during the first half of
SGM-7. All flushing was done manually in the field, causing a
delay of several minutes in flush initiation. The result was two
plugs that required rodding of the feed tube, and partial plugging
that hampered feed rate control through the remainder of the run.
Even after 3-way valve operation was resumed, the feed tube had to
be rodded twice more. Continuous feed spiking and pressure buildup
in the feed line indicated that the initial plug in the feed tube
was never fully removed.

Melter Feed Tube Cooling Watez Requirements

The Scale Melter feed tube is water-Jacketed to help prevent slurry
from drying and plugging the tube (Figure 19). This is necessary
because the feed tube extends into the hot melter vapor space to
discharge slurry below the melter lid heaters. The discharge is
approximately one foot abeve the cold cap. The design of the Scale
Melter feed tube is nearly identical to the DWPF feed tube design.

DWPFMELTER TECHNOLOGY MANUAL

SECTION 8
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During SGM-6, the cooling water flow to the melter feed tube was

varied to determine the optimum rate. In previous campaigns and
idling periods, the cooling water rate was always maintained at 8
gpm. At this flow rate, the change in temperature of water passing
through the feed tube was less than I°C. The test conducted

during SGM-6 showed that lower cooling water rates are acceptable
for normal feeding conditions (Figure 20). Data shown are for a
slurry feed rate of 0.46 gpm and a melter vapor space temperature
of 670-700°C. Water inlet temperature ranged from 26°-36°C.

A melter feed tube minimum cooling water rate of 4 gpm ks
recommended. Higher rates are unnecessary, and lower rates cause
substantially higher rases in cooling water temperature. Cooling
water rate and outlet temperature were not stable enough below
1.0-1.5 gpm. Rates below 2 gpm may increase the tendency for the
feed tube to plug, or shorten the acceptable lag time between feed
stoppage and flushing of the feed tube.

DWPF melter feed tube cooling water requirements should not differ
significantly from that of the Scale Melter. Although the DWPF
feed tube occupies more volume in its melter vapor space, the
entire length of the tube ks insulated. Most heat transfer occurs
at the discharge, which is the same for both melters. Vapor space
temperature, feed tube inside diameter, and slurry flow through a
single feed tube are also the same for both melters.

"* ----_ _r L.......... IIIll rim
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FIGURE 20. Feed Tube Cooling Water AT Versus Flow

Impact of Feed Pump Interlocks

Feed pump interlocks affect attainment directly and indirectly.
When a feed pump is shut down by an interlock, production time is
lost until the condition is corrected and the pump restarted. This
is usually accomplished within a few minutes. To restart the pump,
however, requires 25-40 gallons of priming water. This priming
water dilu_.es the melter feed and consequently reduces the glass
throughput ,,

Feed pump interlock history for SGM-6 and SGM-7 is summarized in
Table 5. Interlock changes between SGM-6 and SGM-7 were described
in a previous section.

Melter pressure was the interlock that shut off the pump most
frequently. Melter pressurization was caused by excessive water
flow when cleaning camera borescope (3 outages), excessive manual
flushing of feed tube (2 outages), line breaks to replace pitot
tube (2 outages), and feed rate spikes during pump startup (7
outages). All 7 outages due to feed rate spikes occurred during
SGM-7, which ;is when the off-gas header plugged. Melter pressure
control air was at 0 ib/hr due to the partially plugged line, and
this made the melter much more susceptible to pressurization from
feed spikes.

Most of the remaining interlock shutdowns were caused by equipment
failure and maintenance work. Exhausters and LEL probes failed
during SGM-6, and the glass level probe failed during SGM-7.
Obtaining slurry samples directly from the feed recirculation line
caused "low flow" shutdown of the pump three times during SGM-6.
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March 2, 1988

n

TO: B.K. PARSONS- BRDO- SRP - S A_RE_ •

FROM: ,3. D. GUTMANNt 3R - AED- L3321

PRO3ECT 9S 1780- SAVANNAH RIVER PLANT
DEFENSE WASTE PROCESSING FACILITY
DA 3,50 - GLASS MELTER
FEED TUBE COOLING WATER RATES

This Follows up our 2/24 discussion on the Feed tube coolingwater requirements. Your recent test in 717-F showed that the
flow rate was 6.7 GPM at an inlet pressure of 25 paig, and you
asked if this was s sufficient flow rate. Mike Baron, TNX,
referred me to report DPST-87-532-TL, "Summary of Campaign SGH-6
& 7, DWPF Scale Glass Melter", 9/:_0/87. This report includes
data on feed tube flow rate vs inlet and outlet water t, see
attached. The conclusion is that 4 gpm is the minimum
recommended flRw rate. Page 24 of this report shows that this t
is less than 2"C for rates in excess of 4 gpm. Your measurement
of 6.7 gpm is comfortably above this limit and should be
acceptable. If higher flow rates are desired, the inlet pressure
will have to be increased above 25 psig. For comparison,
previous scale melter runs were made with an B gpm flow rate.

WEG1:4
Atch
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Operating experience from SGM-6 and SGM-7 demonstrated that good
feed rate control is only achieved when feed line pluggages are
avoided. Feed rate control was excellent throughout SGM-6, and no
plugs occurred. During SGM-7, the feed tube plugged four times and
feed rate control was unsatisfactory. Partial plugs in the melter
feed tube hampered, but did not prevent feed dellvery to the melter
throughout most of SGM-7.

Feed System Flushing and P luggage

The melter feed system flushing strategy was further evaluated
during SGM-6 and SGM-7. The 2" reclrculation line was only flushed
at the end of each campaign. For the DWPF it is recommended that
the feed recirculatlon lines only be flushed before feed pipe
Jumper removal or feed outages exceeding 2-3 weeks. The feed llne
to the melter should be flushed automatically each time the pump
starts up or shuts down in order to avoid feed tube pluggages.

Routine flushing of the melter feed tube at a specified interval is
not very effective. In previous campaigns, the melter feed tube
was routinely flushed at intervals of 6 and 3 hours with no obvious
benefit. _ For SGM-6 and SGM-7, routine flushing of the melter feed
tube was not done. The flush frequency for feed outages during
SGM-6 and SGM-7 averaged 8 and 6 hours, respectively. There was a
39-hour and a 22-hour period of feeding during SGM-6 without any
flushing. No feed tube plugs occurred during SGM-6.

Minimizing the lag time between feed loss and subsequent flushing
of the melter feed tube is the key to preventing pluggages.
Flushing must be initiated automatically as soon as slurry flow to
the melter is lost. Delays of several minutes allow slurry residue
to dry in the hot discharge end of the feed tube. The resulting
plug normally cannot be removed with water flushing. This was the
case during SGM-7. Due to 3-way valve actuator motor failure, the
3-way valve was not used for flushing during the first half of
SGM-7. All flushing was done manually in the fleld, causing a
delay of several minutes in flush initiation. The result was two
plugs that required rodding of the feed tube, and partial plugging
that hampered feed rate control through the remainder of the run.
Even after 3-way valve operation was resumed, the feed tube had to
be rodded twice more. Continuous feed spiking and pressure buildup
An the feed line indicated that the initial plug in the feed tube
was _.ver fully removed.

Melter Feed Tube Cooling Water Requirements

The Scale Melter feed tube is water-jacketed to help prevent slurry
from drying and plugging the tube (Figure 19). This is necessary
because the feed tube extends into the hot melter vapor space to
discharge slurry below the melter lid heaters. The discharge is
approximately one foot above the cold cap. The design of the Scale
Melter feed tube is nearly identical to the DWPF feed tube design.
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During SGM-6, the cooling water flow to the melter feed tube was

varied to determine the optimum rate. In previous campaigns and
idling periods, the cooling water rate was always maintained at 8
gpm. At this flow rate, the change in temperature of water passing
through the feed tube was less than 1°C. The t,ast conducted

during SGM-6 showed that lower cooling water rates are acceptable
for normal feeding conditions (Figure 20). Data shown are for a
slurry feed rate of 0.46 gpm and a melter vapor space temperature
of 670-700eC. Water inlet temperature ranged from 26°-36°C.

A melter feed tube minimum cooling water rate of 4 gpm is
recommended. Higher rates are unnecessary, and lower rates cause
substantially higher rises in cooling water temperature. Cooling
water rate and outlet temperature were not stable enough below
1.0-1.5 gpm. Rates below 2 gpm may increase the tendency for the
feed tube to plug, or shorten the acceptable lag time between feed
stoppage and flushing of the feed tube.

DWPF melter feed tube cooling water requirements should not differ
signiflcantly from that of the Scale Melter. Although the DWPF
feed tube occupies more volume in its melter vapor space, the
entire length of the tube is insulated. Most heat transfer occurs

at the discharge, which is the same for both melters. Vapor space
temperature, feed tube inside diameter, and slurry flow through a
single feed tube are also the same for both melters.



FIGURE 20. Feed Tube Cool_ng Water AT Versus Flow

Xmpact of Feed Pump Xnterlockm

Feed pump interlocks affect attainment directly and indirectly.
When h feed pump is shut down by an interlock, production time is
lost until the condition is corrected and the pump restarted. This
is usually accomplished within a few minutes. To restart the pump,
however, requires 25-40 gallons of priming water. This priming
water dilutes the melter feed and consequently reduces the glass r
throughput.

Feed pump interlock history for SGM-6 and SGM-7 ks summarized in
Table 5. Interlock changes between SGM-6 and SGM-7 were described
in a previous section.

I

Melter pressure was the interlock that shut off the pump most
frequently. Melter pressurization was caused by excessive water
flow when cleaning camera borescope (3 outages), excessive manual
flushing of feed tube (2 outages), line breaks to replace pitot
tube (2 outages), and feed rate spikes during pump startup (7
outages). All 7 outages due to feed rate spikes occurred during
SGM-7, which is when the off-gas header plugged. Melter pressure
control air was at 0 lb/hr due to the partially plugged line, and
this made the melter much more susceptible to pressurization from
feed spikes.

Most of the remaining interlock shutdowns were caused by equipment
failure and maintenance work. Exhausters and LEL probes failed
during SGM-6, and the glass level probe failed during SGM-7.
Obtaining slurry samples directly from the feed recirculation line
caused "low flow" shutdown of the pump three times during SGM-6.
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During SGM-8, ii:was also observed that the weight of the canister
decreased 20 to 25 Ib8 whenever the vacuum pour was started. This
is due to the _Jllows acting 88 8 pneumatic cylinder pushing on the

top of the cannister similar to previous campaigns as was reported
in DPST-87-247 _. When the vacuum was app11ed t¢ the bellows to
begin the pour, the downward force of the bellows on the canister
was reduced. As was seen with the "old" Scale Melter Bellows
Assembly when the vacuum pour was stopped, the 20 to 25 Ibs
apparently 'lost' at the start of pour returned.

Additional bello_ws testing during SGM-8 included comparison of
critical measured vs. design temperatures. Of particular interest
was the operating temperature of the Belleville washers in the
Bellows Assembly.. These washers lose their elastlcity above 150°C
and earlier IR testing revealed temperatures in excess of 200_C in
their area. The average washer temperature measured was 65°C
during glass pouring, well below the washer'8 design temperature.

Glass Tempezat_a Studies

The glass tempera_ure in the melter is monitored by an Inconel
690 _" thlckwall thermowell which has six type "B" thermocouples
located at varlou_! vertical positions in the melt pool. An
additional thermowell was placed in the melter before SGM-8. It
was inserted in the oxygen probe nozzle location G since oxygen
data was not needed for this dry frit run. Figure 7 shows the
vertical placement', of the thermocouples for the two thermowells.
The major differer.;ce between the two is that the new thermowell has
two thermocouples located 9.5 inches above the bottom of the
melter. Figure 8 gives a melter top view of the locatlons of both
thermowe118. The DWPF melter will have two thermowells, with one
located in the: center of the melter and the other located to the
side in the s_e orientation as the Scale Glass Melter.

DWPF MELTER TECHNOLOGY MANUAL
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Figure 9 ks a plot of temperatures et the three heights in the new
thermowell. The upper and middle thermocouples are within 16°C,
while the lower thermocouple is well below these two (approximately
50°C lower). Since all three thermocouple locations are evenly
spaced, the plot shows that the hot spot in the melt pool reaches
down fairly low into the melter before the temperature drops off at
the bottom. This confirms previous data from the SGM startup
studies.
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The old thermowell was removed after SGM-8 for inspection. The
bottom of the thermowell was warped and thinned due to twenty
months of exposure to molten glass. The greatest thinning of the
thermowell corresponded to a region approximately 6 to 14 inches
below the vacuum melt line. The greatest measured decrease in the
thermowell diameter was about 250 mils, and it occurred at a level
12 inches under the melt line. The bottom of the thermowell was
warped approximately 3 inches towards the center of the melt pool.
This indicates that the glass flow is towards the center of the
melter at this point. When first installed, the thermowell was 3
inches in diameter with 1 inch thick walls and a I inch diameter

sleeve in the center for thermocouple placement. A schematic of the
thermowell's condition after wear is shown in Figure 10. Figure 11
is a plot of the thermowell diameter over the length of the tube.

The suspected cause for the thermowell wear and warpage is erosion
due to the convective glass flow patterns. At the melt pool
operating temperatures, Inconel 690TM approaches its plastic
region. Therefore, a minimal amount of force is required for
warpage and erosion. Sections of the thermowell will be taken and
analyzed for wear and chromium depletion. DWPF presently
anticipates replacing thick wall thermowells once per year. The
wear on the Scale Melter thermowell substantiates this strategy.
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An investigation was performed in order to determine the causeCs) of failure of the
prototype DWPFdesign glass melter level probe in the scale glass melter which is
located at the TNX Facility. This is the second failure of this design probe.

CORROSIVEMEDIUM Simulated Waste Glass TIMEINSERVICE 36 Days

1050° to 1150°C
SERVICE CONDITIONS

SUMMARY
,

The SRL DevelopmentFacility (TNX) is currentlyoperatinga scale melter system in
order to test the design parametersof the glass melting system for DWPF. The
probe which measures the level of the molten glass of the scale melter system
fai]ed during routineoperation. This is the secondfailureof the prototype
design to occur within 18 months. Investigationof the assemblyrevealed
improperfit of componentswfiichresultedir an understrengthenedweld.
Recommendationsfor design revisionsare discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

The Savannah River Laboratory Development Facility (TNX) is
currently operating a scaled-down version of the Defense
Waste Processing Facility's (DWPF) glass melter system. The
operation of the scale melter will provide basic information
on the operating parameters and serviceability of the DWPF
process. A prime component of the melter is the Dip Tube
Assembly.

The dip tube assembly, or level probe, is constructed with a
66-inch long Inconel 690 tube which has a 3-inch outside
diameter and a concentric 1-inch diameter inner chamber
(Figure 1). This hollow section is welded to a solid Inconel
690 section which is 15.5 inches long and 3 inches in
diameter and has two capillaries machined in its length
(Figure 2). The capillaries have a diameter of 0.125 inches
and exit the assembly at 2 inches (monitor "A") and at
14 inches (monitor "B") from the bottom end of the assembly.
304L stainless steel tubes are attached to the capillaries by
means of a socket-weld (Figure 3). The tubing is routed
through the interior of the hollow Inconel 690 section and
attaches to coiled sections of tubing which fit in the
interior of the upper chamber of the assembly. The upper
cha_er is located above the assembly's flange and is
exterior to the glass melter. The normal level of molten
glass falls approximately 7 to 8 inches above the weld of the
solid lower section to the hollow section (approximately
23 inches from the bottom end of the assembly).

The function of the dip tube assembly is to determine (a) the
level of molten glass; (b) the specific gravity of the molten
glass; and (c) the pressure in the chamber above the melt.
The two capillaries which exit the solid, lower section of
the assembly are below the level of molten glass. A third
opening, monitor "C", is a 0.12S-inch diameter opening
located in the hollow section of the assembly which exits to
the vapor space of the melter. During operation purge air is
continuously supplied to each sensor tube and to the hollow
chamber of the dip tube at a flow rate of 4 std-ft3/hr. The
process information is derived by:

(A) Level of Molten Glass: measurement of the differential
backpressure between monitor A and monitor C. (A
constant specific gravity of the molten glass is assumed
for this measurement).
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(B) Specific Gravity of the Glass: measurement of the
differential backpressure between monitor A and
monitor B.

(C) Pressure of the Melter Chamber: measurement of the
backpressure of the supply line purge air entering the
melter plenum.

The failure being investigated is the second dip tube
assembly of this design (prototypic of DWPF) to fail during
routine operation of the scale melter. The assembly had been
in service for approximately 36 days prior to failure. Total
failure was indicated by loss of pressure readings on the
purge gas monitors. Also, solidified glass was found in the
openings of monitor A and monitor B after the assembly had
been removed from the melter.

INVESTIGATION:

Following confirmation of the failure of the dip tube
assembly, the Equipment Engineering Division (EED) was
requested to determine the cause(s) of failure. A series of
radiographs were made of the lower section of the assembly
and of the lower 12 inches of the hollow section of the

assembly to try to detect the presence of solidified glass.
The radiographs clearly showed the capillaries in the solid
section and clearly showed the location and orientation of
the 304L tubes. Due to the relatively low density of the
solidified glass as compared to the high density of the
surrounding metal, the radiographs were not conclusive
regarding the detection of glass in the capillaries. The
radiographs did show that the 304L tube leading to the "A"
capillary had become separated from the capillary at the
weld. This, along with a slight radiographic density change
at the approximate melt level, suggested a backfill of the
assembly with glass. It was then decided to proceed with
destructive investigation of the dip tube.

An initial transverse cut of the assembly was made at the
lower fusion line of the weld which joined the middle hollow
section to the lower solid section (approximately 15.25
inches from the bottom end of the assembly). A second
transverse cut of the assembly was made approximately 3.5
inches from the first cut (approximately 18.75 inches from
the bottom end of the assembly). The resulting piece was
completely filled with solidified glass (Figure 4). The
capillaries in the lower, solid section of the assembly wer_
also completely blocked with glass (Figure 5). The piece
also contained the welds of the interior 304L tubes to the
capillaries of the lower section. These welds were of
particular interest since the radiographs indicated a
separation of at least one tube from the lower section.
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The 3.5-inch section was next cut axially in order to reveal
the location of the tube-to-capillary socket-welds
(Figure 6). A second axial cut oriented 90 degrees to the
first axial cut was made in order to examine the actual

socket-welds. These cuts clearly showed that both interior
tubes had separated from the lower section dur n_-operation
allowing the molten glass to backflow into the hollow section
of the assembly. It was evident that the tubes had not been
properly fit into the sockets of the lower section but
instead had actually been set on the shoulder of the sockets
(Figure 7-8). This resulted in the tubes being joined to the
lower section by a small fillet weld instead of the intended
socket-weld. As a result, a reduced-strength Joint was
incorporated into the assembly without detection.

The failure of the Dip Tube Assembly is attributed primarily
to the nonconforming fillet weld of the tube-to-capillary.
The sequence of failure of the assembly is postulated as
follows:

o The 304L purge gas tube leading to the "A" monitor
capillary separated at the socket-weld during routine
operation. Several factors may have contributed to this
failure:

(1) The weld joining the tube to the capillary was not
in conformance with the design and was less than
design strength.

(2) The location of the socket-weld fell beneath the
level of the molten glass. This resulted in the
socket-weld being subjected to a service condition
of 1050 to i150°C (1922 to 2102°F). The
differential thermal expansion between the 304L
tubing and solid Inconel 690 section caused stress
at the joint which was intended to be relieved by
the coils which were located in the upper chamber of
the assembly.

(3) Because the expansion coils were located exterior to
the melter, they were not subject to the elevated
service temperature that was present at the level of
molten glass. Therefore, the expansion coils
retained their rigidity at a much lower operating
temperature while the tubing located at the melt
level lost its rigidity due to the high operating
temperature. This resulted in the thermal expansion
of the tubing being relieved by creeping and/or
flexing of the tubing itself in the heated region.
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o After the purge gas tube separated from the "A" capillary,
molten glass backflowed through the capillary into the interior
chamber of the assembly. Purge gas still flowed through the
separated tube but was "bubbling" through the molten glass
within the interior chamber of the dip tube. Because purge gas
still flowed and a differential pressure was indicated, the
failure of the socket-weld was not evident at this time.

o The presence of molten glass inside the dip tube assembly caused
rapid corrosion of the 304L tubes. The presence of oxygen in
the purge gas and the turbulence caused by the bubbling gas also
contributed to the corrosion of the tubes.

o External surfaces of the 304L tubing which were in contact with
the molten glass were severely attacked. The walls of the
Inconel 690 tube showed only marginal corrosion attack
(Figure 9). Interior surfaces of the 304L tubing exhibited mild
corrosion.

o The exposure of the 304L "B" tubing to the turbulent, molten
glass resulted in rapid corrosion and failure of this tube near
the melt level approximately 1.5 inches above the socket-weld
location. Also, the "A" tubing experienced a second separation
at the same level. Upon sectioning of the assembly, a "loose"
piece of tubing was discovered (Figure 6).

o The separation of the "B" tubing caused a change in differential
backpressure between monitor A and B, as well as between monitor
A and C, indicating the failure of the assembly.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

As a result of the failure investigation of the Dip Tube
Assembly, the following recommendations were presented to
representatives of TNX, Wilmington Engineering,
Allstates-Louviers and Trenton, DWPF, and DWPT on 5/12/88:

(1) Identify and use a purge gas which is free from
oxidizers.

(2) Extend the length of the lower, solid section of the
assembly so that the final closure weld and socket-welds
of the assembly are above the level of molten glass.

(3) Design an internal coil which would be used to circulate
water around the purge gas tubing. This would maintain
the purge gas tubing at a lower temperature and allow
the tubing to retain its strength.

(4) Use Inconel 690 for the interior gas tubes.
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(5) Prior to the closure weld of the lower section to the
hollow middle section being made, assure that the
socket-welds conform to the design. This could be
achieved by radiography or by a detailed visual
inspection procedure.

(6) Improve the design and/or location of the expansion
coils to relieve the thermal expansion stresses.

With the exception of Item 3), the EED recommendations were
taken under advisement by the design representatives who were
present at the meeting. The cooling coil was rejected
out-of-hand due to the possibility of a steam eruption if the
cooling coil should fail.
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Attached are calculations of the thermal expansion of the
borescope assembly. Calculations are based on three conditions:

Temp. Profile 4 - Borescope tip and melter roof inside surfaces
at 725°C, in equilibrium with off-gas at 725°C. (Approximately
the normal operating condition with cold cap present).

Temp. Profile 5 - Borescope tip and melter roof inside surfaces
at 1100"C. Best estimate heat transfer coefficients (upper
limit of operation without cold cap).

]emp. Profile 6 - Borescope tip and melter roof inside surfaces
at 1100"C (same as Profile 5, but with higher heat transfer
coefficients to check sensitivity to assumptions).

Sheet ) shows thermal expansion data for "Inconel" 690 obtained
from Huntington Alloys.

Temperature profiles were calculated by H.E. Hublein using the
CONIC finite element computer program for conductive heat
transfer in slabs and cylindrical elements. The borescope
assembly dimensions are shown on Sheet 4A. Sheets 4B and 4C show
the corresponding finite element layout and heat transfer input
data.

DWPF MELTER TECHNOLOGY MANUAL
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Sheets 4,5, and 6 show the resulting thermal expansions of the
"Inconel" 690 borescope outer tube.

Sheets 7 through 10 are calculations of relative thermal
expansions and light ray paths.

The relative motions between the borescope objective lens,
borescope cover glass, and the purqe air hole in the "Inconel"
690 sheath and the corresponding limiting light ray paths are
shown to scale on Sheet 11. The objective lens axis is st 30 ° to
the borescope axist thus expansions on the borescope axis have
components parallel and perpendicular to the objective lens axis.
The borescope outer tube has been desiqned so that the purqe air
hole centerline will be in alignment with the objective lens axis
under operating conditions (Profile 4, 725°C). It will purposely
be misaligned when cold, expand to correct alignment at operatinq
condition, and vignette slightly if the melter is ever operated
at the extreme condition of Profile 6.

It is desirable to have a minimum purge air hole diameter
providing a maximum exit air velocity to counter cover glass
contamination by bursts from the cold cap. The present 0.800 in.
hole diameter is the minimum consistent with normal borescope
fabrication tolerances and assembly clearances. Further
clearance reductions to reduce hole diameter will be sufficiently
difficult to fabricate that we should consider increasing purge
air flow above the present 15 lbs/hr, if exit air velocity must
be increased.

Effectiveness of the air purqe and improvements in flow patterns
are probably best examined experimentally by smoke or other
tracer techniques. It would be necessary to fabricate a mockup
of the purge configuration, with clearance between borescope
cover glass and purge hole variable over the range of thermal
expansion.

PROOECT ENGINEERING DIVISION
Atomic Engineering Section

T. R. Vick Roy
Principal Consultant
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OFF-GASSYSTEM FOR THE SAVANNAHRIVER PLANT
DEFENSE WASTE PROCESSINGFACILITY

C. T. Randall
D. M. Sabatino

E. I. du Pont de Nemoursand Company
SavannahRiver Plant

Aiken, South Carolina

ABSTRACT

High-levelradioactivewaste will be immobilizedin
borosilicateglass in the DefenseWaste Processing
Facility (DWPF) being constructedat the Savannah
River Plant (SRP) near Aiken, SC. In the DWPF the
liquidwaste is combined with borosilicateglass frit
and fed to a continuous Joule-heatedceramicmelter
where the slurry water is evaporatedand the waste
componentsare dissolvedand chemicallybonded in
the glass matrix. An off-gassystem vents steam and
reaction gases from the melter, controlsmelter
pressure and glass pouring, and treats the gases
before release to the atmosphere. A 30% pilot scale
off-gas system has been tested with nonradioactive
waste and shown to meet DWPF design requirements.

INTRODUCTION

The DefenseWaste Processing Facility (DWPF)will immobilizeover
30 million gallonsof high-level liquidradioactivewaste in borosilicate
glass. Severalauthorshave describedthe DWPF mission and the development
of the various processsteps.l,2 The presentpaper describesthe DWPF
melter off-gas systems in greaterdetail than previously reportedand
presentsresultsof the most recent pilot scale demonstrations. Design and
performancedata are presentedfor the device that prevents pluggingof the
melter off-gas line, the off-gas film cooler.
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PROCESSBACKGROUND

Feed Preparation

The DWPF will solidifyfissionwaste that has been neutralizedwith
sodium hydroxideand stored as sludge, salt cake, and concentratedsalt
solution. Prior to transferto the DWPF, the sludge is washed in dedicated
5,000-m3 storagetanks to removeexcess soluble salts. Dissolvedsalt cake
and concentratedsalt solutionare treatedwith sodium tetraphenylborateto
precipitatethe principleradioactiveelements,Cs-134 and Cs-137,as cesium
tetraphenylborate. The slurry,which consists primarilyof potassiumtetra-
phenylboratethat precipitateswith the cesium tetraphenylborate,is then
washed and concentratedbeforebeing fed to the DWPF.

Inside the DWPF the Cs/K tetraphenylborateprecipitateis hydrolyzed
with formic acid to remove as benzeneover 90% of the aromatichydrocarbons
originallycontained in the precipitate. In a paralleloperationthe sludge
is also treatedwith formic acid. Mercury is reducedto the metal, and 80%
is then steam-distilledfrom the sludge.

The final blend for feedingthe glass melter is preparedby addingthe
cesium-bearingsalt stream and borosilicateglass frit to the sludge and :
evaporatingto 45 wt % solids. All of the waste form ingredientsare there-
fore contained in a singlehomogeneousslurry that is fed directlyto the
glass melter (Table I). From the point of view of the melter off-gas
system, the importantcomponentsof the waste slurry are Cs-137,Sr-90,
formate salts, the remainingaromatichydrocarbons,and mercury.

Melter and Off-Gas Characteristics
i t i i m ill

The DWpF melter is cylindricalwith a glass pool surfacearea of
2.6 m2. Two pairs of electrodesare submerged in the glass pool, and an
electriccurrent is passed betweenthem across the glass pool to heat the
glass to 1,150"C. Four sets of U-shapedresistanceheaterstransversethe
vapor space over the melt pool to maintain the melter vapor space at 650 to
800'C.

Two water-coolednozzlesfeed slurry to the melter at a combinedrate
of 3.4 L/min (104 kg glass/hr). At this feed rate the slurryspreadsout to
cover about 90% of the glass pool. As the water evaporates,a layer of
dried slurry called a cold cap forms supportingpools of boilingslurryon
top. Periodically,steam surges up to seven times the steady-statesteam
evolution rate occur when the cold cap breaks and slurryflows under it
directly contactingthe molten glass. Smaller surgesoccur when slurry
flows to the edge of the glass pool not covered by the cold cap and contacts
the molten glass.

The formate salts and aromatichydrocarbonsin the melter feed produce
reducing conditions in the cold cap and vapor space that inhibitfoamingof
the glass melt and preventsignificantreleaseof rutheniumvia the volatile
RuO_ species. If not controlled,however,the reducingconditionscan
become severe enough to form excessiveamountsof hydrogen,carbonmonoxide,
and even soot in the melter vapor space.



TABLE I. MELTER FEED AND OFF-GJ_SCOtCoOSITION

Component Feedf wt %* Off-GasP wt %*

SiO2 36.49 28.78

Fe(OH)3 11.38
NaCOOH 6.29

B203 6.13 6,53
KCOOH 4.95

Na20 4.86 8.63

Al(OH)3 4.48 i

H3BO3 3.26

Li20 2.54 2.01

Mn(COOH)2 2.37
UO2(COOH)2 2.24

NaNO2 1.88
Zeolite 1.29 1.01

C6HsB(OH)2 1.04
MgO 1.02 0.86

Ca(COOH)2 1.01 "

NaTi2OsH 0.95

(C6Hs)2 0.85
MnO2 O.58

Na2SO_ 0.49 14.85

C6HsOH 0.30

• CsHsHgCOOH 0.21
CsCOOH 0.09

Hg 0.09 0.73

Sr(COOH)2 0.06

Fe203 0.06 4.54

RuO2 0.04 0.06
PuO2 0.02 0.01

Hg2Cl2 7.99

Al203 2.50

K20 2.27
NaF , 1.61

MnO 1.30

CsCI 0.67
SrO 0.03

Other components 5.03 15.62
Total flow rate, Ib/hr 285.75 3.62

* Wt % solidson a dry basis



Particulatesranging from less than a micron to millimetersin diameter
contaminatethe off-gas leaving the melter. Volatileand nonvolatilecompo-
nents are emittedfrom the melt pool and the boilingslurry. Three mecha-
nisms of particulategenerationaccountfor the broad size distributionof
particulatecontaminants;vaporization/condensation,classicalentrainment,
and ejection at gas vent holes. The Cs-137fed to the melter vaporizesand
condensesin the off-gas as a 0.2- to l-micronaerosolof primarilycesium
chloride. Strontium-90and other nonvolatilesolids are in the off-gasas
nominal i- to 20-micron-diameterparticles. Spatterfrom vents where
decompositiongases penetratethe cold cap resultsin particlesof glass and
slurry as big as 3 mm in diameter being ejected throughthe 1.83-m-high
vapor space into the off-gas line.

All the mercury remaining in the feed is volatilized. Under the
conditions in the DWPF melter vapor space and off-gassystem,most of the

mercury is convertedto Hg2CI2 and HgClc2ollectedAportion_hehOWever,sremainsaselementalmercury and is condensed and in off-go condensate
tank.

The compositionof the DWPF melter off-gas used for the design basis is
shown in Table I. It is assumed for the design basis that 10% of the cesium
and I% of the nonvolatilecomponentsare emittedfrom the melter. Pilot :
scale off-gasexperimentaldata have shown that 2 to 3% of the cesiumand
0.25 to 1% of the nonvolatilecomponents are emittedfrom the melter.

OFF-GAS SYSTEM DESIGN

The major design goals of the DWPF off-gas system (Figure1) are to
(I) controlmelter pressure and glass pouring; (2) controlthe oxidation
state of the melter vapor space; (3) preventoff-gasline pluggage;and
(4) treat the off-gas prior to dischargingto the atmosphere. Primaryand

" backup off-gas systems are provided. The primarysystem is in operation ;
under normal conditions,with the backup system in standbyand ready to take
over in the event the primary system fails or is shutdownfor maintenance.

To accomplishthe design goals, each off-gassystem consistsof the
following: an off-gas film cooler to reduce depositsat the off-gas line
entrance;an off-gasfilm cooler brush to clean the off-gasfilm cooler;a
quencher (ejectorventuri) to cool the off-gas and remove large particulates
a two-stagesteam atomized scrubberto remove submicronparticulates;a
condenser;a high efficiencymist eliminator;a condensatecollectiontank;
a two-stageHEPA filter with preheater;and an exhauster. A sand filter,
which receives all ventilationair from the DWPF, is the final filtering
device before off-gas is dischargedto the atmosphere. A seal pot is
provided for melter pressure relief. A water-drivenjet on the primary
off-gas condensatetank pulls a vacuum on the melter pour spout to pour
glass.

Design featuresand criteria to accomplisheachof the off-gas system
design goals are discussed in the subsequentparagraphs.
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PressureControl
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Off-gassystem pressurecontrol is importantto preventuncontrolled
releases to the process area and to controlglass pouring. The entire off-
gas system is maintained under a vacuum to preventoff-gasfrom leakingto
the processarea. To maintain the vacuum,the melter vapor space and the
condensatetank vapor space are controlled. Glass pouringof the melter is
achievedby controllingthe differentialpressurebetweenthe melter vapor
space and the melter pour spout.

The melter vapor space is maintainedat -11 nTnHg relativeto the cell
" by controllingthe additionof air to the off-gas line betweenthe melter

and the quencher. A minimum base line controlair flow of about 150 kg/hr
is requiredto providemelter pressurecontrol in the event of a steam surge
from the melter. The pressure in the off-gascondensatetank is controlled
by the exhausterspeed to assure that the off-gastreatmentportionof the
system is under constant vacuum.

Melter overpressurecontrol is providedby a completebackup off-gas
system and by a seal pot if necessary. If the melter high pressurelimit is
exceeded for longer than a preset periodof time, the backup off-gas system
will be automaticallyvalved-into re-establishpropermelter vacuum. The
backup off-gasline vents to the seal pot in the event the pressurerises to
greaterthan 4 mm Hg above cell pressure.
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Glass pouringfrom the DWPF melter is achievedby loweringthe pressure
in the melter pour spout relativeto the melter vapor space inducingglass
to flow from the melter to the pour spout. A constantflow of circulated
condensate is the motive fluid for the jet that providesthe pour spout
vacuum. The differentialpressure is controlledby adjustingthe air flow
to the jet via air additionnear the pour spout. A differentialpressure of
10 to 20 mm Hg is used for glass pouring. Glass pouringis terminatedby
setting the differentialpressureso that the pour spout pressureis greater
than the melter pressure. The control air and air inleakagefrom the
canister to pour spout area are cooled by the jet and dischargedto the
condensate tank to be treatedalong with the melter off-gas.

OxidationState Control

The oxidationstate and temperatureof the melter vapor space must be
controlled to assuresufficientcombustionof hydrocarbons,carbon monoxide,
and hydrogen releasedfrom the melting batch. Air for combustionenters the
melter via the backupoff-gasfilm cooler and two air-cooledtelevision
camera borescopesthat extend into the vapor space. The vapor space is
maintained at a minimumof 650"C using resistanceheatersto assure combus- i
tion. Unburnedcombustiblegases are dilutedwith air to safe concentra-
tions in downstreamoff-gastreatmentequipment.

Preventionof Llne Pluggage

Slurry feedinga glass melter under DWPF conditionsproducesspatter
that adheres to the melter lid and the off-gas line and can eventuallyplug
the off-gas line. Off-gasfilm coolers and brushesare used to keep the
entrance to both DWPF off-gassystemsopen. Each off-gas film cooler
consists of two concentricpipes forming an annulusintowhich a cooling
fluid is injected. The top and bottom of the annulusare closedand slots
provided in the inner pipe to direct the coolant alongthe innerpipe wall
in laminar flow (Figure2). In the DWPF both steam and air are injected
along the pipe wall of the primaryfilm cooler to cool the off-gasnear the
wall from a nominal725 to below 400"C. This preventsmost particlesfrom
adhering to the wall and preventsthose that do stick from formingglassy
deposits.

Deposits on the film cooler walls cannot be completelyeliminateddue
to the high velocityof the larger spatterparticles(on the order of
6 m/sec). A screw-driven brush with "Hastelloy"bristlesis mountedon top
of the film cooler and is used when needed to remove the light deposits that
accumulate.

The cooling air flow to the primary film cooler is constantand is
based on the amountof air requiredto reduce the concentratior,of unburned
combustiblesin the off-gasto 70% of the lower explosivelimit in the event
of a three-timesnormal surge of combustibles. Steam is used to supplement
air cooling in the primaryfilm cooler to controlthe bulk off-gastempera-
ture at 400°C. Steam is used rather than additionalair becauseit con-
denses in the off-gasquencherallowing the downstreamoff-gastreatment
equipmentto be smallerin size. It also enhancesthe scrubbingaction of
the quencher. The off-gasline from the melter to the quencheris sized to
keep the line velocitygreaterthan 17 m/sec to preventparticlesfrom
settling in the line.
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Off-Gas Treatment
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The off-gas treatmentportionof the system was designedto remove
Cs-137, which is the most abundantradionuclidein the melter off-gas and
is present in a submicron-sizerange most difficultto separatefrom the
off-gas stream. An overall cesium decontaminationfactor (DF)* of 8 x'10B
is requiredto achieve a maximum dischargelimit to the atmosphereof
3 n_i/yr. This is achievedwith the followingequipmentand design basis
DF's: a quencher (DF of I), a Steam Atomized Scrubber (DF of 50), a High
EfficiencyMist Eliminator(DF of 40), two HEPA filters in series (DF of
2,000), and the DWPF sand filter (DF of 200).

The quencher is an ejectorventuri that cools the off-gasfrom 400 to
60"C condensingmost of the steam from the melter and conditioningthe
off-gas for the Steam Atomized Scrubberby saturatingit with water.
Condensate at 40"C is circulatedfrom the cooled condensatetank at
450 L/min to accomplishthe quenching. Design is based on a DF of 10 for
entrainmentand a DF of I for volatilecesium. The quencher is locatedas
near the melter as possible to minimize the length of line subjectto
pluggage.

* DF = Mass rate of contaminantin the enteringoff-gas
Mass rate of contaminantin the ex{t_ngoff-gas"



The quenchedgas and condensatedrain to the condensatetank where the
liquid and gas are separatedand the gas routed to a Steam Atomized Scrubber
(SAS) (Figure3). The SAS consistsof two stages of steam-driven,free-jet
Hydro-Sonic• Scrubbers. Scrubbingis accomplishedby recirculatedconden-
sate that has been finely atomizedby the supersonicsteam jet. The
condensatedroplets are coalesced in the mixing tube and then collected in a
conventionalreversingcyclone. The steam flow to each unit is 0.2 kg per
kg of dry off-gas. The water flow rate to each unit is 4.5 kg per kg of dry
off-gas.

Under normal operatingconditionsthe SAS creates a draft resultingin
a pressure increasefrom inlet to outlet. A butterflyvalve upstreamof the
SAS unit is used to lower the SAS inlet pressureto ensure that the outlet
pressureremainsbelow cell pressure.

Gases exit the SAS saturatedwith water at 60 to 65"C and are cooled to
I0"C in a shell and tube heat exchangerto condenseelementalmercury. The
gases are then passed to a High EfficiencyMist Eliminator(HEME) (Figure4).
The HEME consistsof three 0.61-m OD elementsenclosed in a singlevessel.
The filter media in each element is a 1.3-cmthick, nominal30-micronglass
fiber blanketfollowed by a 6.3-cm thick, nominal8-micron glass fiber
blanket. The element is packed to a densityof 190 kg/m3.

Off-ga'sflows from the inside to the outside of the filter elements.
The 30-micronblanket is locatedon the upstreamface of the element to act
as a prefilterinsteadof being locatedin the conventionalmanner on the
downstreamface to reduce re-entrainment. The unit is sized for a O.025-m/sec
superficialface velocity,which is low enoughthat re-entrainmentis not a
problem. Water is sprayedcontinuouslyinto the entering gas at a rate of
18 g of water per actual cubic meter of off-gas to wash solubleparticulates
from the element.

Gases exitingthe HEME pass througha heater and a two-stageHEPA
filter. The off-gas is then dischargedinto the buildingexhausttunnel and
passed throughthe DWPF sand filter prior to being dischargedto the atmos-
phere. Design of these dry filters is well established,and DWPF design
criteriaare conservative. Therefore,no developmentaltestingspecificto
the DWPF is being done.

PILOT SCALEDEVELOPMENT

Two large-scalemelter systemshave been tested since August 1980 at
SavannahRiver Laboratory's(SRL's)EquipmentTest Facility (ETF).I A third
melter systemwas started in February1986 and is currentlyin operation.
These systemshave been used extensivelyto develop and demonstratethe DWPF
off-gas system. During tests of the first two systems,primaryemphasiswas
placed on off-gascharacterization,melter vapor space pressurecontrol,the
preventionof pluggageof the off-gassystementrance,and demonstrationof
the SAS and the HEME. Tests of thesystem currentlyoperatingare focused
on developmentof the backup off-gasfilm cooler, a film coolerbrush, and
pressurecontrolfor vacuum pouring. The pilot lacilitieshave had slurry
fed melters of 40 to 45% of full scale and have been operated using simu-
lated waste without radionuclidesor mercury. The scrubbingportionof the
pilot off-gas systemshave been 30 to 40% of full scale.
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Preventlon of Llne P1uggage

Pluggageof the off-gas llne was a major problem in early test work on
large-scalemelters. Figure 5 shows glassy depositsthat formed during an !
11-day run before installationof an off-gas film cooler. When in opera-
tion, depositson the lower end of the off-gas line near the melt surface
were molten with the consistencyof taffy. Furtherup the line, the
denostts were fused tnto a lava-like mass.

A model of the off-gas and parttcle flow from the melt surface into the
off-gas line was developed to understand the mechanism of particulate depo-
sition. Initially,It was assumed that entrainmentwas the source of
deposits. But model results showed entrainmentalone could not be the
cause. Particleslargerthan 20 microns were shown not to be carried with
the off-gas Into the off-gas line, which was contraryto experimental
evidence. It was also shown that no vortex was formed as the gas entered
the off-gas line. Entrainedparticlesthat reached the off-gas line
entrancewere predictedto stay in the high velocityregion near the center
of the plpe and did not contact the pipe wall.

Furtherexperimentalwork showed the deposits resultedlargelyfrom
spatterejected at high velocitieswhen gas vented from the melt surface ,
through a vent in the cold cap. Additionalmathematicalmodeling,which

• Includedheat transferfrom the molten glass dropletsbeing ejected, indi-
cated it was possibleto introducea laminarboundary layer near the pipe
wall that would cool the pipe and the impingingglass dropletsrufficiently
that most would not stick. A laminarboundary layer was desired to limit
mixing of the coolingair with the hot off-gas and to preventturbulence
from transportingentrainmentto the pipe wall. An off-gasfilm cooler was
then built accordingto the parametersof the successfulmathematicalmodel.
It was tested and found to be successful in substantiallyreducing the
deposit buildupat the off-gas line entrance. Figure6 shows deposits on
the walls of the first pilot scale off-gasfilm cooler after 10 days of
continuousoperation. The deposits seen on the wall are lightlyadhering
and easily removedwith a rotating wire brush. In longertests depositson
the top of the melter lid grew into the off-gas film cooler opening, how-
ever, indicatingadditionalcooling at the entranceof the film cooler was
needed.

The first film cooler consistedof a 15.2-cm-diameterpipe with five
radial slots directedupward at an angle of 20' from the verticalover a
30.5-cm sectionof the pipe. The lower slot was 3.8-mmwide, and the upper
slots were 2.3-mmwide. The average slot exit velocitywas 7.6 m/sec.
Holes were placed in _he outer pipe of the film cooler to direct the coolant
betweenthe film coolerand the melter lid. This fluid flowed across the
bottom and back into the film cooler providingcoolingfor the tip of the
film cooler.





For testingpurposes a thermocoup]eshown in Figure 6 was placed just
upstreamof the fifth slot to measurethe temperatureprofile radially
across the pipe. The results are shown in Figure 7 with varyingcoolant
flow rates and the melter vapor space at 800"C. The temperatureat the wall
was cooled to 200 to 300'C while the off-gas was cooledto 200 to 600"C.

_These measuredtemperaturesare in good agreementwith the mathematical
n_del.

After these results a second off-gas film coolerwas designed to
----_ increasethe coolingnear the lower end. It containeda total of eight

radial slots, and the slots were inclinedat 10" to the vertical to permit

greatercoolant flows if necessarywithout inducingturbulence. This i
reducedthe deposits at the entrance.

A third off-gasfilm cooler shown in Figure 2 is currently in use on
the DWPF_cale Glass Melter. It has a 9.2-cm internaldiameter and nine
cooling slots. About 400 hours of slurry feeding has been done to date, and
there has bee_ no significantbuildupon the film cooler.

A differentoff-gasfilm cooler design shown in Figure 8 is being
tested on the DWPF Scale Glass Melter backup off-gas line. There is
normallyno off-gasflow throughthe backup off-gas film cooler. Therefore,
vertical slots that inject the air tangentiallyto the off-gaspipe wall
were used. Upwarddirected slots would inject the air up and away from the
melter only to have it reverse and flow back fnto the melter breaking up the
boundary fi%m layer and reducingcoolingefficiency. Pointingthe slots
down would make them more susceptibleto plugging.

The backup off-gas film cooler is designed accordingto the same
principles as the primaryfilm cooler. Air is concentratedat the entrance
by varyingthe slot length. Four thermocoupleswere placed at the exit of
the slots to measure the insidewall temperature. Thesemeasurementshave
shown 70 to gO kg/hr of air have been sufficientto cool the walls to below
400"C with the melter vapor space at 800"C.

The brush drive design for DWPF is currently being tested on the DWPF
Scale Glass Melter. A motor-drivenscrew drive rotatesthe brush at 68 rpm
with a travel of 1.27cm per revolution. The brush rotatesclockwise (as
viewed from e_bove)as it moves down throughthe film cooler,reverses,and
rotates counterclockwise-onthe way up. When not in use, the film cooler
brush sits in the upper portionof the tee connectingthe film cooler to the
off-gas line.

The final brush design is being developedas part of the test work on
the Scale Gla:ssMelter. Parametersto be defined are the bristlediameter,
bristle lengt_h,aLndthe clearancebetweenthe brush and the walls. The
brush occupies 50% of the off-gas line area. Tests have shown it can be
operated during melter feedingwithout upsettingmelter pressurecontrol.
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Steam Atomtzed Scrubber

The SAS removesover 98% of the difficult-to-removesubmicron
particulatesfrom DWPFmelter off-gas, thereby protectingthe downstream
HEME and HEPA filters. The principlesof operationand efficiencyof the
scrubber in both on-melterand off-meltertests have been previously
documented.3,W

Recent work on pilot scale melters at SRL has focusedon ensuring a
reliable and even distributionof scrub water throughthe spray nozzles into
the expandingsteam jet. In the DWPF, as in most commercialapplications,
water economy forcescirculationof the SAS scrub water. The particulate
loadingof DWPF off-gascondensateused for scrubbingis less than I wt %,
but it does containspatterparticlespreviouslymentionedas large as 3 mm
in diameter. These would quicklyplug standardwater nozzlesfor the DWPF
SAS. To remedy this problemtwo potentialsolutionswere tested and proven
to be effective. First,to preventlarge particlesfrom reaching the water
nozzles, a calmingchamberwas installedin the agitatedcondensatecollec-
tion tank on the suctionof the SAS scrub water pump. The chamberwas sized
to give an upward velocityin the chamber equal to the settlingvelocityof
a 100-micronwaste glass particle. Second,to furtherprevent nozzle
pluggage,the standardSAS water nozzleswere enlarged from 2 to 4.8 mm in,
diameter. This destroyedthe fan spray patternof the nozzles,but did not
noticeablyaffectscrubberefficiencywhen operated at scaled DWPF SAS
operatingconditions. The DWPF SAS was specifiedto includea calming
chamber and low pressurefan pattern spray nozzleswith a minimum nozzle
diameterof 4.8 mm.

High Efficienc_ Mist Eliminator

Off-gasexitingthe SAS will contain a small quantityof solid
mercurouschloridethat escapesthe SAS. The HEME will removeover 98% of
the mercurouschlorideand other submicronaerosolsexitingthe SAS.
Mercurouschloride is of particularinterestfor the DWPF, because it is
insolubleand in time will plug the filter element.

Acceleratedloadingtests were performedto predictthe maximum solids
loadingfor two filter designsbeing considered. Two Monsanto21.7-cm-
diameter,F-B series brink mist eliminatorpads were tested. The first
consistedof a 1.62-cm-thick,lO-micron-diameterglass fiber pad packed to
190 kg/m3. The second consistedof a 1.27-cmblanketof 30-micronglass
fibers followedby a 6.35-cmpad of 8-micron glass fibers packed to
220 kg/m3. The course 30-micronlayer was put on the upstreamside to act
as a prefilter.

A mercurouschloridesolutionwas sprayedon the filter using an air
atomizingnozzle until the pressuredrop reached37 mm Hg. A material
balance aroundthe filterdeterminedthe amountof solid on the filter. The
test results are shown in Table 2. The use of the prefilterincreasedthe
allowablefilter loadingto three times that withoutthe prefilter. Based
on these tests, it is predictedthe filter will last one year in the DWPF.
The dual densitymist eliminatorelement utilizingthe prefilterconcepthas
been specifiedfor use in the DWPF and is currentlyunder test in i/3-scale
in the DWPF Scale Glass Melteroff-gas system.



TABLE 2. DATA SUMMAJ_Y-MIST ELIMINATORACCELERATEDLOADINGTESTS

EIement 10-micron 8+30-micron

Solid loading 2.61 g HgzClz/m3 air 2.65 g HgzClz/m3air

Air flow 3.65 sclh 4.42 sclh

Face velocity 1.65m/sec 1.98 m/sec

Pressuredrop initial 1.5 mm Hg 6.0 mm Hg

Pressure drop final 37 mm Hg 37 mm Hg

Filter loading 1.70 kg/m2 4.98 kg/m2

CONCLUSIONS

The off-gas system design for the DWPF glass melter has been developedr
and tested in large-scaleoperationand shown tc_meet design requirementsin
all critical areas. Currenttestingon the DWPF Scale Glass Melterwill
demonstratethe backup off-gasfilm cooler and the DWPF design off-gas
brush, and will furtherdemonstratemelter pressurecontrol and off-gas
cleaning on a melter duplicatingmost closely the full-scaleDWPF melter
design.
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Off-Gas System Operation

Off-Gas Film Cooler

The primary off-gas film cooler (OGFC) is mounted on the melter lld

and is the inlet to the off-gas system. Cooling air is injected

along the pipe wall to reduce the potential of pluggage of the

off-gas line from glass deposits. The injected air forms a boundary

layer along the pipe wall preventing particles from reaching the

wall and cools the particles and the wall preventing particles fr_
bonding with the wall. The OGFC (Figure 40) is the same design as

that used on the LSFM and is the current DWPF design.

z

AIR

FIGURE 40. Primary Off-Gas Film Cooler

The Scale Melter OGFC consists of nine slots; seven equally spaced
slots with 0.09 inch openings and two wider slots at the film

cooler entrance. In an effort to reduce deposits at the entrance,

one slot with a 0.15 inch opening and one with a 0.16 inch opening
are at the tip to increase air flow in this region. The slots are

inclined at i0 ° to the vertical• All surfaces exposed to the
process are Inconel 690 with the remainder 304 stainless steel.

The constant air flow of 300 lb/hr to the OGFC is based on the

ratio of the Scale Melter surface area to the DWPF melter surface

area and the DWPF current flow sheet value of 700 lb/hr. At a

melter plenum temperature of 650°C, the off-gas exited the film
DWPFMELTER TECHNOLOGY MANUAL

SECTION 8

REFERENCE 16
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cooler at 375°C. The wall temperature was 25 ° cooler than the

actual off-gas temperature. The OGFC has the capability to use

steam as well as air for cooling; however, adequate cooling was

achieved, and steam was not required. During idle periods, the

melter plenum increased to 800°C, driving the off-gas exiting the
film cooler to 400°C. The small increase was due to the melter

off-gas flow rate being lower during idle periods (approximately
600 lb/hr) .

The off-gas header drop is the differential pressure between the

melter and the entrance to the quencher.During idle periods the

header drop was constant at -2.5 in. wc. However, during slurry

feeding, the off-gas header pressure drop (Figure 41) was very
erratic and ranged between -3.5" wc and -5.5" wc. Factors involved

in this phenomenon were slurry feed rate, cold cap coverage, and
pressure surges in the melter.

• • w
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FIGURE 41. Off-Gas Header Pressure Drop

An inspection of the film cooler after SGM-4 and after SGM-5,

revealed that it remained virtually free of deposits during the

campaigns. The build-up that did exist was focussed at the tip of

the film cooler. The ledge around the tip consisted of deposits
extending from the lid of the melter.

Film Cooler Brush

A brush assembly is mounted above the melter on top of the OGFC and

is acuated to remove deposits that may form on the film cooler.

The OGFC brush assembly used (Figure 42) was built according to the
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pressure to reach +8" w.c. As the design of the brush shows, at
full exten:ion the brush occupies nearly 100% of the off-gas llne.

Since the film coolers were still supplying air, the melter

pressurized. The entire operation took 2 minutes and 40 seconds t:
perform (downward and upward motion). During approximately one-ha "=

of this time, the melter experienced positive pressure. A new brush

design prototypical of DWPF will be tested in the future in which

the brush will occupy 50% of the off-gas line area.

Back-Up O£f-Gas Film Coola=

The back up off-gas film cooler (BUOGFC) is designed to keep the
vent line to the seal pot open for pressure relief (Figure 45).

There is normally no off-gas flow through the BUOGFC; therefore,

vertical slots that inject air tangentially to the off-gas pipe
wall are used.

(Thermocouple) 6e9 IIII (Thermocouple)

(Thermecoupl,) 608 _. 610 (Thermocouple)
\

The back up film cooler was designed according to the same

principles as the primary film cooler with a constant air flow of
100 lb/hr. Air flow is concentrated at the entrance by varying the
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slot lengths. The BUOGFC has six slots that alternate in lengths
of 4.25" and Ii". Slot lengths were alternated to direct more air
towards the film cooler entrance. The slot widths are 0.09" which

are the same as the OGFC slots.A total of four thermocouples 180 °
apart were placed at the exit of the slots to measure the inside

wall temperature. The wall temperatures of the film cooler are
shown in Table 14.

_. Average BUOGFC Wall Temperatuzes

--Thermocouple
Melter Plenum 608 609 610 611

Temperature (°C) _°C) --_ --/ICl_ (°c)

650 150 75 120 50

800 240 I00 220 55

860 270 105 230 60

*860 250 I00 210 50

* Lid Heaters Off

Quencher

A large-scale eductor quenches the hot off-gases and condenses most

of the steam exiting the melter after the film cooler. The

quenching is done using recirculated condensate that is cooled to

maintain temperatures similar to those expected by DWPF (Table 15).

_. Average Quencher Operating Conditions

Ouencher Operating Variable __

Off-Gas Inlet Temperature (°C) 350 385

Quench Water Inlet Temperature (°C) 30 40

Quencher Water Flow (gpm) i4 54

Quencher Pressure Drop (" w.c.) -0.32 -0.42

Quencher Outlet Gas Temperature (°C) 33 48

Quencher Outlet Liquid Temperature (°C) 31 45
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Temperature data from the discharge section showed a 2-3°C

temperature difference between the phases at a flowrate of 54 g_z,

the gas being higher. During SGM-5, the flow rate of the
recirculated condensate was varied to observe the reaction of the

phase temperatures. Figure 46 shows the exiting gas and liquid

temperatures as the quench liquid flow rate was increased.

5O

• ¢.)-'- m OutGasTernp
o,.. 48 • OutLiqTemp

._ m m46

.
44 m .

0
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42
40 50 60 70 80 90 100

FlowRate (gpm)

FIGURE 46. Quencher Outlet Tempezatuzes at Various
Quench Watez Flow Rates

Two-Phase Line

During SGM-5, a test was performed to analyze the effects on the

system of various flow patterns in the two-phase line. The type of

flow was predicted by the chemical process design standard DG 23 B

for cocurrent flow of liquid and gas in horizontal pipelines. By

varying the quench water flow rate, three flow patterns could be
observed (Figure 47).

At low flow rates, a stratified flow pattern is observed in which

the liquid flows along the bottom of the pipe and the gas flows

over a smooth liquid-gas interface. Around approximately 45 gpm,
the flow pattern passes through a stage of wave flow which is

similar to stratified flow, except that the interface has waves
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off-gas and remove large particulate; an off-gas condensate tank
(OGCT) I a two-stage steam atomized scrubber (SAS) to remove
aubmlcron particulate; a condenser to separate the condensibles
from the off-gas; a high efficiency mist eliminator (HEME) to
remove fine mists and particulates; a high efficiency particulate
air filter (HEPA) with a preheater; and an exhauster. A back-up
film cooler (BUOGFC) is used on the melter vent line to the seal

pot. A water driven Jet (spout Jet) pulls a vacuum on the melter
pour spout to control glass pouring.

The Scale Glass Melter off-gas system operates at a production rate
of 45% of DWPF. The front end Is sized to handle the entire flow
from the melter (700-1100 pph wet gas). The back end or scrubbing
portion of the off-gas system is 30% of full scale and the flow
rate is maintained at 500 pph. The remainder is sent through a
bMpass line directly to the exhausters. A detailed description of
the scale melter off-gas system, as well as important differences
with respec_ to the DWPF off-gas system, is documented in
DPST-87-247 _.

Off-Gas System Operation

Off-Gas Film Cooler

The primary off-gas film cooler (OGFC) is mounted on the melter lld
and is the inlet to the off-gas system (Figure 47). Cooling air is

[]

FIGUItE 47. Primary Oil-Gas Film Cooler
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in_ected along the pipe wall to reduce the potential of off-gas
llne pluggage from glass deposits. The In_ected sir forms a
boundary layer along the plpe wall, preventing particles from
reaching the wall. This boundry layer also cools the particles and
the wall, preventing particles from bonding with the wall. The OGFC
is the same design as the DWPF film cooler.

The off-gas film cooler temperature showed an interesting response
when compared to melter vapor temperature. In Figure 48, the
melter vapor temperature and off-gas film cooler temperature react
An opposite directions at hours 6.0 and 21.0. These two times
correspond to the initiation and halting of melter feed,
respectively. Xt appears that the steam generated by the melter
feed initiation has sufficient heat capacity to both cool the
melter plenum and heat the off-gas film cooler. The off-gas film
cooler steam supply was not in use during these campaigns; thus the
temperature rlse is barely dampened by the low heat capacity
cooling air. Figure 48 shows the temperature variations seen during
the lid heater tests. The temperatures for the melter plenum and
off-gas film cooler behave in much this same way during normal
operation. The primary film cooler air flow was kept constant at
300 pph.

.P--"- 'roMP('C! _ !----_MP ('C) -x ............
8ooe.oe _ ioeo no .................

ice.oil - ooo.oo.,,.%.l"_'"'''-'d'_-- ._.,./ ,, /_-_'
llOO.Ot " SOOOlD........ M .......

,....-., ,.........., .
1 I .-°,,.-°°', , _ | 1-- i i i ii _

•" O O.qo II O.O0 '1111 50 84

rl_ il. Cooled Off-Gas Data it Various
Melter Plenum Temperatures

Film Cooler Brush

A brush design prototyplcal of the DWPF design was installed on the
film cooler brush prior to SGM-6. The brush assembly (Figure 49) is
mounted on top of the off-gas film cooler (OGFC) and is actuated to
remove deposits that may form on the film cooler. The brush
assembly is the current DkTF design. The brush holder and the brush
drive shaft are made of Hastelloy C-276.
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FIGURE 49. Off-Gas Film Cooler Brush Assembly

FZGURI -_0. Film Cooler Brush Used During SGM-6 and SGM-?
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This brush design is the second to be tested on the off-gas film
cooler. The previous brush was cylindrical and caused melter
pressurization on the order of +8" wc. The design of the new brush
(Figure 50) allows a greater volume of off-gas to pass around the
brush while it is in the film cooler. It is in the shape of a cross
with 0.5"-.long Hastelloy X wire bristles extending from each end.
The shaft, itself is Hastelloy C-276.

At full e:_ension, the brush occupies 50% of the off-gas llne area.
The brush was run In-between SGM-6 and SGM-7 as well as during
SGM-7. The reason for running the brush was for preventative
maintenance rather than for necessity. The brush successfully
cleaned the film cooler of minimal deposits and tip accumulations.
A slight pressure increase of 2" wc was observed in the melter
plenum, (-.hanging the pressure from-5" wc to -3" wc.

Ba_.k-Up Film Cooler

The back.-up off-gas film cooler (BUOGFC) is designed to keep the
vent line to the seal pot open for pressure relief. There is
normally no off-gas flow through the BUOGFC; therefore, vertical
slots that inject air tangentially to the off-gas pipe wall are
used.

(Thormo¢ouplo) it| ('l'|ormocoiplo)

('l'hoemoeouplol |ell |11 (Tioeunoaovplo)

•lrl: LOCATIONS l
_ 11 " IILOT

HI[IGI4_

$.|1 " I.D.

SECTION
E-X

FIGURE 51. Back-Up Off-Gas Film Cooler
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A total of four thermocouples 180° apart are present (Figure 51)
at the exit of the slots to measure the inside wall temperatures.
There ere differences among the thermocouple readings due to the
cooling air flow patterns within the film cooler. Figure 52
displays the wall temperatures for different melter plenum
temperatures. The BUOGFC showed little variation of temperature
with changes in the plenum temperature. This was especlally true of
thermocouple #609 which is located five inches up the film cooler.
The back-up film cooler air flow was kept constant at 125 pph.

4OO

"E 300

•
20O

m TC608&610
• TC 609

100

0 ;' I ' ' 11 •

550 650 750 850
Plenum Temperature ("C)

FIG_TRE S2. Back-Up Off-Gas Film Coole= Wall Temperatures
at Various Melter Plenum TemperatuEes

Quencher and Two-Phase Line

A large-scale eductor quenches the hot off-gases and condenses most
, of the steam exiting the film cooler. The quenching is done using

recirculated condensate, which is cooled to simulate the quench
water temperature expected in the DWPF. A nozzle forces the
reclrculated condensate to spray in the hot off-gas, giving maximum
scrubbing action.

Prior to SGM-7, the nozzle that had been in place since start-up
was replaced by a spray nozzle prototypical of the DWPF design
(Figure 53). The prototypical nozzle has a smaller orifice size
than the original one, thus producing a higher exit velocity. The
nozzle pressure drops were compared at the normal operating flow
rate of 55 gpm. The new nozzle Ap was found to be 2.5 times highe
than before (18 psig vs. 46 psig). Both nozzles are made of
Inconel TM 600.

The nozzle pressure, pressure drops across the quencher and
two-phase line, and the phase temperatures were monitored as the
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, CCs ".', A, Osborne, 704-T
J, E, Lunn/R, P, Lengel, 704-T
D, G. Kllpa_rick, 67G-1',i,'
D, M. Sabat£no, 676-T
O, L. Mahoney, 675-1T
G. A. Griffin, 676-T
SRL Records (4)

May 23, ,1.904

TO_ R.B.._ERGUBON, 773-A
o

e
o

FROM_ C. T. R.ANDALL, 676-1T

BACKUP I_%LMCOOLER. FOR DWPF 8CALB MELTER
JUSTIFICATION AND REOUIR_MBNTB

The Savannah River Laboratory has reuommended an off-gas film
cooler be added to the DWPF backup off-gas line. The film coole_ !
is needed to cool deposits that will accumulate at the entrance to
the off-gas llne, maintaining them in a physIoaZ, form that ctln be
removed with the Backup Brush Reamer. It £s partlcularly lmpor_anL
that the backup off-gas line be kept open because It also providos
emergency pressure relief via the seal pot. The Savannah River
Plant and the Engineering Department concur wlth BRits
recommendation and w£1l Include a Backup Film Cooler In the DWPF
design.

This letter requests the Englneerlng Departd, ent to design a Backup
Film Cooler foc the DWPF Scale Melter to prove the concept and
confirm needed coolant flows. ._/!e. re.cL_e.st t_.o._._d.em,d.,9,s_.g_,and.
specification of the complete Ba-o°_ _ _L_'_.Cool_.l_,;;E'am'Inoludino....................................._J_.@,-.._ ,,.,,.,_,,.................
lnstrument'lind electrlca% des_gn.o Procurement of the _fllm.cooler,.
control ....val'ves"and'""_:n'strumentat'¢on._ as well as lnstallatt'on" wi"ll ....be

f

_" provided by BRL. _,_,_. _ _,/,_,_,',,.,.l,,, 0_,,,,......_

Rec_ui.rements ......................................"'"--'" '

The film cooler should matnt.aln the temperature near the wall o_
the Scale Melter backup off-gas line (seal pot vent llne) less than
375°C under two cond£tlons_

i) Normal mel t_ operation wlth no flow through the backup
off-gas llne.

i

I
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. 2) Melter idling when 1,30 _b/hr alr Inleakage bnd pu_'ges plus
• 200 Zb/hr. aoolant from. the primary film aooler are p_ss_ng

' througll bhe backup o_£-gas llne and being exllaustod by tile
Scale MeZ.ter backup line air, ':Jet.

Based on a test In which the.primary Off-Can Film Cooler on tileLBPM was operated in a stand by mode (no through-flow of o_£-gas),
It In estimated that a coolant flow of 200 lb/hr o£ steam will be
sufficient to maintain a boundary layer near the wall of the Backup
Film Cooler at less tllan 375°C under normal melter operation.

When the melter _s Idling, off-gases entering the Backup Film
Cooler will be on the order of 8,00"C, Calculations Indicate
420 lb/hr of a_r must be added to the 200 Ib/hr st,earn to oooi these
gases to 375°C. 'e

The design lhould _nalude sufficient flexibility to allow operation
of the film cooler on 200 lb/hr o£ a_r vlce the 200 lb/hr o_
Steam o

i

The design should distribute oo0Xant along the flrs
t 2 to

dLameters o_ the backup off gas ltne. Coolant z low should 3be
higher near the entrance .whore the heat flux Is greatest,

A minimum o_ two permanlntly _nstalled _hermooouples at two
locations (total _ thoxluoaouples) are requested to mon_tor film

The material of vonstruct_on should be 304L stainless steel.

The aaekup Fl_m Cooler should be deslgne, d to accept the .brush
reamer being .provided under _R-861951. If the inside dtame is
different from the Scale Melter primary f,tlm cooler (EWR 061 _ ), a
separate brush head should be provided to be used wttll the Backup
F_lm Cooler.

The Backup Film Cooler and services should be shown on the 675-T

graphic panel. A sketch showing d,_ta logger and alarm numbersbeing assigned X. art:ached.

CTR_dhw
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DWPF MELTER-OFF G_,(,_NOZZLE
( WITH STE.AM FL[)v )
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NELTER OFF GAS L_NE WZTN STEJ_q FLOW

COLUJJJ

ROW I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 20 12 12 13 14 25 16 27 18
ROW 19 20 21 22

, :;'::: ..---................... ,...., ..................................., ....................................• ,O0 ,Q_ QQOQIQ "QQIQ_

2 ****** ****** ****** ****** 799.0 578.4 538.7 466.3 399.6 337.8 280.9 253.7 45.0 ****** ****** ****** ****** ******
OeO_QO O_OOQO I,OQQQ O"QOQO

3 ****** ****** ****** ****** 799.0 572.1 532.1 459.4 392.7 331.1 274.6 247.6 45.0 ****** ****** ****** ****** ******
_OQtQO OQQOQO tQO.QO QQOODO

4 ****** *****_ ****** ****** 799.0 553.6 513.1 440.3 374.2 313.7 258.6 232.5 45.0 ****** ****** ****** ****** ******
tQOeQO QQQ_t _OOOt ,IQIQO

5 ****** ****** ****** ****** 799.0 504.2 463.7 393.3 331.2 275.7 225.9 202.5 45.0 45.0 45.0 ****** ****** ******
OtQOQQ OIQOOQ OOQQ._ _e_,

6 ****** ****** ****** ****** 799.0 419.9 382.1 322.5 273.9 232.0 292.7 271.2 165.4 159.2 155.1 45.0 *****_ ******

7 ****** ****** ****** ****** 799.0 381.7 344.5 291.5 251.2 227.3 186.0 269.2 266.0 260.2 256.0 45.0 ****** ******

8 ****** 799.0 799.0 799.0 799.0 332.3 292.9 252.8 224.7 202.7 182.5 170.2 166.9 260.9 156.7 45.0 ****** ******

9 800.0 308.2 294.6 280.0 269.4 263.6 246.1 225.7 208.9 194.9 183.2 176.5 161.1 162.3 157.1 45.0 ****** ******

10 800.0 300.4 283.4 267.2 255.2 247.4 235.9 229.5 205.0 192.4 281.7 275.2 267.3 262.0 157.2 45.0 ****** a*****

11 800.0 306.4 164.0 164.0 164.0 164.0 164.0 164.0 164.0 264.0 264.0 166.4 164.7 260.3 156.8 45.0 ****** ******

22 800.0 309.4 164.0 162.6 162.4 162.2 162.0 161.9 161.9 162.0 162.4 163.1 262.9 159.7 156.5 45.0 J'e*** ******

13 800.0 311.2 264.0 262.6 162.3 262.0 161.8 161.7 161.6 161.7 162.9 162.0 162.8 159.1 256.1 45.0 45.0 ******

14 800.0 313.1 164.0 162.9 162.1 161.3 161.3 161.2 161.2 161.2 161.1 160.9 160.6 158.4 155.6 152.6 251.2 45.0

15 800.0 314.3 164.0 163.0 161.8 160.6 160.6 160.6 160.6 160.6 160.4 160.2 159.8 158.0 155.6 153.5 152.3 45.0

16 800.0 314.9 164.0 163.0 161.4 159.8 159.8 160.0 160.2 160.2 160.1 160.0 159.6 158.1 156.1 154.3 153.2 45.0

17 800.0 315.2 164.0 162.9 160.8 158.8 158.8 259.2 159.9 160.3 160.3 160.1 159.8 158.6 156.9 155.4 154.4 45.0

18 800.0 315.4 164.0 162.4 158.8 155.4 155.4 155.9 164.0 164.0 164.0 164.0 164.0 164.0 164.0 164.0 164.0 ******

19 800.0 315.4 164.0 160.7 151.4 142.5 142.6 143.7 164.0 ***o** ***.0. o***** ***o.0 o***** ..0.o. ****** .o**** ******
it'tii ttii'i "iitil "tliit

20 800.0 315.5 164.0 157.7 134.3 111.8 111.4 110.7 45.0 ****** *..0.. ****** ****00 *0.**. 0.00.. *.**.. ****** ...0**

22 800.0 315.5 164.0 155.6 128.2 82.2 81.5 80.6 45.0 ****** ****** ****** ****** ****** ****** ****** ****** ******

22 800.0 315.5 164.0 157.3 210.5 65.1 63.5 57.6 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0
40.0 40.0 40.0 ******

23 800.0 315.5 164.0 159.8 109.0 58.4 57.1 53.6 49.4 46.8 45.2 44.6 43.7 43.0 42.8 42.8 42.7 42.7
42.8 42.8 42.8 ******

24 800.0 315.5 164.0 168.6 163.5 152.8 148.3 151.1 153.3 155.2 157.0 158.2 160.3 263.7 166.8 168.7 169.7 172.6
175.8 177.7 178.5 ******

25 800.0 315.5 164.0 175.0 206.0 259.7 315.1 344.3 359.0 369.2 377.6 382.6 390.6 402.2 411.1 417.5 420.6 429.4
438.8 444.1 446.4 ******

26 800.0 315.5 164.0 193.2 315.9 437.3 449.1 465.0 479.4 492.4 504.1 511.2 522.6 538.9 552.2 560.2 564.4 576.5
589.4 596.7 599.9 Q*****

27 800.0 315.5 164.0 203.6 340.4 474.6 487.4 504.5 519.9 533.7 546.0 553.5 565.4 582.1 595.6 603.5 607.8 619.7
632.3 639.3 642.4 ******

28 800.0 315.5 164.0 214.7 370.6 523.3 537.8 556.7 573.2 587.7 600.3 607.7 619.5 635.5 648.0 655.1 658.9 669.4
680.0 685.8 688.4 ******

29 800.0 315.5 164.0 244.4 425.4 598.8 614.7 634.0 649.9 663.0 673.8 679.9 689.5 701.6 710.5 715.4 718.0 725.1
731.9 735.6 737.2 **Q***
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